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Structured Groups 'far. Facilitating Development :.
Acquiring Life Skills, Resolving Life Themes,

and Making Life Transitions

David J. Drum
J. Eugene Knott

In this introductory chapter the authors define structured
groups, categorize them into three basic types, and speak
to the various theoretical bases from which they have emerged.
Key to the importance of the structured group effort is the
fact that these groups are preventive as well as remedial
and can be helpful to persons of all ages. The introduction
concludes with several statements that support the use of
the structured groups approach.



Chapter I

Origin of Structured Group -1-e.

The purpose, of this monograph is to provide an overview of a relatively

new style \of del ping people that can facilitate their growth and

devel pment. Within the past five year; a substantial number of highly structured
_Cr,

group programs aimed at teaching key skills or clarifying important life attributes

has bee deviSed. These structured group approaches supply both effective
\

learning trategies and interpersonal environments in which people can seek to

achieve hi er levels of personal competence and nurture feelings of inner satis-

faction with e direction of their lives.
\

Struc ured groups, are not to be viewed merely as a contemporary e.
A

extension of the uman potential movement, ,although some roots maybe perceived

therein. Rather, hese approaches should be viewed as edu&ational tools whose

implementation at the appropriate point in the evolution of an individual's develop-

meat can facilitate pose ive growth. This monograph attempts to demonstrate the

degree to which the strut' red group movement has matured and enhanced the

abilit31. of helping profession s to help people resolve both existing problems and

developmental needs. To achieve this.goal the monograph provides an overview
1..

of the theaetical basis for structured groups and the critical elements in their

design. Following that, three major categories of structured groups, their core

components, and models for their development and. implementation are described.

Subsequent chapters present specific exemplars of each of the three major types

of groups, their formats, and characteristics. Finally, the monograph addresses

2
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the issue of deployment of resources in utilizing such approaches to serve one's

,clientele, and the future needs of and directions Mr employing structured,

developmental groups.

Definition of Structured' Groups.
A structured group is a delimited learning situation with a predetermined

goal and a plan designed to enable-each gtnup ineinWr to reach thandentified

L goal with minimum frustration and maximum ability to transfer the new learning

to a wide range of life events. The use of structure in counseling groups allows

the group facilitator: (1) to focus precisely on a specific goal and include relevant

goal-oriented activities while eliminating goal-detracting influences, (2) to

converge resources and.exercises in order to amplify learning, and (3) to assess

the degree of goal accomplishment for each participant, These three primary

values of structuring, plus some other features, are highlighted by Middleman

and Goldberg (1972) in their article on "The Concept of Structure in Experiential
1J

Learning." They state:

"A structured learning situation is a closed system.
deliberately constructed and set in motion by the
trainer or facilitator. It has a boundary which
separates it from the talk about the situation as well...,
Within this boundary a set of conditions is established
which affects'the roles and/or rules, and/or the
processes of interaction. Finally, the trainer'or
facilitator introduces a task to be pursued under the
structured conditions. This task constitutes the
moving dynamics of the learning situation. Partici-'
pants must function within those particular conditions
and experience both the opportunities for and constraints
on pursuit of the task and human behavior in general
that are generated by these, conditions" (p. 205).

7



For the purpose of clarifying the theofetical basis and differentiating

the goals of structured groups, they may be categorized into three basic types:
o

(1) those' aimed at helping individuals acquire important interpersonal life skills,

(2) thqese directed toward enabling people to resolve and understand critical life

themes, and (3) those designed to assist peopletn the completion/making of

important life transitions. Each of these three categories of structured groups

is the topic of a later chapter in this monograph.

Theoretical Basis of Structured Groups

The etnergence of the structured group model is grounded in several

roader movements that have been gaining momentum with the helping services

ofessions. These movements have. been variously ijlentified as affective

e cation (Leonard, 1968; Borton, 1970; Brown, 1971; Purves, 1972;

Ca tillo, 1974), psycholoilpal educatiori.(Alschuler, 1973 Guerney,, et al. 1970;

Mos er and §printhall, 1971; Ivey and Alschuler, _1973) humanistic education

(Bes ell and Palomares, 1970; Weinstein and Fantini/ 1970; Heath, 1971;

Zaho ik and Brubaker, 1972; Greer and Rubinsteiri, 1972; Patterson, 1973;

Sharp, 1971), personal education/self-manageme (Bandura and Perloff, 1967;

Cudney, 1972; Thoreson and Mahoney, 1974; W lliam8 and Long, 1975; Colley,

1975), or behavior 'modification (Goldiamond, 4965;
/

1971).

Structured groups represent a convergence of many of these rather

Bandura, 1969; Lazarus,

divergent helping styles, with each approaph contributing some important elements

both to the theory and design of a particular group. A common element apparent



.65

in almost all of these approaches is the emphasis placed on the educational-
.

experiential format for:overcoming difficulties, or prodUcing growth, rather

-
than the more traditional one-to-one verbal piocess meth?d of helping.

While the broad theoretical basis for structured groups is grounded

in the approaches just identified, the specific goal of such groups is facilitating'
the developmental process and increasing the individual's adaptability to common

.41

life, stresses. All too often the. growth and development of the individual and

his/her, ability to handle life traumas have been left to chance resolution. In

our own lives and the lives' of people who surround'us, one may find numerous

examples of the unnecessary,von-productive turmoil that occurs because no

one offered assistance when individuals were at develbpmental crossroads or

undergoing some traumatic transformation.
,

Facilitating Development

In order to achieve the goal of facilitating the developmental process,

structured groups are often designed specifically to resolve a particular develop -

.mental task, such as learning to bean effective parent, being able to control

anxiety, and/or gaining skill in setting realistic career/life goals. The study of

the developmental tasks which confront individuals in the course of their life-
.

times is a relatively recent phenomenon. Only since the late 1930's has there

been any systematic study of the various living/learning tasks of development an

individual undergoes at various stages in life.. But the impact of this way of

viewing the needs of people has been mighty. Recognition--both of patterns of

developmental needs and individual variability- -has spurred numerous studies



and writings, .:including those by Tryon and Lilienthal,. 195Q. flavighurst; 1953;

Piaget, 1954; Zaccaria, 1965;.and Erikson, 1968. In their formulatioh of the

developmental process; these theorists link identifiable growth periods to specific

predictable, regularly occurring life -needeand growth tasks, it is becoming

possible to anticipate their emergence and provide for ea-fly-intervention.

a result of the identification of somearrays of developmental tasks. As

Strdctured groups represent one important intervention useful in

resolving critical developmental tasks when they first arise. Perhaps the most

mimpelling value of the early intervention capability of structured groups is that,

by enabling persons to resolve or fulfill a developmental task, they can pre4nt

that normal growth issue from deteriorating and becoming the basis for future

life problems. The failure to accomplish adequately an earlier developmental

task has been shown time and again to compound the difficulty in fulfilling subsequen

needs and tasks in the developmental' process.. Guardo (1975), in an article on
4,

developmental existentialism, clearly il rates the effect of unresolved problems

on normal .development in the following example:

"Let us use, as an illustration, a young Olnan whose
father deserted her. If she cites this experieas
reason for her inability to sustain a relationshi4wittra
young man, for fear of being deserted again,, then the
helper must address two issues: the residuarpsycho-
logical effects of the client's experience of desertion
and the client's present inability to sustain a hetero-
sexual relationship. The helper should address these
issues in their respective temporal contexts and give
attention to the progression of interpersonal development
that the clielit-has undergone between these times...
If the youn woman in the above illustration wer6 twenty
years ola, h situation would be interpreted quite
differently from the way it would be if she were twenty-
eight, since the developmental expectations for inter-
personal maturity vary widely for these ages" (pp. 494-495).

16.
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Detetiorated life/ situations often presage full--blown developirientsa

,
crises.. A elient exper ices fret' y when he/she finds himself/herSelf

immersed in a situati nal crisis without the.

developmental defic

producing Oilecom

and the all-cons

herewithal; because of earlier

s, to convert the challenge to a satisfactory, growth-

. ,-111Te relationship between

ming Vexation experienced in

.

unresolved developmental needs

common situational crises is of

mayor conseg nce. The.obvious counseling goal ht that, oint is to assist the

individual t find the ,solution to the crisis. The not -'so- obvious secondary

goal shoul //be to help the individual learn a response''sQyle that will better

serve hi /her in later attempts.toavert such a crisis., The structured
,

-

develo ental group has built into it just such a dual capability. .Application

of thi type of therapeutic strategy thus simultaneouslytecomes both ,problem-

sol ng and preventive, and possesses both short- and long-term benefits.

Some other elements in the dynamics of personal de'velopment deserve

ttention. First among these is the dichotomous nature of human development.

/Just as the nature-nurture paradigm suffuses the whole ofthe behavioral sciences,

/ so does this duality affect our notions of which developinental tasks antecede

others.' The potentiality for most, if not,all psychological development, is laid

I 14.down in the hereditary package one receives via genetic transmission. HOW-

ever, whether this potentiality is ever realized or actualized for a particular, '.

person is a function of the learning experiences encountered in the environMent.

.4nd each of/the developmental "gains" resulting from the successful integration

of earlier learning becomes a prerequisite in the sequence of tasks necessary

11 .0
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for the'achievement of further personal competence. Thps, frustration of an t

early developmental task cannot 11.elp but thwart a related.future developmental

task.

Another interesting facet of the human developmental process is that

in terms of both physical and social growth, the time wherein physiological

development levels off 'occurs in close conjunctiOn with the increasing need for

'expanded affective and Interpersonal-,capa6ilities. It is also at this Um. that

the individual is faced with the first major set of life "choices. '! Not
.

'coincidentally, this is' the "site" of the largest number of structured develop

mental groups that have been developed to date. Even though late adolescence
0.

and early adulthood represent the focus of most structured group efforts, these
4

groups often address developmental issues which originate from earlier,

unfulfilled developmental needs.

The,contemporary fact of life documented so powerfully by Toffler

(1970), which might be referred to as the "constancy of change, " provides,

some indication of why t'he developmental period known as "adtilthood" represents

an area of increasing response to structured groups. Contrary tp-the earliest

theories of de'velopmental psychology,, recent studies have documented ongoing

changes that pose developmental challenges for persons at midlife and -later

(Levinson, et al. 1974; Lidz, 1968; Gould, 1972; Pofand, .1.974). The fact that

"change" is an ongoing Phenomenon, and is occurring at an accelerating pace,
itt

demands that individyafs acquire certain coping skills and adaptational

abilities earlier and exercise them l9nger than was the case in previous generations, ,\A

12
8



particularly in Western civilization. In many ways,' the ultimate barometer of

one's personal competence and self-actualization today is his/her capacity for

coping with that "constancy of change."

Increasing Adapability to Stress

As we'have-inerea5ed our knowledge about the developmental process,

we have also become increasingly aware of the deleterious effects that stress has

that process (Lazarus, 1966; Adams and Goldstein;\1970). When stressful

circumstances exceed an individual's point of tolerance,

mental hrust grinds to a halt. If a person's developmental history is riddled
4

with unresolved needs, then he/she is further vulnerable tothe crippling effects

s/her whole develop-

of extreme stress.

Most structured groups have the capacity to facilitate the process fOr

working through deeply stressful feelings and at the same' time aid in the

development of adaptive , Therefore, a woman who is in psychological

' transition--struigglingivith stressful feelings because, for example, she

chooses to be more than a "shadow figt"--can be helped to resolve that stress.

At the same time she can be exploring and developing alternative coping skills
,

for enjoying her new style of being. Life transition groups .are often designed

both for resolvirig an existing problem and preparing foe successful living in a
(

.different psychologrieal -(ana.""ometimes physical) environment.
.*1

Why Structured Groups?'

-The question of why should we invest time, energy, and resources in the

development of structure) groups instead of in the provision of traditional services

I 3
a



can be viewed from several perspeetive-S.. First of all, structured groups

enable the helping agent to time interventions to correspond as closely as

possible to the origination of the developmental need. A serious limitation of

traditional methods is that they are unable to provide intervention until long

after an unmet developmental need has deteriorated into a deeply troubling

problem.

The value of structured group approaches is not limited to the single

dimension of timing. They also-have several additional .positive features for

the practitioner and consumer.

Structiged groups optimize time for the practitioner. Where particular

developmental lags or needs can be diagnosed.or anticipated, short-terM

learning-oriented group experiences can- capitalize on what will always be

insufficient counseling resources by focusing on specific behavioral components

that form the core of the identified need. "Offering such learning opportitnities

in a group format also has the advantage of addressing the .similar needs of

several people simultaneously. Building on already extant skills to update and

vary counseling meth ology, they offer a role change to the helping agent that

is more in line with hat of other "educators" and that epitomizes the proactive

stance. Furthe , the built-in accountability dimension arising from the goal-

- \oriented nature of the groups has tremendous import, especially in current

times of limited staff and finances.

Added gains accrue to consumers from a service modality which reaches

out to them, often in their own living /working situation, and which is time-limited

10 ,a



and target-specific. Au added plub for consumers is the benefit they realize

from learning "responsiveness" ("intentionality, " in psychological education

terminology) to life situations as opposed merely to learning discrete responses

to single situations.

Summary

The introduction to this monograph has touched on the basic nature

and genesis of structured groups for facilitating human development, some

of the key elements in the proces of development, and mazy of the characteristics

that recommend such approaches both to the practitioner and the consumer. The

next chapter explores at greater length the core components and some further

conceptual tenets of-each of the three types of structured developmental groups.

O

15



The first section of this chapter describes the value of
utilizing structured groups to help people deal with prob-
lem situations. Next, the three major categories of struc-
tured groups are presented and the core components of each
type are identified. A checklist follows for identifying
and detailing the critical elements to be included in the
development of a structured group. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of practical issues and guidelines for
implementing structured groups in an dgency or institution.

Chapter II

Conceptual Overview of Structured Groups

Value of Structured Groups

In general, structured groups represent attempts on the part of

mental health workers to intervene as early as possible in an individual's life,

so that unmet normal developmental needs do not become the foundation for

'more serious problems later in life. Specifically, they are designed to provide

opportunity for positive intervention to occur as the need for assistance develops.

So, for example, instead of trying to help a person relieve his depression after

an unsuccessful marriage, the focus is on intervening earlier to help a person

learn how to communicate feelings non-defensively and how to share intimately.

°- This illustration is characteristic of a number of situations in life where

structured groups can reduce the likelihood that normal developmental-needs

will become frustrated and lead to the need for later extensive counseling and

therapy.

12
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Besides providing opportunity for early intervention, structured groups

have several other positive attributes that make them valuable additions to the

mental health worker's repertoire for promoting growth and development. Among

the most important are the following:

41) They demystify the process of self-discovery and self-enhancement

by systematic structuring for goal-attainment. Because the groups

have a definite structure, they Communicate a sense of goal-directedness

and raise expectations that the goal Can be achieved.

(2) They are relatively non-threatening to participants and make the process

(3)

of self-learning enjoyable. Through appropriate structured exercises

they encourage:people gently but firmly to increase their ability to try

out new behaviors or examine issues they woulu normally avoid. Most

structured groups attempt to raise a person's approach gradient

so that 'he/she will attempt new behaviorstor examine delicate issues,

while traditional therapy focuses on lowering the avoidance gradient so

that new behaviors may emerge.

They allow for"both peer and professional, feedback relating to a

specific interpersonal skill or life issue. Provisions are made for
f

an individual to reality test, gain consensus, and explore self-enslaving

myths. Peer involvement within the group in providing social feedback

is a key factor in enabling participants to attempt new and provisional

ways of responding to existing problem situations.

(4) They represent an economical use of treatment time. A significant

number of issues or needs that are treated in one-to-One counseling

1
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can be more efficiently and completely resolved through a structured

group.

(5) They encourage change and growth by providing a mechanism for active

problem-solving. Group members invest a significant amount of group

time in practicing a particular skill, actively clarifying an issue, and

structuring a resolution.-

(6) They help participants become aware of the commonality of the type

of problem situation they are attempting to resolve. The sense of

"being in it together" is not only communicates through thelact that

there are ten, twenty, or more participants in the particular group at

(7)

hand but also that the type of group in which they are involved is being

offered on a widespread basis in other locations.

They reduce the .stigma associated with seeking help because they

fockts on common developmental needs utilizing an education/experiential,

format. This is in contrast to traditional counseling which is largely

-remedial or reliabilitative in character.

(8) They establish the boundaries of the contract between the leader and

the participants and thereby create a sense of psychological safety

for group members. Each participant can enter into the group

experience with a feeling,of inner comfort that the group will'stick to the

stated goal and not attempt to restructure the "whole personality."

Many pedple fear that structured groups are simply sensitfr4ty groups by

another name and that their every vulnerability will be exposed and

exploited. Through an explanation of the differences between the two

, 16
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4r types of groups, their fears can easily be relieved. The use of

structure in.groups sets real limits on the power of the leader and

on what is legitimate to explore.

Major Types of Structured Groups

Structured groups can be classified into three general types according,

to the emphasis the group leader and members place on achieving a specific

purpose or goal. The three types are: (1) life skills groups, (2) life theme
t

groups have an educational/experiential based format, are goal oriented, and

utilize a systematic, sequential approach to resolution of the problem situation,

significant differences exist among the three types with regard to their goals.

Broadly speaking, life skills groups are designed to help people acquire new

skills or complete the development of inadequate skills. Life theme groups

center on structuring the self-inquiry process so that an individual can develop

a, sense of p.er:;-opal understanding that can lead to greater feelings of freedom and
et

individuation. Life transition groups have the twin goals of helping people

restructure the past psychologically and build skills for future living. As one

can see, each type of group aims at supporting and facilitating the developmental

precess4rom adifferent, yet often complementary, perspective.

Life Skills Groups

Life skills groups have as their common purpose helping people acquire

or further develop life-enhancing skills that will enable them to cope successfully

with the psychological demands of living. As a person's chronological age

1 tic
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increases, especially during the first 18 to 25 years of life, the number of

affective and interpersonal skills that must be mastered expands dramatically.

Yet, although an individual is expected to develop this wide range 'of interoersorial

skills, their acquisition is often left to chance. In today's society Very few

ceremonies, programs, or initiation rites remainthat will insure the learning

of critical, life-enhancing skills by a given age (Aries, 1975). Despite this

fact, we often show very little tolerance or provide little support for those

people who have not learned certain skills by the expected time. The failure

o acquire e ec ive in erper o skills-Impacts in a dew.dredly negateve fabhlon

on the quality of an individual's life.

Structured life skills groups provide procedures, methods, and',

systematic techniques to help people develcip he affective and interpersonal

skills they need to make life worth living. Some of the more common life

skins: workshops and groups are: Assertive Behavior Training, Academic

Survival Skills', Anxiety Management, Life/Work Planning, Behavioral Self-

Control, Decision-Making/Problem-Solving, Communication Skills, Inter-:

`personal Skills Training and Parenting Skills.

Core Elements of Life Skill Groups. Certain core elements are

consistently stressedln life skills groups. First, in a life skills group the

goal is always explicitly stated and is the reason for the group's existence.

The leader provides for every participant, a clear overview of the purpose of the

group and the general methods that will be used to achieve that goal. It is

critically important that the stated goal always remain the central focus for .each

group member. Second, life skills groups try to teach responsiveness to situations

16



rather than discrete responses. A major goal of each group is to help people

develop skill in responding or initiating as opposed to learning pat phrases

or.stock answers. Third, the typical format for a life skills group involves

(a) a blending of didactic ancf experiential learning, (b) sequential and

cumulative building from session to session, (c) out-of-group assignments

to reinforce learning and increase generalization to real life, and (d) a

predetermine4 number of sessions to achieve the stated goal. Fourth,

virtually all life skills groups involve some pre-selection of clients. Specific

selection criteria are established prior to the group that are based on the

needs of the individual in relation to the group and the possible negative effects

an individual may have on the group process. Fifth, life skills groups require

that an atmosphere of mutual trust and cohesiveness exist among the members

of the group. Because a large majority of the life skills groups utilize peer

feedback as a-reality-testing mechanism, it is important that life skills groups

are time-limited. The typical length of a group is usually between four and

eight sessions and involves a total time commitment of 8 to 16 hours in formal

meetings.

Leader Behaviors. Most often the leader takes a very active role

during the life of the group by modeling appropriate behavior, role. playing

difficult or perplexing problems, providing positive reinforcement or constructive

criti sm, and assigning-and reviewing homework. Thus, in order to be an

effective. fa litator of a life skills group, an individual must be able to -codununicate

clearly, confront onstructively, reinforce effectively, focus critical feedback

to the task at hand, and derstand the complexities of group process. In addition,

2



the group leader must (1) be willing to adhere to the established goal and

avoid turning the group into a non -specific counseling group, (2) have

command of a flexible fund of techniques and activities in order to-vary the

procedures or style used in attaining the goal when group conditions so

indicate, (3) be comfortable with a leadership role limited to assisting with

the accomplishment of a particular goal and the consequent reduction in power

over the group, and (4) be willing to invest as much time and energy in

designing and evaluating a particular type of group as in leadindthe actual

group meetings. Since most life skills groups build from a theoretical base

which is largely either behavioral or cognitive, a working knovdedge of relevant

theories and research findings is also helpful.

While it is not essential for a prospective leader of structured groups

actually to have developed the program to be offered, it is desirable that the

person have had some experience as either a co-leader or apprentibe before

becoming the primary leader. Apprenticing or co-facilitating allows the

future group leader to obtain "hands on" experience that will,enable him/her

to develop flexibility and avoid total 'dependence on the original desigti. Also,

co-leading provides an- opportunity to "clinic" group progress and, therefore,

become sensitive to the critical points in the group movement. The majority

of structured life skills groups are co-facilitated.

-Life Theme Groups

Contrasting with the life skills groups, which focus on skills necessary

for positive interpersonal functioning, are the life themi groups. These grOups
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ate designed to provide individuals-with opportunities`to examine and grapple

systematically with important intrapersonal issues of day-to-day living.

Beginning with the period of adolescence, a substantial increase occurs in
/

the number of times an individual is required to make subjective choices

(Gould, 1972). Often, external guidelines for choosing one alternative over

another are unclear, and the person must look inward to determine which

alternative is most appropriate. In short, the individual becomes his/her own

resource for problem-solving, making judgments, and evaluating alternatives.

The choices an individual makes or the way he/she decides .to exercise

judgment are highly influenced by the extent to which the person has successfully

resolved certain key life themes. For example,' the degree to which a person

has resolved his/her feelings about sexuality, personal values, mortality, and

'desire for intimacy clearly influence the tray he/she will respond to others

and to the enVilgonment. Most people can recall instances in their own lives

or in the lives of others when they have been so preoccupied with a particular

issue or theme (mortality, loneliness, etc.) that all elSe became of little

Ca

importance. Many people move through life unaware of how they affect other

people arid/or how their ability to live in the "here and now" has become

severely constricted because they haVe been unable to resolve some critical

life theme.

One does not have to search very far to find situations where people

have betrayed values central to themselves to escape. feelings of loneliness or
0

have chosen to live with surface level relationships because real intimacy or

sharing themRelves_with_others_wa-s-too-difficult, Examples abound of how
\"0".". ein r,

tj
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indiViduals have redirected their lives to compensate for inadequate resolution

of central life issues. Life theme.groups provide people with an opportunity to

(1) examine their basic beliefs and values, (2) understand their style of

relating to themselves, and (3) clarify the reasons why they relate to others

in specific ways. The.ultimate goal of life theme groups is not simply to-

examine, understand, or clarify key life themes but to lead-toward a resolution

of those themes so that individuals can unshackle themselves from the constraints

of an unexamined life and redirect themselves in more personally rewarding ways.

Just as the acquisition of many life skills is left to chance factors, so

the resolutiodbf important life themes is often left unprovided for in any

systematic fashion. The advent of structured life theme groups offers a vehicle

for systematic examination, evaluation, and resolution of important values,

issues, or needs. Some examples of life theme groups or workshops are Values

Clarification, Male/Female Consciousness-Raising, Meaning of Death in Life,

Intimacy and Sharing, Loneliness and Self-Betrayal, Creating a Personal

Lifestyle, Self-Estee and Learning to Love.

Core Elements cif Life Theme Groups. Life theme groups share a

number of common characteristics. First, each life theme group has a clear

purpose that is knciwn to all group members and is the stated reason for the

group's existence. SecondOife theme groups focus on intrapersonal knowledge

as opposed to the acquisition of interpersonal skills. The typical flow of the

self-discovery process in a life tlfeme group is exploration, integration, and

initiation of the process of resolution. ,Third, through enabling people to

increase their level of self-understanding, life theme groups help them becorite

20



flexibly responSive to the needs and values Of others rather than rigid or

role de endent. Fourth, the group format typically involves (4 a series of

structured exercises designed to direct and guide the self-inquiry process,

(2) exercises or techniques for integrating and beginning resolution of life

issues, (3) opportunity for processing:feelings and attitudes uncovered as-7

a result of the group activities, an0 (4) some guidelines indicating for whom

the group is appropriate and whether a screening interview should be conducted.

Fifth, life theme groups are value-oiiented in that they attempt to assist people

to clarify their personal stance with regard to a specific theme or value.'

Finally, they are time limited. The typical group length varies from one to

six sessions, with a corresponding total time investment range of three to

fifteen hours. Most life theme groups require a time investment for members

of ten to twelve hours: Some life theme groups, however are designed to

ba.conducted in one day or one evening and, therefore, may last for as few as

three hours.

Leader Behaviors and Skills. Evelli though life theme groups are

highly structured; they often possess humanistic or existential foundations.

The group leader plays an active, guiding role abut is usually less active than

the leader of a life skills group. The group leader must clearly explain each

exercise, provide.a system for processing new information or awareness,

and seek to develop mutual trust and cohesiveness. Additionally, much as in

life skills groups, the leader of a theme group must (1) keep the group focus

on the original goal, (2) have command of a flexible fund of techniques. and



activities so that he /she, can redirect the style of goal attainment if group

conditions so indicate, and (3),,be willing to invest as much time and energy
v

-,
:-------

in designing and evaluating a particUlar type o group aVkAn lading the

.
actual group meetings.

:

Again, as in life skins groups, it is hotessential for prospective

leader of structured groups ac.tuallY to have deVeloped the program to be

offered, but it desirable that the person JAN/ had some.experrem:- as either

a co-leader or apprentice before becoming the;:primary leader.

e
Life Transition Groups. Life traniAtion groups are designed to help

peopke understand, evalma.te, and accomplish major changes whibh they feel

are necessary or desirable. They attempt to help'people move as smoothly

and effectively as possible throughthe unexpected upheavals that occurn

life as. well as the conscious, willful attempts to undergo change.

People are constantly attempting to redirect or positively influence

the course of their lives. Ogg often hears statements like, "He is trying to

better himself, " "She's trying to be more sensitive, " or "He's trying to

adjust to the kids' being.gone." Many of the changes or transitions people

experience are minor, and can be accomplished wit Jut significant stress or

fear of unknown consequences. However, when a person comes to the point of

being suddenly catapulted into a new life style (death ofa life mate, divorce,

or other major loss), or purposefully seeks to alter an ur*fulfilling style. of...
existence, he/she faces a very difficult and sometimes oveiwhelmirig challen

Often the individual faces that .task alone, unable to find. helpful and supportive

2'
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signposts. The feelings of apprehension, "second thoughts, " and other

negatively-tinged emotions that sweep through a perion entering a major
-o

life transition are magnified bythe uncertainty of how to proceed or to corn-

prehendwhat is happening.

In order to negotiate important life transitions successfully, iii

individual can profit from the, assistance of an external resource's: stem.,, The
find support for,

system shoUld provide for a chance to reality test, A . anc become aware

of how others deal with change. Adopting and adapting to a new way of life

requires a high degree,of intrapersonal awareness and a substantial array of

interpersonal skills., Moving from .a previous way of being to a-newer and less

familiar style of living' is a, complex process and demands that an individual.

possess the skills and self-knowledge to create an appropriate support system

for the change. As Morgan (r974) noted, a growing need has surfaced for

group contexts designed to accommodate persons going through these kinds

of life stages or transitions.

The vast majority of life transition groupsrfOcuses on helping people

deal with the unexpected. It is dramatic, u .cipated transitions, catalyzed

by personal loss, that are most shooing to an individual. Transition groups

attempt to provide a mechanism for successfully resolving these important
?

life changes. Among the: significant life transitions that many people struggle

with are: (1) acljusting to the death of a family member or life mate, (2) making

a major careei change, (3) learninglo cope with an uncorrectable physical injury;

(4) leaving the family and entering the adult world and (5) creating a new way

of life following the breakup bf a primary-relationship.

2r'
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Core Eleinents of Life Transition Groups

The,degree of structure employed in life transition groups varies

widely, and, thereforb, they have fewer core ciomporients in common than do

life skill and life theme groups. A b. ; major commonality of life transition

groups is that they are change oriented and the change goal is identified and

openly shared. As noted above, life transition groups offer vehicles for

negotiating changes that become necessary because of some psychological or

physical loss or result from self-willed alterations in one's life situation.

Second, they focus on building future styles of relating based-upOn a clear

understanding of how the past has led to one's present status. Last,, life

transition groups are time limited. The typical length of a group ranges from

four to ten sessions.

Leader Behaviors and Skills

In life transition groups, the leader is only moderately active and is

highly dependent on the healing and nurturing forces present within the grOup

members- to_help participants_effect integration aril readjustment. The leader

goe'i beyond the boundaries of, traditional group counseling by using structure

to'augment and catalyze the change process. Thus, the development and

facilitation of a life transition group is both an art and a rational process.

Because a life transition group requires that a leader be aware simul-

taneously ,.of the emotional needs of each member and their progress toward

the desired change goal, it is particularly desirable for a prospective leader

to first co-facilitate a group. The primary leader has a responsibility. to "clinic"

2 ('
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with the co-fa litator (trainee) the progress of the group participants so that

the co-facilitator can gain skill in recognizing the critical incidents and

Points of transitional movement occuring during the life of the group.

Designing a Structured Group

The next three chapters in this monograph describe existing structured

groups designed to help an individual acquire a life skill, examine a life theme,

or effectively resolve an important life transition. Each of the programs can be

implemented in a wide variety. of settings without need for significant revision.

Even though the structured groups to be presented are fairly compre-
--

hensive, many people may still desire to create their own type of group. To

assist in this process of designing new kinds of structured groups, a series of-

conceptuq.1 and practical guidelines is presented here. For purposes.of clarity

and ease of application the guidelines have been divided into three areas:

(1) pre-group planning, (2) gro ormat consideration, (3) evaluation' of

o

outcome. In designing a structured group 1 is critical to give attention to each

of these three areas. The guidelines are key to the effectiveness of a structured

group.

Pre-Group Planning _Variables

The four key conceptual and practical pre-program variables'are:

(1)' statement of purpciSe and focus of the group

(2) assessment of need for the group in the population being served

(3) determination of staff and supportive resources

(4) development of a marketing strategy.

25
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The first step in the organization of a structured group is to articulate

as specifically as possible the goal or focus of the group. Once the aim of the

group has been clarified, it is necessary to assess the need for that type of

group in the agency, institution, or'community where it is to be offered. Assess--

ment procedures do not have to be intricate or elaborate, since the purpose is

simply to forecast response and identify target groups: Often the need fee a

particular type of structured group can be determined by (1) intensive interviews

with a small number of people, (2) review of the types of problems presented to

your agency or "prevalent within the community: (3) a br ief (flies t 1-ona t re a i ven

to a representative sample of the population being served, or (4) research data

eported in books and journals on developmental needs of people in the age

range you serve.

After identifying the need for the group being developed, the next

important task is to match existing resources to the degree of need. 9eVeloping,

imple enting, and revising structured groups requires a significa.nt time

commit ent. It May be necessary, for example, for staff members to upgrade,

or emb pish eheir 5roup skills. Staff.members also need te learn bow to tap

the resources of the institution or community since many structured groups

may be ffered outside of the sponsoring agency and/or may require the use `of

equipme t (video-tape and the like).

The final pre-program 'planning variable involves establishing a plan

for Mar -eting 4.1e group to potential consumers. .Active marketing aimed; at

increasi g the 14sibility of the group is important, particularly where the

clientele re unfamiliar with the structured developmental group concept. It
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must be remembered that structured groups represent attempts to intervene

before unmet normal developmental need's deteriorate into deeper psychological

troubles. While counselors providing traditional forms of counseling and

therapy can rely upon the duress-experienced by clients with severe-problems

to motivate them to seek assistance, leaders of structured groups cannot. A

significant portion of the clientele being served by structured groups is not

deeply troubled emotionally and thus must be motivated to participate through

other means.

Group Format Considerations
,Prior to the actual offering of a structured group several important

issues related to group`format must be considered. They are:

(1). elaboration of the goal of the group

(2) specification of key program elements

(3) identification of objective s and selection of appropriate exercises

an-1 techniques

(4). Provision of opportunity to reality, test

(5) determination of size, length, and membership.

If the four pre-group planning steps have been effectively carried out,

then the groundwork has been laid to determine the actual format of the group..

The first step in developing an appropriate format, is to clarify further

the goal of the group. The,group facilitator must be able to explain In non-
.

I -

technical language to the members the precise goal they sll be trying to athieve

and how the achievement of the goal can make a difference,in their lives. The

3 1.
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participants should understand clearly what will change. For example, will

the focus be on eliminating specific counterproductive behaviors? On clarifying

life values? On learning how to be appropriately assertive? The facilitator

should be able to prcrade some positive descriptions of the behavior or -attitudes

of people who have acquired the life skill or resolved the life theme in this
_ .

particular type of -Structured group. In addition, it is important that the group

facilitator help each m,ember personalize the group goal. For example; it is

not enough simply to state that this group will be dealing with a specific goal,

such as becoming more assertive. The person must be able to identify how the

group can help hiin or her with his/her specific assertion deficit. Will the

individual learn to become less aggressive? WilLthe group help the person

become more goal-directed in asking for what he/she needs? Will the individual

learn to defend his/her rights? In other words, what the group can do for each

participant personally needs to be spelled out clearly.

The second step in developing a format designed to achieve a' stated

goal is to specify key program components and indicate how they relate to the

overall purpose of the grodp. For example, in designing an assertion training

group, it would be necessary to indicate what the components of assertive

behavior are (things such as eye contact, body posture, vocal tone, timing, goal-

directed/less) and the ways a person could use assertive skills (to defend against

. verbal attack, to express positive feelings, etc.). In helping a person acquire

a life skill, understand a vital theme, or effect a desired transition,\ it is

necessary to identify the discrete steps involved in building cumulatively toward

the successful attainment of the goal.

3N
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-A- third- `nccessary step is to select appropriate group exercises or
e

techniques and order them so that the growth or discovery process unfolds

sequentially, builds cumulatively on previous learning, maintains motivation

through minimizing frustration and maxii1izing eplo_yment, and achieves the

goal in the most efficient amount of time.
Q.

Fourth, it is critically important that the facilitator provide an

opportunity for each participant to test his /her new learning-- a new attitude

or direction in life--in the group...A group setting is an ideal environment for

reality testing, seeking support, or trying to approximate a desired behavior.

Honest feedback from group members helps the individual to operationalize

new learnings and increases the likelihood that these learn imas %IN I general i ze

beyond the group.

After the group facilitator has clearly elaborated the goal, specified

the basic elements of the learning process, selected appropriate techniques

and exercises, and made provision for reality testing, the next step is to

determine the desired size, length, and membership characteristics of the

group. Group size will depend upon the. amount of individualization the facilitator

must provide each member. The more individual attention received" for each

member of the group, the smaller the group size must be. In general, life

skills and life transition groups are limited to twelve or fewer people, while

life theme groups often can be expanded to accommodate any number of .persoris.

The number of sessions and duration of each will vary according to the goal

and size of the group. Life transition and life skills groups usually meet for

several sessions on a 1,Veeldy basis while some life thenle groups meet only once

33
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or twice. Many structured group facilitators report that multiple sessions

produce the most satisfactory and lasting results.

An important format consideration is the establishment of criteria for

the selection of appropriate group participants. Of course, thelglobal criterion

for inclusion is commonality of some specific n..ed (to become assertive, over

come grief, clarify values), and all-participants-should have Some degree of

need to achieve the group's stated goal. It is also important that a potential

member not be so bogged down with psychological problems that his/her inclusion

in the group will detract significantly from the ability of other group members

to gain from the group experience. In order to insure that a potential member

is appropriately motivated and equipped to profit from the experience, facilitators

_sometimes prefer to hold .a short screening interview with each prospective

client. The group facilitator can use this pre-group screening session to explain

the nature of the group ana to assess the potential member's motivational level.

This Is particularly true of groups that involve multiple sessions such as life

skills groups.

Evaluation of Effectiveness

Evaluation of structured groups has some direct parallels with research

on other modes of counseling and therapy. The fact that the experiente of theory a .

and practice is more advanced than the ability to assess behavior change
A.

adequately applies both to psychotherapeutic strateqies and outcomes and to

structured group methods. The .major difference is that because structured groups 4

are fairly recent developments, they have not been the subject of as many research

3
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studies as have other more traditional forms of helping services.

A second parallel with research on group counseling in general is

found in the few empirical studies done to date on structured groups. The

preponderance of outcome studies has involved a single, usually immediate,

subjective self-report assessment completed at the end of the group program

or shortly thereafter. This type of study has the dual purpose of providing

feedback to the group leader for improvement of further groups and of measuring

the participants' view of the group's effectiveness in helping them accomplish

their desired goal. The results of the majority of these consumer-based feed

backStudies indicate that participants feel positive about their accomplishment

of the stated goal. Less common, but more desirable methodologically, are

those few outcome studies of structured grougs that measure "gains" within a

single group through some pre- and post-scheme/of measurement of change.

Finally, although all too infrequent.in group studies of any nature, are those

research studies that evaluate treatment outcomes by'comparison with various

types of control groups. This lack of well controlled research rs..evident also in

the evaluation of the effectiveness of one-to-o4 counseling, for practitioners

,rarely conduct any systematic empirical assessment of their clients' experience

in therapy.

Overall, the current state of evaluation of structured groups can be

characterized as sparse and predominantly superficial--which is not surprising,

considering its neophyte status. To date, the most thorough research has been

undertaken in life skills groups, and most notably in assertive skills training.

Even here, however, work on evaluation is as yet only beginning to move
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toward being useful and of high quality. Most often, methodctilogical weaknesses

characterize the research, particularly with regard to insufficient numbers of

subjects studied, inappropriate or totally absent control group comparisons,

or inadequate instrumentation., Some studies do employ behavioral outcome

measures and appropriate valid and reliable inventories; but these are few in

number, of recent -origin, and primarily accomplished with college student

populations. However, the fact that these studies are beginning to surface can

be taken as a sign of the increasing maturity of the structured group movement.

Generally, more sophisticated studies with matched control, groups are

needed to determine the efficacy of the structured groLps, and eValuation needs

to be done at greater post-treatment intervals so that designers of similar

programs have a scientific basis for relating program elements to outcomes.

In this light, it would be helpful if component parts of the various format models

were isolated and analyzed, including conceptual variables and their operational

measures. Even though few 'well-controlled research efforts have been

generated as yet, the situation can still be viewed as promising. With the
ti

advent of these structured deVelopmental groups, the opportunities for research-

ing and validating alternative modes of counseling assistance are plentiful. Also,

as they grow in number and e. and in scope and method of delivery, there

appears to be reasonable cause for optimism over their future, both as effective

modes of providing service, and as objects of empirical evaluation. For

example, a review of the recent, assertion kills training group literature

reveals that clear-cut, positive results have been obtained consistently, particularly

3
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-*here behavioral measures and controlled studies Wave been employed.

In addition to empirical measurementpf the extent to which group

members achieve their desired goals, leaders of structured groups should

continue to utilite participants' feedback as a basis tor possible revision of

the group format. Because goals.aie clearly identified and learnings build
..

cumulatively from one session to the nekt,- -structveThgroups dOL)tave some

degree of built-in accountability. For instance, if a group member is having

diffiCulty acid-eying a goal, it becomes readily apparent to the person, the

facilitator, and other group members. Ann examination of the particular

activity being-used to meet the stipulated`objective is probably in orTer.

As noted previously, although some controlled research studies have

been conducted, the most common form of outcome measure used to date is

consumer feedback through interviews or questionnaires. Any attempt to

assess the impact of a component of a structured group on an individual, should

be detailed enough .to identify the elements which led to suecess or the lack

of it. Thus, feedback should be solicited from group members with regard to:

(1) clarity and appropriateness of the goal,

(2) what information contributed to the achievement of the goal

(3) helpfulness pr limitations of the particular exercises used

(4) the size and length of group

(5) adequacy of opportunity for reality testing

(6) extent of generalization to everyday living

(7) stability of learning, particularly over time.
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The group facilitator should also evaluate the effectiveness of the

group from the leaders -,perspective. Did the group reach the desired target

audience? Was the need properly estimated for the group in the population,

being served? Were appropriate members selected for inclusion in the group?

Was the goal individualized in such a way that each group member was motivated

to learn?

Summary

In this chapter, the three major conceptual categories of structured

groups and their respective core components have been presented. These

conceptual benbhmarks are also the prototypical model for a structured develop-

mental group of any ty pe. In addition, descriptions of several practical steps

useful in designing such a developmental group experience were outlined; and

the status and needs for evaluation described. In the next chapter, definitions

of specific life skills groups are elaborated, followed in succeeding chapters

by similar presentations for life theme groups and life transition groups.
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Life skills groups help persons to acquire the interper-
sonal skills necessary for 'effective functioning and satis-
fying living., While these groups may deal with general or
very specific 'kinds of 'skills, this chapter describes nine
programs, that .are comprehensive in scope, with the tdea
that they encompass the key elements of more narrowly focus-
ed groups. For each program the issue is briefly outlined,
an overview is provided, the fOrmat is descirbed, and the
activities and objectives are.givdn in some detail.

3F)
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Chapter III

Life Skills Gioups

Life skills groups have as ,their common objective the development

of life-enhancing skills which enable pebple to cope successfully with the

psychological demands of everyday living. ,Basically,..they try to help people

fill in specific developmental gaps that may have occurred during their lifetime,

or, ideally, teadh'appropriate skills contiguous to the origin of demands for ,

Pr.

them. Specifically, they help individuals acquire the interpersonal skills and

,abilities that are considered essential to succesgfu14%egotiationof everyday\
.;

tasks and interactions.

The gog of a specific type of life skills groups can be quite broad
.?

or very narrow. For example, ,consider the difference's in'scope of life skills,

groups designed to help people learn to control and eliminate feelings of

anxiety. *Some anxiety management groups are deSigned to relieve a full

range e-f4anxie -based problems, i4cluding s6A.Vic complaints, social
.0

concerns, orIeneral feelings Of anxtety; while other anxiety management groups

are designed to relieve a single manifestation of anxiety such as public

speaking anxiety or test anxiety. Usually, the more comprehensive life skills

groups require a larger number of sessions to achieve successfully the stated

goal. This chapter focuses mainly on providing descriptions of broad scope

life skills, programs, since they often encompass the key elements of thenmore

narrowly ioCused groups.
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RegardlesS cif the partidttlar emphasis of group, the wide variety

of structured life skills groups has some common methods, technlqu'es, and

procedures that are considered to be essential. The core elements were

described more fully in Chapter II. Each one of these elements listed beloW

is usually a key part of any life skills group:

(1) a clearly identified focus or goal

(2) development of responsiveness (intentionality)

(3) use of an education-experiential format (including' exercises

`and techniques)

(4) criteria for pre-selection of group members

(5) concern for establishing a positive; cohesive group atmosphere

. (6) a time-limited number of sessions.

Focus of Life Skills Groups

The vast majority of life skills programs currently being offered

attempt toloster the developmental process in two basic ways. First, many

life skills groups advance the development of critical skills' which most people

acquire only incompletely- during their adolescent years. /Typical of these

Incompletely acquired skills are:

11) inability to ,manage the anxiety that acc4panies increasing

responsibili,ty and independence

(2) difficulty in negotiating needs and asserting effectively
Co

(3) lack of interpersonal skills which limit the ability to communicate

intimately and clearly
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(4) need to learn to integrate more fully life and work goals:

Second, life skills grdups facilitate the growth process by providing

a structured experience which allows people to develop specific life-

enhancing behaviors and to eliminate self-defeating actions. Examples of the

needs addressed by life skills groups in this category are:

(1) odeyeloping effective parenting skills-

(2) reducing excessive weight

(3) improving sleeping habits

(4) controlling smoking habits

(5) developing creative decision-making skills.

Descriptions of Life Skills Programs

The remainder of this chapter describes in depth nine life skills

groups. These nine structured groups were s ected from a much larger

number of programs because they represent models which are either compre7

hensive in scope or have achieved fairly widespread use. For each of the

nine groups a capsule description of the developmental issue is presented, a

general overview of the specific program illustrated is given, and a detailed

description of the activities objectives' of each group session is outlined. In

addition, we have identified .,he originator(s) of each model and have presented

session -by- session description of the activities and objectives as it was

sUbinitted to us: Therefore, the style of description of each prograin varies,

as v-911 as the degree of detail used to elaborate upon the activities employed.

One major variation an ong the nine structured group-models presentedrelates
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to the way the objeCtiVes of each session are reported. Some models -identify

an objective for each group activity within a session. Other structured group

approaches utilize several exercises or activities to achieve a specific

objective. In situations where there is not a one-to-one correspondence,

betWeen an activity and specific objective, the overall objectives for each

session are listed at the-beginning of each session description.

The reader should take ,into account the fact that each of the programs

reported was condensed by the original.developer(s) to conform to our format

requirements. JIn some eases leader manuals, workbooks and other materials

had to be compacted from over fiftypages to approximately ten pages in. length.

ReaderS of this monograph are encouraged to write directly to the individual

program developers for more complete information and supportive materials

which would be helpful for effective program implementation. A list of these

developers will be found at the end of the monograph. .

Anxiety Management Training. Group

The need to Monitor, control and eliminate unnecessary, and often

'crippling, feelings of anxiety is a task that confronts an increasing nu ber of

people in our "future shock" pace of living. The inability to manage the

physical and psychological feelings of tension and anxiety that are present in
t

daily living can dramatically influence the amount of enjoyment and satisfaction
.

that a person experiences. Indeed, it is striking to note the degree to which

people restrict their life stylds and' adopt many self-defeating behaviors to

avoid having to-dope,with feelings of anxiety.

Structured groups designed to help people monitor and control feelings
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of anxiety are attempts to supply people with adaptive coping skills so that

they will not have to rely on more maladaptive coping styles. A wide variety

of anxiety management groups has been devised over the pa few years. As

noted before, some group models focus on the treatment of a particular type

of anxiety, while other models are more comprehensive in scope. The model

illustrated in detail in, this chapter is a comprehensive model designed-to deal

with feelings of generaliied anxiety, somatic complaints, speech and test

taking anxiety, free-floating anxiety, and many other manifestatibris of underlying

tension.

The Anxiety. Management Training Model was developed by Barry

McCarthy in the Counseling Center at The American University and meets for

one and one-half hours weekly for four weeks. The purpose of the group is to

help people develop the skills to monitor and control non-productive feelings

of anxiety. The group relies largely upon behavioral concepts and is designed,

for a group of from eight ,.to twelve participants. Sinpe the group model

utilizes progressive relaxation techniques, the leader must arrange for a corn-

fortable room in which participants can recline on a soft surface (pillows or

carpeting), noise level can be controlled, and lighting can be dimmed at

\.appropriate times.

The'group participants can differ with regard to the type of anxiety

based problem they are experiencing. However, people who have developed

several anxiety or phobic problems are considered inappropriate for inclusion.

Because the group meets for one and one -half hours for four Consecutive weeks,

prior to the group each participant should.agreeto attend each session and do

44
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the homework assignments.

Groin Format

The Anxiety Management .Training model developed by McCarthy is

a sequential skill building approach. The concepts, exercises, time limits,

and objectives are presented below.

SESSION I

ACTIVITY

1. Introduction and background (30 to
45 minutes).,

a. Each person introduces self
- and states purpose for being

in group.

b. Leader gets verbal commit-
ment from each person to do
homework; describes group
format (including confidentiality);
sets up buddy system; explains
theory and technique of relaxa--
ti on; stresses the goal of moni-
toring and controlling anxiety
.(importance of self control);
explains the difference between
anxiety management training
and hypnosis, meditation, yoga,
etc! ; and gives clinical and
personal example A of when it
can'be used.

2. Practice of relaxation exercises
(30 to 45 minutes).

3. Discussion of exercises and home-
, work (15 minutes). Leader re-61

emphasizes that relaxation is a skill
which must be practiced to be

4 5
.

OBJECTIVES

(1) To begin to establish group
cohesiveness.

(2) To obtain commitment to
all four sessions.

(3) To clarify how to learn to
control and monitor anxiety.

(4) Through buddy system to
have contact with person
outside group who monitors
end reinforces the person ,
for practicing skill. -

(51 To begin to develop skills
in relaxation, and to
increase participants' feelings
that they can learn to manage
and eliminate non-productive
tension.



ACTI vfry

learned, and that one must learn
to discriminate between tension
and various degrees of relaxation.

/ 4. Homework assignment.

(a) PractiCe exercises a minimum
of, once a day for ten minutes
each. Practice tensing muscles
first, eyes closed, comfortable
position.

(b) Keep list of what makes you
anxious during week. Try 6
discriminate where anxiety is
felt..

(c) Check with buddy at least once
during week to monitor progress.

SESSION II

1. Check on-,4oznewor (10 `to 15
minutes). Important to be sure that
buddy system is positively reinforcing
and that person is ready to make
maximal use of relaxation exercises
this session.

2. Discuss use of,imagery and develop-
ment of relaxation and competency
scenes (30 minutes). Provide the
following guidelines:

a. Since anxiety is an internally-
cued response, ft can be elicited
and controlled and the procedure
learned and practiced via use of
imagery.

b. It is'important to use all senses --
touch, sight, hearing, move-
ment, smell, etc. while imagining
scenes.`.

)
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(1)

OBJECTIVES .

To insure that group members
are completing homework
assignments and acquiring
relaxation skills.

(2) To begin to develop the
capacity to utilize imagery
as a way of controlling anxiety.

(3) To further refine the skill of
relaxation and use it to
monitor and control ;feelings'
of tension.



ACTIVITY

c. See self directly in scene,
not a picture.

d. Each participant is toeolkstruct
a relaxation scene. ,Exam les:
lying on beach, having back
rubbed; .skiing, etc. \

e. Each participant is to construct
a competency (mastery) scene- -
Examples: boss saying "Good
job," cooking gourmet meal,
getting an "A," etc.

3. Practice relaxation exercises
(30 minutes).

4. While still relaxed, each member
turns on relaxation and competency
'scenes, each scene twice for one
minute each.

5. Dismiss relaxation and imagery
experience and ways to make them.
more real and 'Ovid.

6. Homework:

a. Practice-relaxation for same
tim&periodsi but by end of
week fade out, technique of
tensing before relaxing.

b. While relaxed, use relaxation
and corripetency scenes to enhance
the vividness and comfort.

c. Begin.thinking of two = anxiety-
-provoking scenes. Scene should
be foCused where individual is
feeling anxiety, so that it is out
of control.

4i
1,2

OBJECTIVES

4.

JO.



ACTIVITY

d. Meet with buddy at least once
to reinforce practice arid
monitor progress.

7. End session by taking 5 minutes to
relax group (without first tensing)
and then imagine relaxation and
competency scenes. Participants
must practice and refine this
during week.

SESSION III

1. Discuss homework and practice
on relaxation and imagery (10
to 15 minutes).

2. Each persbn constructs two anxiety
scenes (20 to 30 minutes).

3. Discuss concepts and procedures
of anxiety management daining
procedures (10 to 15 minutes).
Participants:

a. Recognize-that the goal is to
learn to monitor and, control
anxiety.

b. Use anxiety as a Cue to intro-
duce feelings of relaxation
and/or competency;

c. Signal leader by raising right
index finger.

4. Anxiety ManagemeneTraining
(30 to 40 minutes).

~Important to reinforce that clients
are learning to monitor and control
anxiety. If participant signals
anxiety, make sure he/she is
relaxed before re-presentingscene,

46
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OBJECTIVES

. (1) To insure that each member
feels comfortable and
skilled in his/her ability t
relax and use imagery.

(2) To teach the procedures
and concepts involved in
using anxiety management
skills.

(3). To practice anxiety manage-
ment techniques.

(4) To be sure that each member
understands and accepts the
procedures.

(5) To make sure that Each person
has identified. his/her own
unique anxiety cueing experience.

(6) To enable pirticipants to reach
a relaxed state without first
using muscle tension techniques.



ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

and present it for a shorter time.
Hopefully, both anxiety scenes will
be finished during session.

a. First three scene presentations.
Participants are to feel the
anxiety, become aware of physical
and psychological manifestations
of anxiety (20 second presentation).

b. Each anxiety scene followed by
45 seconds of relaxation with
either relaxation or competency
scene. Members learn to
replace anxiety with relaxation.
Be sure participants are relaxed
before presenting anxiety scene
again.

c. On the rest cf the presentations,
goal is for participants to be
relaxed during anxiety scene--

' to be able to imagine anxiety
scene for 45 seconds with no
anxiety. Present.at 20 seconds,.
25 seconds, 30 seconds, and
finally 45 seconds. Goal
achie%:edwhen no one in group
signals feeling of anxiety with
two 45-second preSentations.

5. Discuss procedure and homework
(10 to 20 minutes).

6. Homework:

a. Practice scenes at least twice
at home, in relaxed comfortable
position, eyes closed. Then
practice anxiety inducing scene
twice in real-life situation.

. .Practice relaxing with eyes
open; and then in regular, non-
comfortable position. Eventual

44



c.

ACTIVITY

goal to be able to relax
in real world situation.

Be aware of other anxiety-
provoking situations in which
anxiety management can be
used. '

d. Check with buddy at least once
during week.

SESSION IV

1. Discuss homework '(10 to 15 minutes).

Start with success experiences and
then move to problem situations. In
generalizing to real-life situations,
'leader should emphasize taking small
steps; if anxious, moving back a
step or two until relaxed; and not
letting anxiety snowball but finding
that it can be monitored and controlled.

2. Participants practice anxiety martage-
ment technique, develop two new
scenes (15 50 20 minutes).

One scene should be a trouble-
some situation, but higher
in anxiety evocation.

b. The second scene should be
another problem area where
the client Would like to feel
more relaxed and competent.

. Use of the Anxiety Management
Training Technique (30 to 40,,)
minutes): /
Same procedures as third session.

50
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OBJECTIVES

0

To troubleshoot: any home-
work problems.

(2) To work toward further
generalization of anxiety
management skills.

(3) "To make sure each member
has the ability to relax
quickly and naturally.

(4) To provide more training
and reinforcement in
anxiety managemenktechniques.

(5) To encourage and support
continued practices of. skill.



-

'ACTIVITY

4. General discussion of continued
use of 'anxiety management techniques
and continued use of self-control
procedures to monitor and control
anxiety.

a. Continued practice of anxiety
management at home both in
imagery and real life situation.

b. Continued practice of relaxation
in real-life, situation, dropping
out relaxation "props."

c. In new anxiety situations,
using imagery and anxiety manage-
ment techniques.

Meeting with buddy in two weeks
to discuss continued use of
program.

d.

\Assertion Training Group

OBJECTIVES

One of the most universally recognized and desired needs of people

is to be effectively assertive. In one respect our culture requires us to give

feedback receive feedback, and initiate interaction with others, and demands

the ability to be assertive. However, in another respect Our cultural patterns

prescribe certain behaviors or ways of relating to others which conflict with

the development of assertive skills. Since the need for a person to be able

to assert is high and the chances for acquisition of the skill are rather low,

the overwhelming consamer response to partibipation in assertion training

programs is not surprising.

Structured groups designed to enable people-to develop effective assertive

51
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behavior range it length from short one session models to those that spread

training over six or more consecutive weeks. The longer traiming models

have produced the most lasting client benefits. This is not to say, however,

that the one- and two-session models are without valt\re. These shorter models

seem to be very effective in raising.individualst awareness of their assertive

skill needs; as well as providing a forum for resolution of some of those

needs. In addition,, they often help a person learn to identify the common

mistakes made by many non - assertive and aggressively assertive people.

The structured group program selected for inclusion in this monograph

is entitled "Assertion Training" and was developed by Dolph. Printz in the

Counseling Center at the University of Rhode Island. The model is an intensive

assertive. training experience designed for a relatively small number of,

participants. The ideal number of group participants should not exceed six

.(plus two trainers) and should consist of both sexes. The purpose of limiting

the number Of group participants to six is to insure adequate time for role-

playing and behavioral. rehearsal. The co-trainers must be assertive

uals in their own right,and preferably be a male and female. The pr.. am

includes six weekly sessions besides pre-screening interviews and a follow-up

session one month after the end of the'sixth session. Each session lasts two

hours, and alt sessions are scheduled consecutively. Videotape eqiiipment

may be used during the second, third, fourth, and fifth sessions. Although

, there are some highly desirable advantages tirsing videotape, it is not

mandatory.

5'



Prior to the beginning of the first session each participant will have had
--

a short pre-screening interview by one of the group leaders. The goals of

the pre-screening interview are: (1) to validate the fact that the prospective

participant lacks assertive skills; -(2) to explain the group format, goals,

and meeting schedule; (3) to obtain the client's commitment to attend all

sessions andcomplete homework assignments; and (4) to screen out clients

for whom the group may be inappropriate. Once sixappropriate participants

have been seleCted, Printz outlines the following sequence of activities and

objectives for his assertion training model.

SESSION I

ACTIVITY

1.. ,Trainees and group members
introduce themselves.

2. Trainers hand out outline of prin-
ciples and activities for first

. session. (This is done for all
sessions.)

,3. Trainers explain rationale for
behavioral therapy iri general,
and assertive.training in particular.

. Trainers explain that the sI411 of
assertive behavior can be broken
dbwn into manageable behavioral
components.

a. Eyd contact and appropriate
facial expression. -

Body posture and appropriate
hand movements. .

c.. Vocal cone, volume, and qdality.

d. Goal directednesq.

48
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OBJECTIVES-

1. Begin to establish a sense
of group cohesiverkess.

2. Clients then have a guideline
for the session that 4reditces
some of the anticipating.
anxiety and becomes a
reference sheet for late
review.

(. This introduces the "com-
ponents" section -which
operationalizes the skills
acquisition.



ACTIVITY

5. After each.presentation of a
behavioral component, pie train-
ers model the contrast tween
ineffective and effective se of
that component. Group m mbers
then pair up aril alternatel perform
a. related exercise. For exmple,
the.exercise to follow the eye
cone4,04component. has one pe son
beginning a conversation (cont nt
irrelevant) with his partner while
loOking at the floor; gradually he
makes full eye contact and
continues speaking.

6. Trainers present Assertive Guide-'
line: :-"State the feeling that needs
to be expressed as clearly as
possible, and state what you need
from the other person. If appro-
priate, ask for respect from the
other person for your feelings."

. Trainers present Reasons
for Assertion:

a. Objective Approach Assertion
is assertive behavior utilized
in the pursuit of/or movement
toward an objtive goal (e.g.,

asking foria pay raise, aslgng
to borrbw an object from a
friend, getting past rude secre-
taries or clerks to settle a
matter,. etc.).

b. Subjective Approach Assertion,
is assertive behavior. utilized to
approach another person for
reasons of interpersonal attrac-
tion or any subjective communication

54

OBJECTIVES

5. Essentially, this and the
following exercises are inter-
_personal Warm-ups but they
also allow the individuals to
exercise the behavioral
contrast in themselves and
others. These should be ,

enjoyable above all.

6. This statement is intended
only to be a clear statement of
the general interpersonal

echanics of. assertion. The
last sentence reflects that the
'asserter does not always get,
the goal he/she wants, but
always has the human right to
expresshis/her feeling/or
opinion.

7.( Thiibreakdown of assertion
allows for a dearer concep-
tionalization of assertive
motives and provides group
members with a cognitive
model for their assertion skills.

b. This type of assertive behavior
is often neglected and many torp-
grams fodus on defensive asser,
tions (see next page);-it is
important. tictinclude assertion
that is directly life-enhancing.



ACTIVITY

to another person (e.g.,
getting beyoad superficial
acquaintances to, actual friend -j
ships, communicating inter-
personal feelings, etc.).

0. Defensive.Assertion is assertive
behavior utilized to maintain
one's individual rights and
personal dignity; in essence, one
is "defending" one's life-space.

8. Trainers call for questions and clarify
any issues that require it.

9. Trainer-modeled role-plays.

OBJECTIVES

9., This procedure models the 4
r-ocedure

Trainers role-play three pairs of
scenes--one pair for each of the
three types of assertion: objective

approach, subjective approach, and
defensive' approach..
Format for trainer-modeled role-
plays:

a. Trainers utilize three Pre-
selected situations to `correspond
with the three types of assertion.

b. They first assign behavior com-
ponent discrimination roles to each
of the group members; these people
then critique the-role-plays after
the first scene of a pair. The
discrimination roles are for obser-
vation of eye contact, facial:
expresSion, body posture, hand
movements, vocal tone and quality
and content (goal,ditectedness).
These roles should be rotated at the
end of each pair'of scenes.

5d
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b.

a

which ill be used with the
group Members. Essentially%

group.meMbers see the .

process of behavioral shaping
toward effective assertive
behavior'.

This procedure allows for
active group member practice'
in discrimination of behavioral
components and for consolida -'
tion of modeled behavior.



ACTIVITY

c. Trainers first play a scene with
the "asserter" being 'unaSser-
tive by leaving out some com-
ponents (one. minute).

d. Group members criti
presence or absence of compo,
nents.,

e. Trainers replay tame scene
with effective as ertive behaviors
one minute).

10. Homework assig,nm nts:

Observe a goof assertive role
and study hisAer behavioral
-components.

4-

4 b. In interactions with others, be
'aware of yoliirown behavioral
components and actively: bring
them into Play in order to make
better contact.

c, describe two situations in your
own life in which you have been
usable to be assertive and would

to-lbe. Bring these written
sc nes [to the next session.

d. Read selected articles or
book apterS on the "rights
to be ssert've."

OBJECTIVES

e. Trainers are-here modeling
responses to group feedback.

a. This observation allows for
further modeling effect.

b. This assignment maintains
clientea.iiivateness of these
coniponerits during the week
and encourages them to flex

their "body language"
muscles.

c. These are the two basic .

scripts for individualS' role-
plays in the group. By using
their town real-life situations.,
the group members are better
able to generalize the group-
learned skills totheir liVes.

SESSION- H

1. DisCussio d homeivork and sharing
of past we 1 s experiences.

56
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1. Trainers can respond to
group members' assertion-
related experiences and
positively reinforce any pro-
gress made. Also, individuals



ACTIVITY

2. Trainers hand out session outline.

3. Tr4iners explain some further
vioral guidelines for asser-

tio&:

a. Relax as fully as possible before
entering a difficult assertion
situation. Group members can
either be taught a quick re-
laxation technique in the
arojo (su61 as Fansterheim's
method) or be offered relaxa-
tion traininn at another
time.

b. Try to engage the other person
from the beginning of an
encounter with non-verbal
behavioral components.'\

c. Keep '.hr goal of the inter-
action in mind and actively
return: to it when necessary.

d. Focus on getting your own
feelings across in a direct,
straightforwaanner.

4. Trainer- client role-plays

Half the group role-plays the less
difficult of their two written scenes
with one bf the Whiners as the
"asSertee." .

5i
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OBJECTIVES

usually raise questions and
issues that need to be dealt
with,

a. It is clear that reducing
one's anxiety before a
difficult encounter is bene-
ficial, and a relaxation
technique is a valuable tool
to possess.

b. Focusing'on the very begin-
ning of an assertive encounter
is very important; initial
contact is essential.

Persistence counts for a lot
in assertion, and it may be
necessary to "recycle" back
to the goal.

. Since unassertive people
worry excessively about the
other person's feelings, it
is reasonable at this point
0. encourage group members

to I -vote more energy to their ,,
own fe ings.

4. Starting wit the less difficult
allows for high probability
of initial success. rainers
should role-play a cha cter
difficult enough to make th
person, work at the assertion,



ACTIVITY

Format for trainer-client role-
plays:

a. After group member describes
his situation in enough detail to
allow realistic role-playing,
he/she and one of the trainers
play it (about 1 to 2 minutes). -

b. Immediately after the scene,
the "asserter" views the video-
tape playback and critiques the
behavioral components. If

. videotape is not available, then
the group members can critique
the "asserter'§" use of
behavioral components:

c. One.of the trainers initiates
other group feedback and
positive reinforcement. Sug,ges-
tions are offered. -

The scene is played \again as
before with videotape, and
group feedback. If necessary,
the process can be repeated a
third time until the indaridual
is comfortable with his /her':
performance and the grOup
(and trainers) feels that
progress has been made.

. Homework assignments:

a. Practice the quick relaxa-
tion technique when feeling
anxious (or acquire other
relaxation Skill's if desired).

56
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OBJECTIVES

but not so much-that the
membei is discouraged.

a. At this point, it is best to
have a trainer in the "assertee"
role (until perhaps the 4th
session); the trainer can better
modulate the degree of resis-
tance and general difficulty of
the scene.

b. Group member actively
observes and critiques his/
her own behavior; the person
"owns" his/her behavior.

c. -Trainers are he °e modeling
a constructive reinforcement
process.

This is basically a behavior-
shaping procedure with a
plentiful amount of appropriate
reinforcement. The trainers
shoUld be vigilant that group
feedback is constructive and
not hostile.



ACTIVITY

Grotip members now make a
behavioral contract with the
,group to be accomplished during
the week: to expreSs their
feelings in a specificnon-threat-
ening situation.

SESSION HI

1. Discussion and sharing of experiences
and contracts.

a. Trainers (and group) actively
and positively reinforce gains
made.

b. Broken contracts should be
explored and suggestions made
(non - punitively)

2. Trainers hand out session outline.
40.

3. Trainers present three additional
behavioral giidelines:

a. Good assertion Is not aggres-'
sion; assertion should respect
both the rights of the asserter
and aSsertee. Aggrelssive
behavior clearly closes off
communication of any really
productive sort.

b. Timing of an assertive-
response is critical in two
respects:

5So
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4.

OBJECTIVES

b. This assignment begins .a
series of between-session, .
contracts to motivate group
members to change their
behavior outside the group.
These are "gentleman's agree-
ments," but the demand
characteristics of the group
are a powerful motivating
force.

1. Hopefully, group members \have
garnered their own positiv
reinforcement in vivo, but
the group reinforcement :is
also beneficial.

a. This distinction is best made
within role-play feedback,
but a formal conceptual
statement is helpful.

L



ACTIVITY

(1) When an individual does
not assert in a given
situation over time," he/
she builds up anger and
resentment which some -
times is then "dropped"
much later on the other
person; this delayed
response is generally
distorted and definitely
non-productive.

(2) Within an assertive
encounter, the most
effective response is an
immediate response and
the person should state
hts/her feelirg before
being side-tracked.

C. Before asserting, it is
important that the individuat.
internally reflect on the
specific goal. The assertive
response should begin wits. a
personal feeling, very often
initiatini the interaction with

. By starting each
assertive statement with the
word "I, " the trainer is
encouraging the individual ,
to internally reflect on his/
her purpose for asserting; that
is, what really is the goal?

4. Role - play's with the second half of
the group as described in Session

Iloniework assignments:

a. Group members contract to
act on a.specific,- real-life
objective approach assertion
(use same procedure as
indicated in Session II).

6G
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OBJECTIVES

(1) Since many non - assertive
people sometimes "explode"
after a long, period of silence,
this concept allows them to
see the connection between
continued-non-assertion 'and \
consequent eruptive aggres-
sion.

r

(2) This concept is mostly ela- /

borated in the role-plays
'and emphasizes the first /

few moments of making cot-14
tact with the other person. I

c. This-is emphasized to fa Ili-
tate straightforward co mu.=
nication but also 'to prevent
accusations of the othe
person which, only sere to
put others on the defer sive.

. .

/

a. This second contract is
more difficult than the pre-
vious one, and the later two
contracts Complete the
hierarchy of increasing be-,
havioral challenge.
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ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

SESSION IV

1. Discussion and sharing of contracts
(procedure indicated in Session III).

2. Trainers hand out session outline.

3. Trainers review principles covered
in past sessions (briefly) and respond
to issues raised.

4. Role-playing with group members,
second scene (half the group).

5. Homework assignment:

a. Group members contract
to 'act on a specific real-life
defensive assertion. (same
procedure as indicated in
Session

SESSION V

1. Discussion and.sharing of con-
tracts (as before).

2. Trainers hand out session outline.-

3. Role-playing with second half of
group.

4. Homework assignment:

a. Group members; contract- for
a specific real-life subjective
approach assertion (ast before).

61
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.1. The general objectives of the
fourth and fifth sessions are
identical to those reported in
the second and third sessions.

. This is intended as a con-
ceptual refresher prior to
the seeond go-areund of
role-playing.



SESSION VI

ACTIVITY

. Discussion and sharir.g of con-
-tract's (as before).-

2. Group improvisational role-
plays:

a. Trainers and group members
pick random assertive situa-
tions to role-play; 'these should,
be situations which occur
suddenly and for which an
asserter must respond without
prior rehearsal or planning
(e.g., someone steps in front
of you in line, someone takes
your seat, people talk loudly
at movies, etc.).

b. As much of group can
get involved as possible sd
that tie situation is .Kealistic;

person is targeted as the
"asserter."

c. Videotape is not used for
these role-plays, and feed-

., back and reifforcement
are chiefly in the hands of
.01e group.

d. The scene may be replayed
as necessary.

3. Trouble-Shooting and wrap-up.

4. Announcement of time and date of
Session VII (approximately one
month later).

62.
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OBJECTIVES

a. These role-plays are
intended as additional be-
havioral practice and as
enjoyment. These sudden
si uations are frequent in
li and require more
spntaneous assertive
reSponses.

4. The purpo e of the folloW-up
session is o allow the 'clients
"time in the field "; the delayed
final sessio can address
problems w 'ch have been en7"
countered an utilize additional
specialized .le- plays.
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5. Homework assignments:

Keep an ongoing assertive diary
for the coming month with entries
for as many situations as can be
charted; emphasis can be on
both the positive occurrences
and the problematic skill areas.

b. Immediately prior to Session VII,
review the diary and summarize
the succeSsful and problematic
areas.

SESSION WI

1. Trainers facilitate free-flowing
discussion concerning clients'
successes and problems with
assertion.

a. Role-playing can be utilized
to concretize the discussion.

b. The issue of choice in assertion
can be introduced by the trainers
if not raised by the group.

2. Trainers elicit feedback on,their
personal and program performance.

3. Good-bye.

OBJECTIVES

a. The diary allows the client
to self-document his/her own
success areas and a4o to
delineate the situations or
skills which need further work.

b. This review provides the
basis for the trouble-shooting
work in the follow-up session.

1. Since this session is essentially.
a "booster" session with
emphasis on trouble7phooting,
there is no firm agenda.

t

b. AlthOugh the behavioral tech=
nology of assertion has been
acquired, an individual has the
right to choose whether or'ziot °
he/she uses it in certain situ-

' ations.

2. The goal of soliciting feedback
is to learn what leader behavior
exercises and/or activities
group members felt were help-
ful or not helpful.



Communication Skills Groups

The ability to communicate clearly, openly, and with a feeling. of

naturalness is an attribute highly desired by many-people. Unfortunately,

people often concentratf., more on the inadequacies in their communication of

thoughts and feelings to others than they do on ways they can change their

behavior to improve their ability to relate. A pergon with a deficit in inter-

personal communications skills is usually painfully aware of the negative

feelings such as alienation, isolation, and social discomfort which often

accompany this lack of skill.

Communication skills groups provide, series of structured activities

that enable people to develop effective interpersonal skills and rewarding styles

of relating, as well as to overcome specific personal barriers to effective

communication. The actual content of communication skills groups varies

widely, from those that emphasize listening and responding skills to those that

focus on reducing social anxiety and improving interpersonal transaction

abilities.

Although communication skills groups vary considerably, they can be

roughly categorized into two types. The first type is designed for the individual

who has minimal, if any, .relationships with others. He/she can be characterized

as a person who has trouble initiating relationships with others; cannot sustain

relationships, is inhibited in heterosexual relationships, and experiences

general feelings of social anxiety. The second form of communication skills

group is for people who have formed a relationship with another person and

want to enhance the quality of that relationship. The following pages highlight an

exemplary program in each category..
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Communication Skills Workshop

The Communication Skills Workshop developed by the star of the

Counseling Center at Colorado State University is an example of the first type

of program -- that is, one designed to assist individuals to develop effective

interpersonal relationships. It helps individuals who have difficulty initiating

and sustaining relationships with other people. Despite its focus on the person

whose interpersonal skills are inadequate, however it can benefit a wide range

of people. As indicated in the Communication Skills. Workshop Manual, the

purpose of this group is "to provide an atmosphere in which members will

learn and practice a model of good communication. by increasing their ability to:

1. be more honest and open about themselves (self-disclosure)

2. experience caring and being cared for (intimacy)

3. express their observations and reactions to other people (giving feedback)

4. hear and accept others reactions to them (receiving feedback)

5, identity and work toward, new behavior (behavior change)" (1972, p.1) ,

The general structure for the workshop is outlined on pages 1 and '2

of the leader's manual and is presented below:

"The Communication Skills Workshop is a 6-week session Atructured
workshop with groups meeting once a week for 2 hours as well as one
7 -hour "session... Members also attend 4 weekly meetings with a smaller
group between regular group sessions.

A. The Total Group

1. Composition

A CSW group should include 7-10 members, composed
eqtfally of men and women if possible.

b. 'The authors found that combining participants with a
variety of social skill levels into one group seemed to
facilitate interaction and change.

60
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It is recommended that there be one male and one female
ti

facilitator although use of a single facilitator would
probably be successful.

2. Sessions

a. The group will meet for seven_ sessions over theicourse
of six weeks. With the exception of the seccind session,
meetings are weekly and last-twohours.

. ,

The se and session takes place during the week between
the fir t and third sessions, and lasts seven hours..
Sessio #2 takes place on any available full day, such as
a Satutdayi from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

B. The Mini -Group

,l. Composition

a. The Mi i-group is composed of 3-4 CSW patticipants,
mainta* ing as equal a ratio of men to women as possible.
At leas one member of both/sexes should be in each
mini-g oup.

-
b. At leas one member who has been determined by the

facilita r to be potentially helpful, caring, or facilitative,
and who is somewhat strong relative to the test of the
group should be in each mini-group.

c. The mini-group should be composed of participants whom
the facilitators predict may be helpful to each other.

d. There isi no facilitator present at mini-group meetings.

2, Sessiciiis

a. Mini-groups meet during the week between sessions of the
total group.

b. There are four mini-group meetings, beginning ter
Session #3, taking "place weekly at a time bonvenie t to
the members of each individual mini-group.

. .
c. There is no designated time limit for mini-group meetings.

66
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'By providing opportunities for.large group interactions with the

facilitator(s) present; 'small group interactions without a facilitator, and

specific help with goal setting, the aim is!to maximize the likelihood of

positive change. in interpersonal behavior.

Group Format O

The Communication Skills Workshop model (CSW) utilizes a sequential

building approach within a clearly articulated and specified format. A

condensed version of the activities and objectives in L Communication, Skills

Workshop Manual is presented belOw. The effective implementation of this

program will be'greatly enhanced by direct use of the leader's manual Which
,, --

can be obtained from the Counseling Center at Colorado State University.
i

SESSION I

ACTIVITY

1. Introcludtion and Expectation Setting.

a. Facilitator describes the general .

structure of the group, mentioning
the weekly sessions, the all-day,
meeting, and the mini-group
meetings.

b. Facilitator stresses importance of
commitmentommitment to attend all

sessions. Contracts are signed.

2. Warm-up Exercise. Name Chant.
The group repeats each member's
name in two different ways, e.g., .
with joy, anger, sadness, loneliness,
humor.

3. NonVerbal Creative Objects.
Group members pass around three,
or four objects for which each parti-
cipant creates a different use while

6 7
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OBJECTIVE

1. To provide participants
with a general overview of
the workshop structure,
clearly establish the
facilitators as authority
figures (i.e., knowledgeable'
about process).

r

2. To maximize the likelihood
orremembering one ar Qther's
name.

3. To free people aself-con-
sciousness from being in,a
strange setting by providing
a fun activity and to give



ACTIVITY

the group gtiesses what it is, i.e.,
ball, pie tin, handkerchief.

1

J
tti Verbal Communication -- Who Am I ?.

and individual introductions. Parti-
cipants write five'key. dimensions
about themselves which are then
pinned-to the front of each participant.
Participants circulate, read one
another's papers while remaining
silent. After the non-verbal phase
the participants return to 2 or 3 different
people they thought interesting and ask
questions which they ordinarily would
not ask. The participants then choose
one member of the group 'whom they
introduce 'to the group-by telling
something about the individual not
previously revealed.

5. Trust Exercise -- Trust Fall.
ParticipantS form a small circle
in which-one member stands in the
'center. The person in the center,
body rigid, arms at side, falls
toward the'circle., The members of
the group catch and pass the center
person around the circle. This
entails passing the pers n across
the diameter of the circle as well
as. around the circle.

. 6. Distribution of Session I handout .

entitled, "Memo for "Communication
Skills Workshop, " and end of first
session.

da

,OBJECTIVE

participants the chance to
watch how people act non-
verbally.

A. To allow participdnts to
become acquainted quickly
in a relatively non-threatening
way; to look at and share with
others who we are, ,what roles
we have, and our own unique-
ness.

. 'To introduce the baste
concept of trust.

6. The first session is intended
to provide an opciortunity,for
group participants to begin to
feel- comfortable With each
ether, and to reduce: thVafile61-:
usually shared at the begin-
,ning of groups. Group mem-
bers experience having fun
together, they begin the pro-
cess_of self-disclosure in --a -
gradual and controlled manner,-----
and they are introduced to non-
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SESSION II (ALL-DAY INTENSIVE SESSION)

ACTIVITY

1. Behavior Description. Triads are
fortned and participants are given
specific' instructions for describing
certain behaviors (15 min.) and
processing reactions.

2. Sharing Important Objects. Each
member has been told to bring
something to the gronp.that is
important and would help the \group
get to know him/her better. Parti-,
cipants show the group what they
have brought and explain why it is
important to them. The group
asks any questions they wish of each
member. The group share sponta-
neouSly, rather than going around\
the circle. Disctrssion-follows.
(30 min.)

3. First Impressions. One group member
tells what part of nature he/she sees
himself/herself as. This may be a
flower, tree, animal, element, etc.
The person tells why he/She sees

iiimself/herself this way ..4 Then he/
she chooses another group member
and tells what part of nature he/
she sees that person-as. The receiver
of feedback.. tells why he/she thinks-

the description was chosen, and hoW he/

she feels alout it. The giver of feed-,
Sack then tells why he/she chose.what
he/she said. In this way, the feedback
process of message, -feel i ng-cl art -el cation
is modeled. The process is repeated for
_a-sh ricr-rber of the croup. Discussicin

follows. (1' hour)

65
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OBJECTIVE

To practice describing non-
verbal behavior objectively
without interpretation; to
study the body language
messages that accompany
verbalization; to alert group
members to the array of
signals which they emit when
they are attempting to
communicate.

2. To have each group member
share an important pagt of
self with the group; to generate
data about each member with
respect to how much he\)(she
shares and how he/she reacts
with others'.

3. To focus on the processes
of self- disclosure and feed-`
back; to provide a rather
non-threatening, playful
context in which individuals
can give their honest
impressions of each other.



:t ACTIVITY

4. Feedbacl Model and Johari Window.
The lead -r passes out the handouts
on feedb ck and the Johari Window,
explains their connection, and
answek's any questions from the
group.

5. Group interaction (using same
format o .Behavior Description
exercis used previously). Group
breaks nto triads. Person A
talks ab ut why he/she came to
the grou , what things he/she
wanted elp with, how he/she feels
about se f. Person B tells A w
he/she eardA saying. Perso
C serve as observer of inter ction
between A and B. Introductio s
are mac e of each person by o her
two me bei-s of his/her trig
The foc s ison feelings. (4 min.)

at

G. Lunch. Participants first pc it up
with ne partners, and the leaders
introdu e exercise to grou mem-
bers. nuring lunch, group mem-
bers fe ci each other. Paining up,
each on feeds the other of er
obtainin_ food for the other After
lunch,
for eac
he/she
he/she
learned

ome quiet time is a lowed
person to think abo t what
as been experiencin how
els, what he/she ha
bout self. (1 hour, .min.)

Unstruct red Group Discussion
Designe to keep the focus on here
and now, and relationships and \
feelings etween group members'
Video tap is used to record
discussio for playback in third
session. (1 hour)
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OBJ CTIVE

4. To concretize in a coherent
theoretical way t e concepts

y acted out in first impressions;
to teach the fee sack model
so that it can b used as a
basis for the f ture interaction
in the group.

5. To encourag self-disclosing
behavior; to focus on feelings
and -emotio t s; to model
support a understanding;.
to foster supportive climate
in the gr a up.

7. To allow time for free
exchange, .develop group/
cohesion, model and use
good feedback process.
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ACTIVITY,

Cing. One group Member lies
d on the floor, others reach
u der and lift the person up, rock
hek/h
over
himim

gently, lift to a position
their heads, and lower her/

gently. Each group member
takes turn. (30 min.)

9. Group Fantasy. The group members
lie on the floor, on their backs, with
their heads together like spokes on a
wheel. They are told they are about
to embark ,on an expedition together.
-- everything is -ready and they are
set to go. Then any group member
can set the scene or describe what
he/she sees in his/her fantasy.
(15 min.)

10. A short explanation of handouts
is presented which highlights the
process of behavior-change gor.l
settings. (115min.)

11. .Relaxation using Jacobsen's
Relaxation technique. (30 min.)

radl

SESSION III

L Video Tape Exercise. Selected
portions of video taped interaction
-are played back and group members
watch. They are asked -to evaluate
their behavior in terrhs Of how satisfied
they are with it and, more importantly,
in what ways they would like to be
behaving that are different from what
they are observing.

Specific behavioral goals are
developed within the workshop
setting by answering questions,.
on Behavioral Change Goal-Setting
Worksheet and. role playing goal-

1
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OBJECTIVE

To build group closeness,
to continue the feeling of
group support, to encourage
non-verbal caring.

9. To get an indication of the
stage of group life; to
provide a fantasy means of
learning about relationships
within the group.

1. To provide each member
with useful feedback in
regard to how the person.
currently relates in the
group.

' 2.. To assist group participants
in,clarifying and setting
specific behavioral goals.

I



ACTIVITY

setting. Focus is on individual goal
setting utilizing the following process:
members form into two groups and
complete Item No. 5 of the worksheet
together: A group leader is present
in each. of these groups and aids in
refining goals. On a separate sheet
of paper, each merriber;then writes
out one selected target behavior and
agrees to work on it in the follciWing
Workshop 'sessions. Discussion
should center .around behavioral
change goal inside the group. Focus
in last sessions is on behavioral
change goal outside the group, using,
the feedback model for their perception
of an appropriate behavioral change
goal.

3.- Explanation of the Mini-Group Concept.
The emphasis in the Mini-Group is on

'.expanding the. opportunity to practice
good communications outside the
formal group meetings and to experience
a deepening relationship with selected
others through the use of self-disclosure
and good feedback. The need to bridge
the gap between wbattakes place
within the fornial workshop 'setting
and the real world should also be
dealt witAi in relation to the mini-
group experience. Confidentiality
amini-group interactid9 as separated

from the large group is stressed.

4. Forming Mini-Groups.

a.. 'Assigning members

b. Getting acquainted

c. Establishing a meeting time
(exchange, of name and phone
numbers)

d. Distribution of exercise No. 1
(not to be opened until group

67

OBJECTIVE

3: To introddce and define
the purpose and activities
involved in the mini-groups.



a.

ACTIVIT\

meets) (To help insure the
trust level in the mini-
group, the use of all mood
altering agents should be
avoided.)

Material needed:. J

1. Mini-group encounter booklets.

2. Video tape deck, tape and
monitor.

3. Pencils and paper.

SESSION IV

1. Behavioral Change Goal Sharing.
After receiving behavioral change
goal wprksheets, group members
'share/their behavioral change goals
with the other members of the group.
Feedback is given with respect to
the goal, and leaders explain that
there will be peer ratings of
progress toward goals.

2. Mini-Group Sharing. is a .

topic-focused discussion about.the
. .value of the mini-group experience

in terms of.behaviorchange goal
setting, feedback, and other
issues. Use of fishbowl technique
may be- helpful hr

3. Positive Feedback Practice., Each
member asks the group for
positive feedback, or "listen checks"
can be used if desired. The group

-members giving the feedback call
upon the others.

'7 5
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OBJECTIVE

1. To provide incentive for
establishing constructive
goals, an opportunity for
feedback, and assessment
of goals, and modeling
for others in the group as
each group member shares
his/her behavioral change
goal with the-group. Feed-
back can be given with respect
to the goal. Leaders explain
that there will bpeer ratings
of progresS-toiraid-goals.

2. To encourage-mini-group
activity; to provide an
opportunity for group mem-
bers to exchange information
which might help all groups

.function more effectively.

3. To aid group members in
practicing the feedback model
and to enable them to feel
more relaxed in positive
feedback.



A CT I VITY

egative Feedback Exercise.

a. Members sit i
.en circle with the

person receiving feedback
sitting in center or in opening
of semi-circle.

b. Open feedback -- people who
wish to give negative feedback
tell person in center what they
wish to say (use Good Feedback
Model).

c. Processing -- after all persons
in group have received negative
feedback, everyone discusses how
it felt to receive such information.
Stress is placed on the utilization
of this input in their growth pattern.

5. Personal Progress Form.! Using
participants' worksheets to identify
other participants' behavior change
goals, each participant writes
other participants' names on the out-
side of the blank slips of paper, his/
her own rating of the other partici-

, pants using 1-5 scale, and also his/
her own name on the inside of each
slip of paper and place these slips in
piles in the middle of the floor. Each
participant will pick up his/her own
slips, tally and -average the scores
and plot the norther score on the
graph located on.the progress sheet.
This will be done At the end of 'all
remaining sessions, except the
last session. The Behavior Change
Goal-Personal Progress Form is
used here.

69

OBJECTIVE

4. To provide members with
the experience of giving and
receiving information about
behavior that is negatively
perceived. Individuals are
encouraged to tune in to this
and deal with it in a construc-
tive manner in an attempt to
show that interpersonal
anxiety-producing situations
cati be dealt with in non-defen--
sive and personally rewarding
ways. Using the Good Feed- '

back Model enhances the
digestibility of the feedback
and creates an atmosphere
which is more likely to \result
in its utilization.

5. To provide each participant
with cancrete, peer-oriented
feedback regarding progress
toward goals.

ti



SESSION V

ACTIVITY

1. Mini-Group Sharigg. Open group
or fishbowl discussion technique
is used to assess the value of the
mini-group in helping achieve
behavioral change goal and give
useful feedback. 0.verall reaction
to the mini-group concept is also
discussed.

2. Continue Negative Feedback.
Exercise. The group memb.ers who
did not participate last week sit in
the center of the circle one at a time,
or use the semi-circle. The procedure.
followed is same as reported in
Session IV.

,Evaluation of Behavior Change Goal
Program. !Same procedure as
indicated in Session IV. Members

. are encouraged to discuss their
feelings about their own progress
and clarify any scores that confuse
them. This method is used to
facilitate their reaching their own
goals and to give them another
person's feedback.

1

4. "Outside the Workshop" Behavioral'
Change Goal Setting (Handout with
discussion). The parpose of this
activity is to enable each group mem-
ber to establish a goal which he/she
wishes to accomplish OUTSIDE the
group setting (i.e., in a. dorm, lin a
classroom, with a friend, etc.). .

Participants will have had practice:,
on this, having worked on their "in
the group" behavioral change goal.
Each member receives a worksheet
for the out-of-group goal setting
and spends time alone working through
Item 4.

/5
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OBJECTIVE

1. To support and facilitate
the impact of Mini-groups
on positive behavioral
change as well as trouble-
shoot problems..

Same as indicated for this
exercise in Session IV.

3. Same as indicated for this
exercise in Session IV.

To help group members
bridge the gap between the

= group setting and the real
world.
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SESSION. VI
.

ACTIVITY

1. Mini-Group Sharing. General
discussion. How did it go?
How helpful was this session in
comparison with previous ones
Are you working on your in-
group behavioral change goal in
the mini-group?

2. "Outside the Workshop" Behavioral
Change Goal .Setting (Handout
filled out to Iteni 4). Members
join their mini-groups to complete
Item 5 together. A group leader
is present in each of these groups
and aids in refining goals. Each
member begins working on his/
her goal as soon as possible., The
mini-groups are to take time in
their next two meetings to discuss
each member's progress and/or
problems concerning the goals.

3. Continue Negative Feedback
Exercise. This activity is conducted
as.indicated in Session IV except at
the end the "group" (symbolically)
go to the center for feedback.

4. Personal Progress. Form. This
activity utilizes the same guidelines
as in Session IV.

AP

SESSION VII

1. Review of mini-group's final
meeting and what the mini-group
has meant to participants.

7G
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OBJECTIVE

1. Same as reported for this
exercise in Session V.

2. To help group members
bridge the gap between the

. group setting and the reaj
world; to provide opportunity
to clarify behavioral chinge
goals and overcome personal
roadblocks.

4

3. Same as indicated for this
exercise in Session N.

4. Sammie as indicated for this
exercise in Session IV.

1. To assess the value and impact
of the mini-groups for each
participant as well as determine
the value of the mini-groups
in the overall CSW.
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ACTIVITY

2. Taking of Post-Tests (if
evaluation is being done).
Rationale forIesting clone now
is.based upon the desire to
receive both pre- and post-
tests for each participant prior
to group's ending. Odds are
better for accomplishing this
goal during the last session than
if a special testing time is
scheduled for another date.

3. De-briefing Regarding Goals and
Group Experiences. The remainder
of this final `session is oriented
toward helping participants process
feelings about their progress
during the workshop.

4. Fantasy (15 Min.). The group
fantasizes a future hypothetical
meeting of the, group, e.g., at a
restaurant, at a party-, on a
trip, at a social get-together.
The group might also fantasize
how it might help its members
further their personal growth in
future meetings.

7i
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OBJECTIVE
,

2. To evaluate the direction
. and amount of change that

occurred as a result, of a
student's participation in
the CSW.

.To allow participants to
process feelings about the
progress they feel they
have made on their own,
"in" and "out of group"
behavior change goals, and
to evaluate the effectiveneis
of the workshop.
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Couples Communication Skills Groups

The second communication skills group highlighted was developed

by Richard Blouch at the Counseling Center at Millersville State College,

Pennsylvania, and is entitled, "Couples Enrichment Workshop." It is

designed to enhance normally functioning male-female relationships. It

specifically excludes couples who are experiencing, substantial conflict; or

individu whose relationship was so recently forme that expectations and

roles have not ad time to develop between partners. Blouch identifies five

distinct purposes of the Couples. Enrichment Workshop:

(1} to assist couples to discover roles and expectations within the

relationship

(2) to help partners discover the strengths and weaknesses of their

{3)

relationship

to help individuals discover the stereotypes and expectations which

they have learned to project on their partners

(4) to increase openness and improve communications within the

partnership

(5) to reduce "galiwsmanship" and increase authenticity and intimacy

within the relationship.

Ideally, the number of participants should not exceed, twelve. The

workshop is designed to be offered in either two six-hour sessions, with up

to a week intervening between sessions, or four three-hour sessions in

consecutive weeks.'"Prior to the filst session the group leader conducts a

screening interview with each couple seeking inclusion. Only couples who

- give evidence of a normal relationship should be selected. The motivation
.
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-for-wanting to be in the workshop` must be to improve a relationship rather

than to repair a relationship which is fraught with hostilityp dominance- .

.'

submistion, or other disruptive patterns of relating. Another purpose of

this interview.is to select. couples who are similar in regard to the length

and nature of the relationship bond. A mixture of married, engaged, co-\
.

habiting and dating couples can benefit from the workshop but not, cittlhe

opinion of the-aut

status.

or, as well as a group of couples of similar' relationship

ta

The author provides an overview of the a-etivities used and objectives

realized during each of the four sessions of the Couples Enrichment Workshop...

In order-to convert this outline into a two-session model one stimply combines

the activities of4he first two sessions into one six-hour session and does

likewise for the last two sessions. The author clearly prefers the two six-
.

hour session format because of the higher intensity generated within sessions

and the increased conti-nuity afforded. Below is the Couples Enrichment

Workshop outline as developed by Biouch.--

SESSION I

ACTIVITY

1. Leader introdUction (5 min.) .
Leader introduces self and the
purpose of the workshop.

7 co

OBJECTIVE

(1)._ -To establish an open, trustful,
atmosphere;

(2) to encourage the exchange of
Perceptions by the partner;

(3) to bring to awareness the
hidden agendas which partners
hav'for their rtionshipS. `



ACTIVITY

2. IntroductiOn of Workshop Members
via:Role Reversal (20-30 min.).
Partners intreduce=ea-cir-other-by----
assuming what they think are the
characteristics of their mate.

3. Contracting by Workshop Members
(20-30 min.). Each person ,Ivrites _
it least one personal goal for the
workshop. The,goalkare shared,
with the group and time is allowed

4. Administration of the Barnett-
Lennard 'Relationship Inventory,
optional (30-40 min.) .

5. Partnership Roles (35-40 min.).
-raoh-participant makes a list of
the roles he/she holds in his/her

'11$44-4,wiji,g,7,elationship and ther4s.,4077
by Ifiitf.ird:§Ctilles-COmpare
their:lists. Agreement and
agreement are discussed within
the group.

61. Relationship Sculpting (30-45
\ min.). Partners take turns posi-f

tioning themselves and their
partners into human sculptures.
The processing which follows
relates to new learnings about ithei
relationships and changes which

\couples would like to make.

Processing (Variable):

SESSION H

1. Male and Female Discussion
Groups (40-50 min.). Male and
female groups meet separately
to discuss what the opposite se
member of the partnership doe

(1) to continue the open exchange\
between- partners and couples;

to establish an identity with
the workshop as a unit; /1_



.ACTIVITY

which they like or are "turned-On"
by. The groups report and disetiss
these appreciated behaviors. This
process is repeated for- disliked
behaviors.

2. Dyadic Interchange (45=60 min.).
Couples take turns sitting in the- .

middle of the circle for this exercise.
The partners take turns telling each
ether five behaviors which they
notice and emotions associated with
these behavirs.

3. Physical Mirroring (28430 min.).
The participants are told to mirror
their partneri physically without any
verbal communication. The
processing is aimed at discovering

and share leadership.

4. Relationships Assessment Question-
naire (Peterman). This question-
ndire is assigned as voluntary
homework to be done befor he:
beginning of the third session

5. Processing

SESSION III

(Variable)...

1. .Couples report on their use of tkie
Relationship Assessment -Questio
naire (20 -30 min.) .

OBJECTIVE

(3) to have couples learn about
and share the strengths \

and weaknesses of their
relationships.

1

2. Echoing (25 -40 Min.). Starting with
verbal mirroring or echoing, couples
are taught Thonias Gordon's "active
listening" skills. The group, is broken

s ' into triads to practice this skill. .

76 8i

(1) to help p rtners become
sensitive to the'verbally
and non- erbalJ.y expressed
needs of each other;

(2) to teach and practice the
helping skill of active
listening (Gordon, 1970).
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ACTIVITY

3. Helping- Communications .

180-75.min.)./
4/, iVon.-verbaI Expression and
/ Recognition of Emotions

/7 (15-20 min.).

/ 5. Processing (Variable).

SESSION IV

1. Effective Confrontation. Through
the use of "I messages" pkrtners
learn how to tell each other negative
effects they 'experience in their
relationship without resorting to ;
judgniental or guilt inducing
messages. messages" have a
three part content:

(1) the emotion of the sender,

(2) the behavior of the partner,
and

(3) the concrete 6ffects of the
partner's behavior on the
sender (Gordon, 1970).

2. Problem Solving for Mutual Satis- ;
faction (45-60 min.) .

3. Contra valuation (20-30 min.).
Participants c eck out the degree
to which their contracts have been
fulfilled.

4. The participants complete the
sentence stem, "I learned that..."
(30-40 min.) .

5. Leave Taking (10-15 min.).
participant is asked to take leave s"

of every other participant except

E32
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(2)

(3)

(4)

_OBJECTIVE ___

to provide the participants
with skills they can use
dealing with problems and
conflicts in their relationships;

to help participants asse s
their learnings in the w rk-
shop;

to provide feedback /o the
leader which he/she can u
in improving futu e work-
shops;

to help partic pants experience /
a feeling of losure with the
ending of the workshop.



ACTIVITt

his/her partner. This xercise
provides closure for th Workshop.
I have changed this to a ve ,couples
take/ leave of each oth r.

Decision:=Making Group 1

4.

A futuristic, chafr

OBJECTIVE

ing society and an uncertain economy require_

individuals to know heir options and be able to make better deciSions when

faced with changes in life directions. Living in a complex, fast:paced

society presents a person with multip). opportunities for involvement wi

the resulting need for making more decisions.

The ability to solve /Problems, chaise among conflicting altern fives-,

and evaluate the quality of inforrnation are critical to effective functioning in
p

our society. Indivi'duals who have refined their skills in problem-sol
. '

and in exercising. reasoned judgment increase the likelihood that the decisions

they make about future life directions will be fulfilling and satisfyin

Decision-making skills groups usually consist of a series of exercises

and lecturettes which heighten people's awareness of the processeg involved

in arriving at sound decisions.. The structured decision-making group

described in this 'monograph was developed by SiCfifton and Bob Nejedlo-in
. '

the Counseling and Student Development Center at Northern lllinois. University.

Their prograin:is designed to niAke\participants aware of the decision-making

proce-SS-,---to-cTonsider alternatives, to predict outcomes, to develop strategies,

and finally to make decisions based on a systematic process.. A baAi0 c premise

8 J.
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of'thc program is\ that the skills involv-3(1 in dec s'on-making and the process

utilized In/arrivin at a"decision can be taught d\ practiced. The resultant

learning can then e transferred to practical ap ion in real-4ife

situations.

Group Format

"Decisionaking" as designed by Clifon and jedlo has-as its

main purpose the providing of knowledge and sk4Is which 11 help participants

make better choices and consequently be able ti enjoy mor Satisfying,

productivelife. experiences. Group size is pr ctically unli ited, and it has

worked well with both small and large groups. Groups shoul have at least

six members, and if More than twelve, one f ilitator for eac additional

twelve should be added. There are threetwo hour sessions. he format

includes informative subject matter, decision-making activities, participant

input, group and evaluation. AI.detailed description o1 the .,

decision-making group as outlined by Clifton and'Nejedlo follows:

SESSION I (Two }lours)

ACTIVITY OBJEC IVE

, .
!

1., Self-evaluation. .Participants complete
a

-/
self-evaluation from "Assessment of

. ..
Decision-Making Skills" (handout #1)
designed to determine the degree of
their skill in decision - }raking.

"2. Warm-up exercise. Goup parti-
,

cipants introduce themselves by
using a "going-around" technique.,

8
Af

1. To obtain a 1re-test measure
of participants as de9ision
makers.

2. To begin to d
cohesiveness

4

velop group



ACTIVITY

3. Making Decisions. Introduction to
the deoisiOn-makilig process, the
relative importance of decisions,
and good vs. bad decisions. through
use of structured activities such as
"Decisions Come in All Colors"
(handout #2e) and "A-,Good Decision
is... "(handout #3).

4.. The Person and, the Proces in
Decision-Making. Lecture to on
major processes, and limitations of
skillful decision-making.

I

5. Highlighting Values. Discussion
of one's personal values; recognition
of one's own values and the values
of others; use of exercises "A
Fantasy Trip" (handout #4) and
"What Do People Really Want"
(handout #5).

Setting Objectives, Establishing
-clear, concise objectives from
one's values through use of
exercise "Specifying What You.,
Want -- Objectives" (handout #6):

7. Identify Alternatives. Through use
of a homework assignment, "What
Are Your Real AlternatiVes°
(handout #7), participants are
given h. structured guide which takes
them through the steps involved in
establishing real altern,ves.
Each participant is ask&l.tottermuL-
latealternatives to a given situation
by,staidng objectiy(n, obtaining.
further inforthation; and accounting
for abilities, interests,.and
values:.

OBJECTIVE

To begin to understand the
concept of decision-making;
to know that different decisions
require different degrees of
thought; and to understand
what constitutes a good decision,

4,, To understand the impact of
one's va es, use of adequate
relevant) information, and
use of e ective strategies;
to unda'stand limitations of
person 1 capabilities;

motiva ion, and environment.

5. TO beg n to own one's valuesi
and to respect the values of
Other .

D

C.

6. To know how to formulate
objectives that will let one
knoi.v:when the goal is
attained.

7. To enable the participants
to learn the process of -
setting alternatives by
es,tablishing some real
alternati yes.

4PP'
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SESSION If (Two Hours)

ACTIVITY

1. Discovering Your Real Alternatives.
'Lecturette on the process of
identifying alternatives with
opportunity for questions and

discussion.i;

2. Using Information in the Decision-
Making Process. Discussion of,
how to gain knowledge; and usq of
adequate, relevant informatiOn.
0

Information Awareness. .Discussion
of how to gather information; the
most common mistakes; anti the
consideration of sources, objectivity,
and relew -

4.
Ma.

OBJECTIVE

1. to gain further insight
into the process of identifiy-
ing alternatives swith oppor-
unity for integration into
self.

2. T9 expand the participants'
awareness of the importance
of information.

Exercise, "TOuch All BaseS."
An activity utilizing informational
bases like people, reading materiaOudio_
visual media, and computers. .

Participants .are presented a case
in which a student needs to decide
whether or not he should remain
in college. The group members
are asked to brainstorm resources

-to be explored before making the
decision.

Judging the Quality of Information.
Criteria for evaluating information
using leader's expertise and
exercise, "Do You Believe What
You Hear and See ?" (handout #9).
This exercise is intended to help
participants discern information
that is written to influence others
from information that reports the
facts.

a
81
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3. To inform the participants
of the value of critically
analyzing input data.

4. To encourage discussion of
additional sources of .infor-
mation without making
judgment about which
information is best.

5. To enable participants to
judge critically all infor-.
mation gathered.



ACTIVITY

C. Predicting Outcomes. This
exercise consists of teaching
and discussing the steps
involved in predicting outcomes.
The group leader assigns and
introduces the "I Predict"
exercise (handout #10). The
exercise is a homework assignment
presenting four Situations which
call fer a d.9.cision. For each
situation participants are asked
to identify three alternatives and,
a predicted outcome for each
alternative. i_.

SESSION III (Two Hours).

1. Introduction. Discussion of the
homework exercise and at the
same time review of the steps
in predicting outcomes.

2. Lecturette
Discussion of the elements that
influence the degree of risk
people are willing to take and
how to increase the chanCes
of achieving a lesired outcome.

3. Involvement in exercise "Shoot
the Works; Play It.Safe, or... r
(handout #11). This exercise is
designed to. show that ,people
differ in their risk-taking
behavior and may not be consis-

. tent in their risk-taking.

4. Strategies For Selec ng Alter-
natives. Discussion of types
of strategies often used in
selecting ,one alternative over
another: desire strategy, success
strategy, avoidance strategy, and
combination strategy.

82

IP OBJECTIVE

6. To acquaint the participants
with the procedures in order
that they will be able to do
the take-home\ exercise.

1. To obtain feedback from
participants relative to
their involvement in the
exercise.

2. To create insight regarding
the range of risk-taking
behavior.

.
3. To learn one's own risk-

taking characteristics as
well as those of others.

4. To acquaint participants
with various types of
strategies so that they will
be able toidentify the
strategies they utilize in
making decisions.



ACTIVITY

5. "X, Y, Z Affair" (handodt #12).
This exercise consists of making
six decisions based-on three alter-.
natives. Additional information
is provided after making each
decision. The exercise allows a
person to utilize a variety of
strategies in making the six
decisions.

6. Alternate exercise-in decision-
making. If time permits, "Your
Agent" (handout #13) can be used.
In this exercise each participant
is hired to make decisions based
on certain information. A plan
of action based on a strategy is
to be written for each decision.

7. Summary--A review of the
. processes utilized in good

decision-making.

8. Post-Evaluation. A post measure
of decision-making skills is
obtained through the use of the
"Assessment of Deciion-
Making Skills" self-evaluation
form. This is the ,Same form
mentioned in Session I.

. I .

Life/Work Planning Group

OBJECTIVES

5. To apply skills learned in
the deci9ion-making group;
more specifically to know how
to examine alternatives, use
of strategies, preferences
for probabilities, and desir-
ability of outcomes, in decision-
making.

I

'6. To gain further practice in
decision-making.

7. To review and provide
opportunity for participants
to clarify the decision-making
process in order to integrate
the knowledge.

8. To assess change and growth
relative to knowledge of
good decision-making.

Life/work planning groups attempt to help peoplerViscover ways to

blend their -life and work goals so as to increase their overall satisfaction

with the direction of their lives. They are based on the assumption that

people can distill from an inspection of their overall life experiences key

elements that will help them*creaee a meaningful life/work orientation.

a
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Life/work planning groups have been variously labeled as Life

Planning Workshops, Life Directions Workshops, Career Development Groups,

PATH, and Career Decision Making Groups.. These approacheS vary in the

degree to which they focus on either establishing life, directions or developing

career objectives. For example, some life planning\models might devote
o

only one-fifth of the group time to actual consideration of career goals, while

others might devote nearly the entire group experience to det.emining career

objectives. Some life/work planni\ng groups relj on e4ie'rnal evaluation. .

instruments (ability tests or interest inventories) while others'employ a self- ,

assessment format.

The life/Work planning group highlighted in this chapter was developed

by Howard Figler in the Counseling Center, Dickinson (PA) College, and

is entitled PATH. According to Figler, the purpose of PATH is to provide a

sequence of self-assessment exercises which assist individuals to create a

life/work style that -satisfies their internal and external needs. PATH

operate§ on the premise.thait an individual can take charge of his/her life-

work development only itthe/she assesses all of the following- (a) the life
, .

priorities which will compete for attention with work priorities; (b) the chief

values anci pleasures that he/she hopes to satisfy in a life's work; (c) the

abilities which he/she possesses and would most like to use in a life's work;

(d) a creative imagining of a situation in which all of his/her work needs

might be satisfied and. all of his/her talents might correspond to the needs of

a particular work environment. Thus, the general objectives of PATH are to
0

help the individual to:

84



(1) integrate work priorities. with life priorities;

(2) find or create work situations in which he/she lenjoys the work as

much as possible;

(3) choose work that he/she regards as highly important, worth doing,

and intrinsically rewarding;

. (4) make use of his/her strongest talents, abilities, skills;

(5) create the idea of a life/work state in which hiS/her unique

combination of values and talents is fully satisfied.

In order to achieve the stated, objectives the PATH program has

incorporated several key features,: The key features identified by Figler are:

Self-Assessment: The individual is the best judge of him/herself,

therefore, he/she makes all assessments of his/her personal attributes

that are work-related. No external assessment devices are used.

Client-Centered: Exercises serve as, stimuli which enable individuals

to intepret their own experiences; the student is given complete

responsibility for these interpretations.

Group-Oriented: The sequence of exercises is designed for most

effective use with small-group interaction. These exercises can also

be used effectively in one-to-one Counseling, or the individual cart employ

them on a self-instructional basis.

Liberal Arts: The program is chiefly helpful for those who have numerous

options in their life /work planning, such as liberal arts students, and

any other people who have the freedom to seek a wide variety of work

possibilities.
90
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1 Process-Oriented: PATH is not oriented 'toward decisions, clos,ure, or

final outcomes.. .Rather, it teaches individuals ways of thinking about

life/work choices, and a process- 'for sharpening their objectiveS. The

process can be used by individuals again and again, whenever they desire

to change objectives or a work Situation.

Cumulative: PATH presents the view that everything an indiVidual does in

life can be applied to a future work situation. Since "nothing that you do

is-ever wasted," the individual has many degrees of freedom to experiment

with work objectives.

0

Group.Format

Selection of group members is not limited only to those who are

undecided or unhappy over their career and life directions, especially if that

choice was based on a limited examination of desirehifel style, underlying

values, basic'abilities, and functional skills. Since the PATH program

requires approxiniately fifteen hous of actual group time to complete, it is

desirable that participants are prepared to invest the necessary amount of time

and energy to make the process work. 'The number of participants can vary

from as few as four to as many as thirty, ,with the ideal number being around

twenty. The group format is designed so that approximately three exercises

can be completed in each of the six, two and one-half hour sessions.

During the course of the group four major life/work dimensions are

explored: (1) life/work style, (2) values, (3) abilities, and (4) creative

career. Exploration in each of these four areas is accomplished by a seilies

of exercises. 5uggesteq time limits, format, and objectives as outlined by



Fig ler ire presented lielow. Many of the activities indicated below are
a

described more fully in PATH, a career workbook for Liberal Afts students.

SESSION I -- Examining Life/Work,Style

ACTIVITY

1. Job. Style:
"Security"
"Excitement/RiSk"
"Make Money"
"Free Time"

2. Male/Female:
"How; has your
career develop-
ment been affected
by the -sex role
identification
encouraged for
you by significant .
others?" (45 min.)

3. Distribution of
Time: "How do
you choo5e)to allot
your time mong
ta) Formal work,
(b) Informal work
(off the jobj, and
(c) Recreation?''
(60 minutes),

OBJECTIVE

To present individuals
with 4 dramatically.
different motivations
for working, 'and ask
them to dwell upon the
relative attractiveness
for themselves.

To evaluate the influence
of sex role identification
upon individuals' life/

',work aspirations, and
ask them to consider how
these aspirations might
have been different if
they had been born thd
other sex.

To consider the relatift
importance of paid
employnient; non-paid
work, and leisure
activity in terms of time
individuals are willing
to allocate to each.

SESSION II -- Exploring Values.
no.

1.: Life Values/Work
Values/ "What con-
flicts May exist
between your Life
Values (Family,
Community, Geo-
graphy, Religion,

r,

To suggest that work needs
must be congruent with
otherlife priorities, if
individuals expect to
'satisfy all life and work
needs.

92.
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FORMAT:."

interaction in a
small group Of 4

4,
Small group of 4

Individuals work
alone", then small
kroup of 4 interacts

Individuals work
alone, then interact'
with 'a group of'4

4.
4
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ACTIVITY

Health) and Work
Values (Money,
Power, Security,
Fame, Indepen-
dence, etc.) ?"
(60 minutes)

I "

2. Traditional Amer-
ican Values: Which
are the most impor-
tant to yoti ? (health,
happiness, stand up-
for.rights, respect
for parents, sick
and needy, hard
work and produc-
tivity, etc. )"

3. Work with People:
"Which ways of
working with people
are most appealing
to you (instruct,
supervise, negoti-
ate, manage,
counsel, etc.) ?"
(45 minutes)

OBJECTIVE

To explore values
which are commonly
espoused, aid decide
which of thege the
individuals regard as
most important in ,

their life/work style.

4R

To ask individuals to
discriminate among 15
different ways of working
with people so that they
may learn that some
are much more appealing
than others.

SESSION III -- DiStilling Key Values

1. Occupational
Prestige:
"Which occupa-
tions don't have
enough Pincstige
or status to
satisfy you?"
(30 minutes)

2., Enjoyable
Activities:
"What things do
you most enjoy
-doing? How

0

'To present individuals with
90 occupations titles and
ask them to discover their
needs for occupational
status by considering why
certain titles would not
be acceptable.

To discover the activities
that are most purely
pleasurable. to individuals
when they,are freed
from constraints by.

P; 88,
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FORMAT

Small group
interaction

Small oup
interaction

Individuals work
alone, then A
interact with.a.'
group of 4 I

Individuals work
alone, then .

interact with a
group of 4

h.



10.

/ A CTI VITY

might you incor-
porate them into
your future Work ?"
(45 minutes)

..410 3. SummarJ of
Values: "Review.
all of the values
which you have
determined from
previous exercises;
summarize these
for use in the
'creative career'
'exercise later. "
(15 minutes)

J

OBJECTIVE

other people-or,
Organizations; to
Consider whether
these preferences are
congrluent with the
Schooling or employ-
ment'antieipated by
the individuals.

To establish a unified
record,of all high
priority needs and
vp-lues identified by
each individual.

SESSION IV -- Examining-Abilities
f

Trial Occupa-.
tiong:
"Select 6 or more
of these
tional titles which
appeal to you.
Phat might they
have in common?"
(A new "Occupa-
tional Deck" of 150
cards is used here

30 minutes)

2. Self-Assessed
Abilities: "Rate
yourself on these
30 separate. -
abilities scales."

A15 minutes)

al

FOR1VIAT

Individuals work
alone, then inter-
act with a group
of4

I

fldividuals work
aldne

To.

o,

indivi-
to a wide array

occupations most
often desired by
college graduates,

, ask, them to choose.
several on the basis
of pure appeal, and
then analyze the
personal and sub-
jective meaning
that-these choices
may hav for them.

\

To obtain `baseline data
regarding individuals'
assessment of their
strengths and wear cress=
es, in term's of a et
of general abilfties that

.have direct relevance
to a variety of occupations:,

8q

individuals work
alone,, then interact
with a group of 4

. Individuals work
alone

I



ACUITY

3 Trial Occupations
and Abilities:.
"Decide, with thel
help of your .small
group, which
abilities are most
essential to
success in certain
occupations."
(45 minutes)

. Functional Skills:
"Self-inventory
your t\furfctional
skills' from P
roster o 85 such
skills (managing,
speakin, writing,
computing, coun-
seling, organizing,
plannin r, building,
etc.);.t en refer to
experkinces in\ 4*

which )ou/have used
these s ills."
(45 mi utes)

SESSION V -- Identifying

,l. A chiev ments:
"Name s many
things s you can
that yo have done
that (a) ou
enjoyed (b) you
did ver success-..

fully by your own
standar s, (c) you.

' feltipwe e impoiTtant.
,Ask'your small

OBJECTIVE

To examine 'certain
kinds of work and
discover what
particular abilities
are necessary for
competence in these
work situations; then,
to evaluate the
degree to which indi-
viduals possess the
requisite abilities
for the kinds of work
that interest them
most.

To have individuals
consider which,functions
they perform best in
wiz/1-k situations,_ and .

ask them to validate
their view of these
things they can 'do'
by describing situations
in which they have done
them previously.

FORMAT

Small group
interaction

Individuals work
. alone, then interact

with a group of 4

Skills and Creating Career

To examine individuals'
peak experiences for the
discovery of hidden
talents; to ask individuals

, to task aboitt thes'ertalents
i n a situation where they
might be' applied to the
needs of an employer. 11,

95

'90
°

Flexibility

4.

Individuals work alone,
then small group inter,

ction, then "group .
interview" for a hy-
pothetical job.

0



ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE.

group to help you
identify which

. functional skills
you were using.
Apply for a hy-
pothetical job and
talk about your
skills."
(75 minutes)

2. ;Sumniary. of
Abilities:
"Review all of
the abilities and7
skills whidh you
determined from
previous exercises
and summarize
these for use in
the /creative

reer' exercise

L types of Employers:
"Self-inventory 5
or mop kinds of
employing organiza-
tions which you
think you would most,.
prefer, from a
roster of 80 such
emplOyers.".
(30 minutes)

4. Random Career:
(Theigrotip facilif-
tator clenionstrMes
that any combination
of values; abilities,
major fields, and

em0lpyers can tie in-
tegrated to form 'a
sensible career,'' he

or she does this by
tioliing various values
abilities, majors,
and employers from
different grobp par-
ticipants, and then

'creating, a defini-
,

ton of an integrated
Career).
(30 &mites)

ter."
5 minutes)

To establish a
unified record of
all high priority
strengths that have
been indentified by
individuals in coop-
e 'atiOn with group

mbers.

To ask individuals to
begin thinking about
the kinds of work
environments that'
might best satisfy
their personal needs

To show that any combi-
nation of persona-I needs
and attributes can be
unified in a particular-.
kind of work, if the
individual applies.sogle#'
imagination to this
process; to show that
certain work needs
must not necessarily be
surrendered in favor of

other needs.

96 a

FORMAT

Individuals work
alone

Individuals work
alone

11

Facilitator demon-
strates to the group
and asks for their
help in the process.



SESSION VI -- Creating Career Directions and

ACTIVITY

1. Creative Career:
"Summarize your
Values,. Skills,
'Preferred Employ-
ers, and Major
Field(s). Choose c,

one employer you
prefer, and decide
ht:4 working for
this employer
might enable you
to satisfy all of
your personal
attributes."
(90 minutes)

2. Group Interview:
"Report your
'creative, career'
to a small group:
of friends whoni
you haven't seen
in years."
(30 minutes)

3.. Evaluation Table:
"Review your
state of 'readiness'
for career explora-
tion by a aldng-youp=---
self relevant
questions ("Have
met people who do
this kind of work?"
"Do I know where
the training is
available?" "D
I know what
resources are
required ?") . "
(30 minutes)._

valuating Options

OBJECTIVES FORMAT `5

To construct the idea
of a life's work which
would incorporate all
of an individual's
highest priOrity needs
abilities, and other
preferences. It is
best if this creative
career is one which
doesn't yet exist in the
form defined by the

a individual:

Individuals work
'alone, then with
asIstance of
snyal1 group of 4

To provide the individual
with practice in des v rib-
ing life/work aspire tions ,
explaining them to
people who may nut under-
stand readily, a d inter-
preting how they fit his/
her personal n eds and
attributes.

To determin whether
individuals I ave done
the necessa y investi-
gation to s pporttheir
tentative lT6/work aspi-
rations; t learn 'whether
they have collected enough
informat on to warrant an
investm nt of time,
resources, and energy
toward his objective.

92

Small group memliers
role-play the "group
of- friends" and
stimulate the individ-
ual to support and
defend the career
idea she/he haS
created.

Individuals work
alone, then interact
with small gri:T3



interpersonal Shills Group

The ability to initiate, develop, and nurture meaningful interpersonal

friendships can have profound effects on 'a person's sense of well being and

mental health. Many people, however, 'are unable, to relate openly and corn-

fortably with others. Those of us who work in mental health professions deal

constantly with individuals who have been unable to initiate or sustain contacts

\
with others and/or are unable to respond appropriately tot people who reach

out to them. Id short, we work with many people who have not been successful .

in acquiring the interpersonal skills they need to nourish and improve their

self-image.

During the past few years a number of stuctUred groups has been

designed to enable people to develop effective social and interpersonal skills.

The goal of many of these programs is not only to increase participants'

communicattOlkills but also to help them develop contact skills and create

meaningful friendships. This is both a quantitative and qualitative goal.

It is quantitati-,e in that the programs try to help individuals increase the

frequency of their interpersonal risk-taking and social contact approach

behaviors. By the same token the goal is qualitative in that the groups do not N,

promote "interaction without integrity," nOr do they consider increasefrequency
rt\________.

of interpersonal behavior a successful outcome unless some corresponding

decrease in social anxiety and negative self e:v l ative thinking has occurred.

The leader's of groups which focus on increasing an individual's ability to

initiate and develop relationships must use extreme caution in their choice of exercises

or procedures used during the beginning sessions. Participants often enter

93
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the group with a high level of anxiety which if magnified by the initial

activities, can become sorinhibiting that some members will choose not to

continue with the group. Therefore, the first session at least should not be

too demanding interpersonally and should be designed to reduce the counter-
,

productive dal- level evidenced by many participants.
1O-1

The interpersonal skills group described in this monograph is

entitled "Friendship Initiation and Development," and was designed by

Michael Menefee in the Counseling and Psychological Services Center at

the University of Texas, Austin.

Prior to.the beginning of the six two-hour sessions screening inter-

views take place. The purposes of the screening interviews are: (1) to obtain

a commitment from each person-to attend every session; (2) to screen out

clients for whom the group may be inappropriate; and (3) to attempt to make

the group heteroge.ieous with regard to degree of cautiousness in verbal

expression. Ideally, the number of group members should not exceed twelve,

including the two leaders. Below is an.outline of the group as developed by

Menefee.

ACTIVITY

SESSION I

1. Introductions (5 minutes).
Leaders introduce theinselves,
giving name and brief infor-
mation about themselves. Then
a name-chain game is used to
introduce participants. One
member is asked to introduce

95

'OBJECTIVES

1. To "imprint" members'
names on each group
member, as well as to
establish a warm, friendly
atmosphere.



. -

ACTIVITY

him/herself (as well as everyone
to whom he/she has already been
introdUced) to person on his/her
right, leaving the last person to .

recite the first 'names of all of
the other members to the first
persOn who started the. chain.

2. Review of Group Format (5 min.).
Leaders briefly discuss the goals
of the program, emphasizing
the focus on skill acquisition
through modeling.and behavioral
rehearsal and on prkctice and
performance of skills between
sessions. SeSsions usually
consist both of set exercises and
discussion of individual members'
problems or concerns in, the area
of friendship development.

3. Participant Sharing of Goals
(45 min.). Leader' ask
participants to tell the group
why they came to the group, , what
their goals are in terms of
coming to the group, and what
their concerns are in friendship
initiation and development.
Leaders attempt to draw members
out, specifically in terms of goals
and member assessment of
friendship difficulties.

4. Modeling and Rehearsal of
Initiating Conversations
(35 min.). Leaders introduce
this exercise by,commenting
that the first three sessions will
focus on skills involved in
initiating conversations. Leaders
briefly discuss these skills
(asking open questions, providing
and responding to "free personal
information, " and searching for
an integrating topic of conversation).
Leaders then model ,for several

gs 106
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OBJECTIVES

2. To clarify group structure
roles and expectations of
participants (especially
in terms of providing content
fdr discussion/rehearsal of
individual members' diffi -
culties).

o.

3. To emphasize importance
of establishing goals for
this expqrience, particularly
in terms of changes each
member hopes to realize
within his/her own behavior.

f)

4. To begin to T:Mel and
rehearse several of the
more important skills in
friendship initiation.



^

4

ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

Minutes an attempM initiate
conversation, demonstrating
the appropriate skills. Members
are then asked to form pairs and
°share and elicit basic but
personal information about one
another, attempting to ask
open, questions, respond to and
provide unsolicited personal
information or feelings, and
arrive at a mutually interesting
topic of conversation, if at all
possible.

5. Processing of Exercise (15-20
min.). Leaders initiate a dis-
cussion of the participant
response to and experience
during the exercise, focusing on
whether the cOnvcr,sation was
balanced or shaieA whether the
content was relatively impersonal
or personal, how the participant
felt during the conversation
(with attention to any positive or
negative self-statements), and
how the participant experienced
his /her partner.

6: Discussion of Homework (5 min.).
Menibers are asked to monitor
the frequency of initiated social
approaches during the coming
weekusing a monitoring booklet.

7. Completion of Feedback Cards
(5 Min.). Members are asked
to complete a session evalitation
card.

8. Handout on Initiating Relationships.,

10i
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.5. To review amount of
success or difficulty
encountered in the
exercise; to encourage
prOcess of reviewing
interactions and providing
feedback to one another.

6. . To obtain baseline data.

7t. To obtain session
evaluation data.

8. To provide.a cognitive
framework of social
approach.



ACTIVITY

SESSION II

1. Collection and Review of Self-.
Monitoring Data (15-20 min.).
Leaders collect self-monitoring
booklets and inquire of p,a.rtici-,
pants what they learned,, if
anything, from monitoring: in
wha' -1.tuations, if any, were
they more likely to approach
someone, what was ratio of
initiated versus received
approaches. Leaders emphasize
situational aspects and individ-
uat. variances; they also attempt
to elicit negative and Positive
self-statements regarding
specific successful or unsuccess-
ful approaches. Risk-taking
is reinfo ced.

2. Discussion of Hand-Out
(15 min.),. Leaders develop a

`discubsion of hand-out dis-
tributed in Session I, focusing
on identifying facilitators,
helpful "openers, " and
respondent cues suggesting
interest in continuing the conver-
sation..

Continued Practice in Greetings
and Initial Approach (60-75 min.).

a. Leaders ask several pairs of
participants to model various
initial social approach situa-
tions (meeting someone in
class, jn the dorm, etc.).
The Situations may be
elicited from the group or
taken from the Greetings and
Initial Approach cards ( a
deck. of cards identifying situ.-
ations and roles for two inter-
actants for each situation).

1.02
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OBJECTIVES

.1. To obtain baseline data
and to sensitize members
to frequency and situa-

^ tional aspects of their
approach behavior.

.,

2. To Turther develop
cognitive framework, as
well as define terms and
desirable behaviors.

3. To model and shape
desirable behaviors of

.initial social approach.



ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

One partner of each pair is
asked to attempt to initiate
a conversation with his
partner folloWing role-play
situational context. Emphasis,
is placed on sharing and
eliciting personal inforination
(shifting from impersonal
"What's your major ..." to
more personal "How.do you
feel about..." questions and
statements), with continued
reminders regarding asking
open questions; providing
"free information," and
searching for an integrating
topic: Each role-play is
processed on these dimensions.
Repeat role-plays until satis-.
factory models are shaped.

b. After/ the basic, skills have
been/Modeled and clarified
fai and by the group, leaders
distribute the Greeting and
Initial Approach cards to
triads of group members. In
each triad, the cards identify
one Observer and two inter-
actants. All triads simultan-
eously practice role-playing
the desired behaviors,..with
the observer providing feed-
back to interactants at the end.
Then'participants change roles
and repeat either same situa-
tion or a new one (exchanging
cards among triads.).

c. Leaders develop a brief
discussion of alternative
hypotheses to personal
rejection, should a social
approach be rejected or
terminated. Participants

105
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.

re encouraged to consider
various reasons that might

/ cause rejection other than
/ that one might be disliked/ such as, the other might not

be "open" to any more re-
lationships, or that a "good
fit" between the two was not
present. The development
of a social network is
described as,involving
sorting out people 'you
enjoy and who enjoy ybu,
which implies that others

, may sort one out as well:
To be "screened out" is
not, however, to be dis-
liked.

4. Hand-out: "Example of Homework
Objectives, " and Identification
of Homework Objectives (15 min.).
Leaders distribute hand-out on
typical o ectives, focusing on
the objectives listed under
"initial app oach" (versus re-
peated conta t, spread, and
arranging a fC44ure interaction).
Leaders urge articipants to
select or create an objective
that will extend nd challenge
their present level of skill or
comfort, suggesti g that different
members will vary in what they
Consider difficult or important.

a

5. Distribution and collection of
Feedback Cards (5;mi

*0 I

SESSION HI

).

1. Homework Review (35 min.).
Participants report. on progress
made toward the objective
chosen last session. Leaders4
encourage group to: (a) help
problem-solve difficulties;

2

OBJECTIVES

4. To instigate behavior
change outside the group

104
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1. To reinforce and/or
pr9blem-solve progress
on homework objectiv'es
in order to promote
behavior change and r*



ACTIVITY

(b) cognitively restructure
harmful self-statements, and
(c) elicit affective respdases
from members ("How did you
feel when.,..").

2. Exercise in Self-Disclosure
(60 minutes).

a. Didactic. Leaders talk for
a' few minutes to and with
the group abont the process
and'reciprocal character of sel f-
di osure,--how it is dependent
on mutual s4artng--and titat
pacing ( distributing .

personalinformagon over
Mime) is eXtremely
tant as it allows interacta4s
time to evalUate their interest
in continuing the relationship..
Appropriate self-disclosure,
assuming neither participant
terminates the proCess,
develops 'trust and provides
the conditions for a wide
range'of intimate behaviors;
Leaders attempt to create
-a group discussion on this
topic, noting that self-
disclosure does not mean
being completely honest or
"telling all" the first time
'you meet someone (differ-
entiating it from encounter
group norms).

b. Leaders process this
exercise with the group,
focusing on determining
which questions were per7
ceived as most difficult,
what level of diSclosure was"-
reached, and whether a
feeling of closeness was

105"
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OBJECTIVES

O

2. To shape more open
iharing of personal
feelings and penences;
to desensitiz partici-
pants who are anxious
about self-disclosure.

a



ACTIVI'fiY

engendered Leaders rc-
emphasiz that disclosure
is .a cri 'cal but gradual
probe s that produces trust
and/results from the decision
ty deepen a relationship.

D cussion of Johari Window
(15 minutes). A diagram of
the Johari Window is distri-
buted and discussed.

Determination of Homework
Objectives (15 minutes).

o

SESSION IV

1. Review.of Homework Objectives
(25-30 minutes). tin addition to
usual. procedure' of reviewing
homework experience, leaders'
attempt to elicit .1,Veeling" talk,
personal concerns' related to
homework or other events in
relationship building.

2. Behavioral Rehearsal of
Positive Responses" Individ-
ual Participant Concerns, Skill
or Performance Deficits (90

minutes)..

a. Leaders pass out blank
cards tr participants asking
each to write down on the
card a behavioral situation
or interaction of concern or
difficulty to him/her in area
of friendship initiation and
development (e.g. how to
tell someone you don't want
to get romantically involved;
how to Sisomeone out for
a date).

106
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/OBJECTIVES

3. To-provide cognitive
framework for
disclosure.

1. To reinforce risk- taking
and performanceiof
objectives, to problem-
solve, and to promote
self-disclOsure (more
open responses to "How.
are ,you ?").

2. To individualize treatment
of skill or performance de-
ficits ,specific to each mem-
ber. /Further, to provide

__--ackififonal practice in self-
cltsclosure.
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ACTIVITY

leEach person's specific con-
cern or behavioral difficulty
is discussed or role- layec
in center of the grou ; with
focus on developing appro-
priate responses to the
stressful situation. Leaders
attempt to solicit recommen-
dations and reactions from
the group.

3. Identification of Homework Objectives
(5 minutes),.

4

4. Comp, tion of Feedback. Cards
(5 minutes).

e

E61'IVES

z.

SESSION V
(

1. Review of Homework Objectives
(35 minutes).

>
e: r

, 2. Coached Modeling of Appropriately 2. Ts) demonstrate appro- "..

Providi% Negative Feedback and priate feedback a ci .

Disagreement (30 "minutes). disagreement es: ,-

a. Group members role-play
providing criticism to a friend,
with appropriate coaching on
importance of specifying

. problematic. behavior to the
other, suggesting positive--

. alternatives, conveying
9nse of Continued interest in
the !relationship ("When you do
X, I feel Y. ").,

b. Group members role -play
disagreement, e.g., one
partner-voices an opinion on."
a movie, other disagrees.
Point out importance o.
forming your opinidn as your
personal reaction ("I was

107
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ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

really moved by... ")
as opposed to making
blanket, rigfd, statements
("That movie is bad and

a everycine -should think so.").

3. Self- Disclosure. Providing
Feedback/Personal Reactions to
One Another (55 Minutes).
Leaders ask participants to
express one pOsitive and one
riegative,,reaction to:at least
one othermember's' behavior,
using appropriate feedback
model. It is helpful to pull

'the' gioup into a tight Circle
for this exeicise,This experi-
ence should e introduced as an
opportunity t learn about one's
behavior and ers' reactions

tN,to it. Leaders hould attempt
toclarify feedbac, attending
to recipients' emotional
response.

4. Identification ofomework Objec-
tives (5 minutes). ply
suggest members identi art ob-'
jective, allowing a few moments.
for decision.

5. Completion of Feedback Cards
(5 minutes).

- f .

SESSION. VI'

1., Re'iew of Homework. (25-min. )
r)

2. Personal Feedback COhtinued
(50 min.). Ask group to fOrra
pairs and spen1410 minutes
sharing with eh other theii.N
initial impression of each
other, and how that impression

106
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3. To provide infOrmation
to participanti regarding
appropriate (likeable)
and ipappropriate (disturb-
ing or distancing) behavior;
to provide practice in
providing and receiving
personal feedb'ack.

I

4

To further provide
specific information to
each individttal of his/
her behavior ena
feelings as perceived by
others; to provide warmth

.

%



ACTIVITY

has changed. Have members
rotate to new partners and
repeat this exchange. Leaders
participate, providing any feed-
back they feel is' appropriate
(this is an oppor 1 to commu-
"nicate privately with any spect c
individual in the group). Contin e
rotation until time is up or all
possible pairs have exchanged
impressions.,

3. Nrticulation of Future Goals and
Objectives (30 min.). Partici-_
pants are asked to identify
several behaviors they would
like to change or increase/
disprease in frequency. Areas /
of change since group began
are also discussed.

4. Distribution oi-lelf-Monitoritig
Booklets (5 min.). Leader4'
provide same instructions/as
in. Session I, askingigt phe
booklets to be dropped)Off or
mailed lit end of one week.

. Diatiqbution of End-of-Group
Evaluation Questionnaire (5 min.

PareLgtizi Skills. Group '

N. .

Being a parent is one of an individuat'S most important roles during

OBJECTIVES

and closeness (usual
result) through mutual
disclosure of reactions.

3. To stimulate members
to consider developing
ersonal change goals.

To obtain client satis-:
faction data.

his/her lifetime.-'-Parenting can be a source of immense pleasure and reward

4
as well as the cause, 0f inner turmoil and feelings of inadequacy: It is little

wonder that the riatuWof .the "ideal" relationship betWeen parents and their

1children has 'hen the subject of numerous books and articlee.
0

105
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Increasingly people are beconting aware of the importance of

developing effecthe parenting skills and are buying books and enrolling

in programs to increase such skills. Within recent years several structured

group models for developing key parenting skills have emerged and are

gaining popularity. These models blend experiential activities, lecturettes,

and homework assignments into a time-limited group format. To help
.

insure the acquisition of effective parenting skills homework assignments

give parents a chance to reality-test and implement the concepts and

behaviors stressed during group sessions,. Leaders often suggest that

participants read one or more of the following books: BetweenParent and

Child-(Ginott, 1965), Parent Effectiveness. Training (Gordon, 1970), or.

Living with Children (Patterson and Gullison, 1973).

The parenting skills group described in this monograph is

,entitled "More Effec 'ive Parenting Program; " and.was developed by Lester

;,4 Pearlstein and Joel L pson in the Counseling and Psychological Services

Center at the Universi of Texas, Austin. They indicate that in order to

implement the model su cessfully, a leader should know the principles of

behavior modification an have a general knowledge of basic helping skills

,and, "good communication skills," as ,well as some.,-knowledge of child

development.

Group Form t-
The "More Effective Parenting Program" is designed for a group

of approximately ten parents. Each of the nine weekly sessions lasts for two'
sf

hours anti is structured so that key parenting skills are developed in a

110
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carefully designed Because he skills acquired or accentuated during

this program build on one another, then it is detrimental to the program to

leave out any of its components. The m deljs designed to be co-facilitated,

and the time limits suggested for each activity should be viewed as guidelines

and not as rigid determinants-of activity length.

An overview of the group format, exercises used, nand objectives

sought.for each session as outlined by Pearlstein and Lipson is presented below.

SESSION I

ACTIVITY

1. Introduction to\ structure and. \
mechanics of program--need for \\
consistent attendance and starting
on time (15:miri tes).

2. Introduction of group members
and use of some "ice breaker"
getting-acquainted exercise.
(15 minutes).

3. Didactic presentation and discussion
(15_ minutes).

a. Home atmosphere conducive
to optimal emotional
development.

b. "Love and limits."

c. Importance of understanding,
warmth, aceeptance, guid-
ance, arid support (use of
employment and marital re-
fationships as examples).

4, biscussion of how home atmosphere
is affected by parent's explicit and
implicit expectations (15 minutes).

106

OBJECTIVES

1. The objectives of Session I
are to (1) orient parents
to structure, mechanics
and philosophy of MEPP
program; (2) sensitize
parent to' his/her implicit
expectations from his/her
children, and how these
expectations might interfere
lvith responsiveness to the
Child and creation of an
atmosphere conducive to
the emotional adjustment
of the child.

o:



ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

5. - Expectations exercise
(20 minutes).

a. Parent writes down kind
of child he/she would
like to have -- descriptive
adjectives.

b. Parent writes down way
child actually is--descrip--
tive adjectives.

c. Discussion of differences
between "a" and "b";
expectations tied to "a"
affect home atmosphere,
parent's understanding,
warmth, and acceptance.

6. Childhood memories exercise
(20 minutes).

Parent Is relaxed and com-
fortable.

b. List of common childhood
experiences is read to help
parent remember what, it is
like to be a child.

c. Brief discussion .

7. Didactic presentation and
discussion of concept of
script (25 minutes).

a. "What was your parent's
script for you?'

b. "How did this affect the
atmosphere in your home ?"

c. "What is your script for
your child?"

11
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ACTIVITY

d. "How might your script
get'in the way of your
under ding and-accep-
tance ??F

8. Homework

a. List of stimulus situations.

b. Parent asked to' respond to
"My child would be feeling..."

co. Parent asked to attend to
his/hei interactions -'with
child, and identify own
Teelings and child's feelings.

SESSION II

1. General discussion of homework
(10 minutes).

. Competency exercise (20 min.)

a. Each pai-ent, in turn, labels
feelings in one homework
stirriulus situation.

b. Leader facilitates identi-
fication and labeling of
feelings.

c. Distinction made between
feelings and overt actions.

3. Didactic-presentation and dis-
cussion.of the ways_ of commu-
nicating acceptance --
verbally and verbally (25 min.).

a. Empty. chair exercise --
one parent talks to empty
chair' and experiences. what
it feels like not to be responded

0

1 1
108

OBJECTIVES

.

The objectives of Session II
are to: (1) sensitize parent
to child's feelings; (2) sen-
sitize parent to what he/she
may be conimunicatimg to the
child nonverbally; (3) have
parent become aware of and
practice empathic listening
and communication.



ACTIVITY

to. Identify what leader
could do nonverbally to
Make speaker more com-
fortable. .

b. Parent-child exercise --
parents form pairs and take
turns playing child and
parent. Child gets down on

knees and looks up to
standing parent and asks
for perinission to do some-
thing. Parent refuses
firmly. Reverse roles.

c. Brief discussion.

4. Didactic presentation and dis-
cussion of verbal communication
Of acceptance and understanding
-- miscommunication vs. active
empathic communication (10 min.).

Practice of empathic conim.uni-
cation -- messages broken into
content and affect. Each
parent in turn practices four
ways of responding to' message
of another parent' (50 min.).

a. Parroting response --
word for word repetition.

b. Paraphrase, content re-
sponse -- in own words.

c. Labeling of implied or
expressed feeling.

d. Putting it all together --
respond-in concise own ,
words to content and affect_
(tone of voice important).

114
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ACTIVITY

6. Homework (5 minutes).

a. List of stimulus child-
statements -- parent is
asked to write empathic
responses to the statements.

b. Parent asked to list five-
statements by child during
week, and empathic re-
sponse made, or empathic
response he/she would like
to have made.

SESSION III

1. General discussion of hOmework
(10 minutes).

2. Competency exercise
(40 minutes).

a. Parent asked to write
down two interactions
with his/her child wherein
feelings are implicitly
or explicitly expressed.

, .

b. Eackparent, In turn, role
plays, one of these situations
-- delivering message to
parent next to himfrher.

c. Receiving pardht iresponds
empathically, and/ rest of
group Ts encouraged to
facilitate.

3. Didactic presentation and dis-
cussion of sequential order of
parenting responses (10 min.).

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of Se s s n III
are to (1) increase and r-
standing and comfort re ard-
ing use of empathic liste ing,
(2) expose parents to non-
threatening ways to expres
their.own needs and feelings.



ACTIVITY

b. Parent asked to generate five
situations during.week in which
"I messages" were used or
could have been used.

SESSION IV

General review of homework
(10 minutes).

2. Competency exercise (30 min.).

a. Pick situation from previous
week Where "Pmessage"
was Appropriate.

Each parent, in turn, role-
plays or describes situation
to next parent.

c. Receiving parent asked to
identify what his/her feeling
might be and_ respond to an
""I message."

Discussion of relationship of
-response style and expectations-.
_Importance of tolerance, flexi-
bility, and checking out the
reasonableness of expectations
(10 minutes).

4. Reasonableness of Expectations
Exercise -- worksheet gives
parent chance to identify expec-
tations, tolerance limit, child's
real capabilities and difficulties
-- discussion (25 minutes).

5. Didactic presentation and
discussion of limit setting as
next phase in sequence of
parent_ response_ (15 rinnutes)--

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of Session IV
are to: (1) in ease the
parent's under anding and
use of "I messa s',"-s (2) in-
crease the parent's sensitivity
to the reasonablen ss of his/
her expectMions, 3) enhance
the parent's underst ding of
and skill in setting ru es ,,or'
limits with hiSflier chi d.

1



ACTIVITY' OBJECTIVES

ar Review of guidelines of limit
setting.

b. Explanatii of natural and
logical consequences when
limit is exceeded.

6. Practice in setting limits and
making rules using guidelines
(25 minutes).

a. From worksheet of "Reason-
ableness of Expectations
"Exercise, " parent is asked
to select situation requiring
limit.

b. Leader models setting limit.

c. Each parent, in turn, verbalizes
rule or limit he/she would like
to express to Child, and appro-
priate consequenceif limit is
exceeded.

7. Homework (5 minutes).

Generate five situations from week
in which interaction with child
called for the expression of a rule
or limit. Include: expe&ations,
limit to behavior actually tolerated,
verbalized, rule or limit, conse
quence, how it was enforced.

SESSION V

1. General review of homework
(10 minutes).

\
Competency exercise (40 min.).

E h parent in turn describes-a
situa on from his/her homeWork

117
113

The objectives of Session V
are to: (1) increase under-
standing and use of consecu-
tive limit setting, (2) expose
parents to the prerequisite .

< consideration for increasing
the frequency of occurrence



ACTEVITY

and how he/she responded
to it.

3. Discussion of seqUence of
parental responses leading to
modification of child's
behavior.

4. Didactic presentation in*hich
parent is instructed in' he ,

following (30 minutes :

a., the importance of opera-
tionally defining behaviors
to be Modified:-

b. observing and recording
behaviors.

c. surveying reinforcers
operating in the environ-
ment of the child.

5. Practice and disctfssion
(35 minutes).

Operationally define and
determine a method of
measurement for the -modi-
fication of representatiVe
behaviors.

-b. Generate lists .of reinforcers
specific to particular children
of the participants.

6. Homework (5 minutes).

a. Parent is asked to .choose,
define and determine a
practicaLmethod of measure-
ment for each of two behaviors
exhibited by his/her child.

110

OBJECTIVES

of desirable Child behaviors
and decreasing the occurrence
of less desirable child
behaviors.
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. Parent is asked to survey the
reinforcers relevant for his/
her own child.

ESSION VI

Homework and competency exercise,
(60 minutes).

a. Each parent,. in turn, shares
with the group the behaviors
chosen to be modified, and
method of measurement
selected.

b. Each parent provides repre-
sentative examples of the
reinforcers 'chosen for use
with his/her child.

c. Leaders provides feedback
concerning potential problems.

2. Didactic presentaand
practice (50 minutes).

a. Emphasis on the importance
of baseline recording.

'Instruction in baseline
ecording.

c. Pr ctice in graphing base-
line ata as it relates to the
indivi ual needs of the
parents.

3. Homework (10 minutes).

a.* Parent asked' to begin base-
line recording '(and graphing)
of at least one of the be-
haviors selected earlier.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of Session VI
are to: (1) insure that
parent has adequately defined
and chosen an appropriate
method of measurement for
the behaviors to be modified,
(2) insure that reinforcers
c sen by the parents are
p actical and realistic, (3)
int oduce parents to concept
of s aseline recording, (4)

roduce parents to a method
for graphing data
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ACTIVITY

b. Parent asked to bring baseline
graphs to next

SESSION VII

1. Homework and competency
exercise (25 minutes). .

Didactic presentatiOn (40 minutes).

Introduction of general principle
of behavior management (con-
sequences, immediacy, and
consistency in providing
reinforcers).

3., Practice and discuSsion (35 min.
for a. arid b.; 20 minutes for c.,
d., and e.).

a. Parent designs intervention
program specific to child's
behavior 11.e/she wishes to
change.

h. Leader facilitates by
working individually with
parents.

Parent shares intervention
program with rest of group.

I.

Gro p members facilitate
and provide fee:dback. .

e. Lea er facilitates and
mod rates.

4. Homework (5 minutes):

a. Parent asked to implement
program he/she just designed.

4:t

120.
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OBJECTIVES

The objectiveg. of Session VII
are to: (1) straighten out
problems encountered during
week in regard to baseline
recording and graphing, (2)
introduce principles of
behavior management, (3) in-
struct in design of program .of
intervention.

6



ACTIVITY

'b. Parent asked to continue
day-by-:day graphing for
presentation at next session.

SESSION VIII

07

1. Homework and competency exercise
(85 minutes).

a. Each parent, in turn, exhibits
and discusses graphic repre-
sentation of behavior.

b. Parents are encouraged to
share frustrations and
elations occurring during
first week of intervention.

c. - Leader and other members
facilitate.

2. Didactic esentation (30 min.)

Instruction in evaluating and
changing own programs based
on data collected.

3. Homework (5 minutes).

Parents asked to continue
intervention program as,well
as the_day-to-day graphing
of child's behavior.

b. Parent asked to bring the
graphic presentations to
final session.

SESSION IX

1. Homework and competency
exercise (60 minutes).

N. 121
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OBJECTIVES

ka

The objectives of Session VIII
are to: (1) pilpvide opportpity
for discussion of results of
first week of intervention,
(2) provide opportunity for
problem solving with parents
whose interventions have
piovided minimal results..

A

The objectives of Session IX
are to: (1) facilitate parent
in re- evaluating and making
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Each parent, in turn, exhibits
the graph of child's behavior,
and explains graph and problems-'r,.
'encountered.

2. Leader attempts to sUrtimarite
and overview past seven sessions
(15 minutes).

Discussion and recomMetidations
(45 minutes).

0,

(fst

Self ganagement Group

0

.OBJECTIViS

necessary changes in'
behavioral management,
programs (2) facilitate an
integration of all of, the skills
and concepts presented.
during Previous weeks.

The elimination of self-defeating behavior and the development of

self-managing capabilities have been the focus of much discussion in'the
\ , . ,

field of human4 growth and devel4ment.Withiithe past few,years more
\

and more counselors and ,other mental health workers have been using
4 'I

approaches which encouTage the developmen of se f-l_manageihent Skills on
4 I

the part of their clients. To some extent this radical increase in the

_utilization of such procedures has beenbthe result of the ppblication of numerous'

N, articles and severaltinformative books (Cudney, 1975; Williams and Long,

"1975) which provide counselors.with a broad array of strategies foi aiding

, .
client self-management.

-Self-Management groups have the twin goals of remddiation and

development. The remedial goal involves 'the elimination of some self-limiting

behavior or problem. The developmental goal has to do with the development
7

of an approach to life or strategy \that enables 'persons to manage their lives'

so that they do not reacquire problem behaviors.

X122



The group program choSen to exemplify this approach is entitled

"Profile Groitias for Weight Control," and was designed by Robert Mandell,

Coordinator of Counseling and Health Services at the University of Texas,

'13d llas. .A.S the title implies, this group is designed to center on one aspect

of a',person's beh *oi which can be self-controlled. Althou;;Ii the typical

self-man ement.group relies almost exclusively on a behavioral format,

Mandell's approach combines behavioral principl es1and growth group techniques

to resolve the problem and establish positive behavio \s.

Group Format J

O

.

The stated purpose of the group is to provide a structure and an

atmosphere which-can help people lose excess weight and develop the.skill

to maintain their desired weight. Theideal number of grotip participants

is ten, with six being the minimum and twelve beingthe maximum, Inclusion

in thethe group is by self-selection. Each of the ten group sessions lastS

approximately 90 minutes, except for the first meeting which focuses on

organizational issues and usually lastS about one halfLhour.

An overview of group fOrmat, exercises used, anth`objectives sought'

in each session as suggested by /Mandell are presented below.

PRE`- SESSION
,

ACTIVITY

General Intrpduction and Organi-
zational Meeting. (30 minutes).
Designed to: (a) clarify the group
purpose and procedures, including
fact that initial weight of each
group member and weekly progress
toward stated goals will be known

12;
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OBJECTIVES it,

The objectives of the first
meetingare to: (I) insure
a clear understanding of the
group goals, responsibilities,
and prpcedures; (2) encourage
onlithose who evidence some
degree of seriousness and



'A CTIVITY

by all other group members;
(b) establish a common meeting
time and place.

2. Expectation setting by leader:
-(a) each member should be serious
and committed to goal; (b) public;
accountability will exist within
the group.

SESSION I

1. Use non-threatening group
exercises designed to create
closer interpersonal relation-

-ships such as those found in
A Handbook of Structured
Experiences for Human Relations
Trainincr (Vol. 1-4) by Pfeiffer
and Jones. (30 minutes).

2. Restate goals and negotiate
group rules (30 minutes).

a. croup members and
leader share in establishing
group rules.

b. Typically, rule discussions
center on issues of attendance,
confidentiality, and weight.

-Establish baseline weight for
each group participant (10 min.).

_

a. Group-rnemb.s are used
to post weights on chart.

b. .Shoes are removed before
;weight check.

4. Leader initiates disculsion on
goal setting -- weight loss goal
(20 minutes)..

12
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OBJECTI VES.

commitment to weight control
to join the grou,.

Session I objectives are to:
(1) establish baseline weight
and realistic end goal; (2)
establish a positive group

. atmosphere and group cohe-
siveness so that sharing of
actual weight is,non-threat,
ening and personal reinforce-.
ment value of each group
member is increased.



ACTIVITY

b. Each group member's goal
should be self-determined.

c. Group leader monitors goal-
setting to encourage estab-
lishment of realistic goal.

SESSION H

1. Group begins with weigh7in and
posting of new weight. Calculate
weight los; average for entire
group. Reinforce those who
made progress toward the goal
(10 minutes). -

2. Leader facilitates a discussion
among participants about the
type of intragroup incentives .

for weight control that they
wish to build into the process
(25 minutes).

3.. Leader provides informational
assistance on weight control
techniques and encourages
members to do the same
(20 minutes):

Supply articles and books on
dieting and weight control
(Ex.: handout on Scary Facts).

b. Assign one of the handouts
for reading.

c. Point out differences in
philosophieq,and techniques

k' for weight control

d. Leader may use Dr. Stillinan's
book, The Doctor's Quick
Weight Loss Diet for developing
a list of practicail hints. Some

1.25
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OBJECTIVES

4

The objectives of Session H
are to: (1). provide useful
hints and ideas so that group
members can develop effective
self-management strategies;
(2) unlock some of the feelings
and tensions which people
have about their bodies and
body image; (3) continue to
build up the personal rein-
forcement value of each
group.member.



.1//
ACTIVITY

examples are: (1) Break
Up -Your- Meal. Put aside
what you haven't eaten for a
snack later or for the next
day; (2) Watch Out For
Common Rationalizations
such as, "I'm already 15 pounds
overweight, so I decided what's
the difference if I eat just a
little more."

p. Discuss materials and
reactions.

-\
4. Ei her through the use of traditional

gr up counseling methods or
sen itivity group exercises begin
the p ocesS of encouraging people
to sha e.feelings about their
bodies,/ self-images, or other
life, areas ( 30-40 minutes).

SESSIO S III - VIII

1. group begins with weigh-in
/process as described earlier.

j Continue to reinforce individual
prOgress and allow the group

/ to encourage and support the/ less successful members
(10 minutes)..
The group leader initiates a
therapeutic sharing of feelings
and experiences of the past
week with regard to weight

, -control. Once he/she initiates
I the group process the leader

utilizes -a client-centered frame
of reference, relyin on the
-mutual trust and coh siveness
of the group to stimul te the
Process of sharing fe lings
and attitudes about weight loss,

12G
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OBJECTIVES

The objectives of Sessions III
VIII are to: (1) reinforce
successes in order to support
cumulative gains; (2) continue
to explore hopes and fears /

about the body, self, and social
interactions that affect weight
control; (3) begin sto blend
from group reinforcement of
successes to a focus on self-
maintenance skills; (4) con-,
tinue to foster a healthy,
group atmosphere to insure
that people feel safe in examin-
ing sensitive_ interpersonal and
intrapersonal feelings.



ACTIVITY

maintenance of new weight levels,
and experiences participants
have had associated with weight
loss and control.

Throughout these sessions
increasing emphasis is placed
on techniques and approaches .
designed to help a person
maintain weight loss. Weekly
handouts and discussions
provide a wide range of
weight control strategies from
which to choose (20 minutes).

SESSION IX

1. Group begins with final weigh-
: in using established proce-
dures (10 minutes).

.2. Group discnsSe
about goal attain
failure to achiev

feelings
ent or
goal (20 min.).

3. General sharing o feelings
and attitudes about leaving
group includes a clis ssion of
the procedures thate ch
member has chosen to\ maintain
weight control. Encourage
each group member to provide
any helpful suggestions he/
she can think of to others in the
group (50 minutes).

4. licit suggestions for improve-Ss
ent of group format (10 min.).

127
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OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the final
session 'are to: (1) help
each group member under-
stand the factors leading to
goal attainment or lack of it;
(2) insure that each member
has developed an effective
self-management plan; (3)
help members summarize
and clarify what they have
learned about themselves in
regard to weight control; (4)
insure a smooth termination
of the group; (5) obtain feed..."
back for improvement of
future groups.

_.
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Summary

This chapter contained detailed descriptions of nine, life skills

groups that are either comprehensive in scope or have achieved fairly

widespread use. Included with the prograM descriptions were the objec-

t

tives for,each session and, the names and locations of the program dev-

elopers.
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The inability to resoTve fntrapersonal issues\sucli as lone-

liness, intimacy, sexuality, and the like, can\becomea,tre-
mendouSly inhibiting factor in human developmen/4 Life theme

-groups are designed to help persons resolve these\-kinds of

problems which are essentially existential or huministic in

nature. This chapter describes six programs structured around
themes of interest and concern to many individuals, And in-

cludes the name-of the developer, the basic format of each

group, and the activities within each session.

12&
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Chapter IV

Life Theme Groups

Whereas the goal of life skills groups is essentially to enhance

interpersonal functioning, life theme groups are designed to deal with

vital intrapersOnal-issues. Seemingly intangible yet strongly felt needs

essential to living a satisfying life-and to setting and achieving personally

meaningful goals are the focus-of discussion in life iherae_groups. In a very

global sense, the objectives of these structured groups are to claiifyiñdtv-

idual values and to help each participant make an active, personal

commitment to adopting or adapting a life style that will be consistent with
, ..7-

them.

Focus of Life Theme Groups

Specific examples of themes commonly addressed in such groups ,

include sexuality, mortality, sharing oneself, loneliness, selfhood,
a

intimacy, personal values, and the like. As stated in Chapter II, the

inability to resolve these issues satisfactorily for oneself can result in

the living of an unexamined, purposeless, and unfulfilling life. The most

common titles given to life theme groups would be similar to the following:

"Intimacy, " "Sexuality, " "Loneliness and Self-Betrayal, " "The Meaning

of Death in Life, " "Learning to Love, " "Sharing and Relationship," "On

Being a Man, " "Women. in Search of Autonomy, "Search for Fulfillment, "

"Clarifying Personal Values, " "Self-Esteem, ", "Living Together,,"

"Body Image, " and "Self Concept," ,
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Life theme groups have some common characteristics, regardless

of the specific thematic focus. These common aspects have been explicated

in detail earlier, but for the sake of clarity, the four are restated here.

-

(1) Each group has a cleartpbse generally shared by all

group members.

(2) Life theme groups focus primarily on intrapersonal

understanding as opposed to the acquisition of interpersonal

skins.

(3) By helping participants to increase their self-understanding,

life theme groups help them become flexibly responsive,
---

rathei;thanrigid or role-dependent.

(4) The format for each life-theme group involves: (a) a

series of structured exercises to facilitate the self-

inquiry process, (b)techniques for integrating and

resolving the particular theme focus , and (c) a pre-

determined meeting length or time structure.

Typically, the group leader coordinates the process and sequence throughout,

but is less directive and less personally active than is the leader of a life

skills group. Also, the temporal features of life theme groups involve less

overall time investment, with most groups meeting formally for maximums

of eight sessions and fifteen total hours.

As can be seen from their titles, life theme groups, although

^.;

fairly well-structured, revolve around topics which are frequently

13'i
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cxistential or humani.3`ic in nature. While ea.ieful pre-seleeLion of

participants is characte istic of most life skills groups, such screening

not so crucial to the st\ccess of a life theme group. However, it is

important to acquaint participants with the distinction betweerr group

therapy and the structurefX life theme group experience in which they are

about to participate. /A final point of note may be somewhat obvious:

while many participants achieve major gains toward a satisfactory resolution

of the focal issue, others find that the group experience represents

merely the beginning of the. crucial process of examining and valuing their

particular position vis-a-vis the theme.

Description of Life Theme Groups

The latter part of this chapter describes a number of life theme

groups, chosen for inclusion because of their relative completeness,
_

v rietyof focus, and.developmental aspect. The descriptions are in

-na Tative form in contrast willt,the outline style used for the more highly

structured life skills groups.

Clarifying Personal Values

A basic human need for effective functioning is the clarification of

persOnal values'lio-that one can pursi.e a lifestyle in concert with them.

A' model for resoluti* of thiS-critical theme is that used by Judy Marsh , formerly

of the Office of. Residential Life at New England_College. Her description.

of the workshop follows.

Group Format
\ 1.

Most of the decisions we ma e in life.are based on how and why we

4
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value things. Yet, so often one hears people say, "I do not know why I do

this, " or, "I ,wonder why I always do that." The answer is probably

linked to something they value -- some need that is being met by that action.

4
Values 'Clarification sessions can ,be useful for people of all ages

and in all career positions. The number of people in a workshop is up to

you as a facilitator, according to what size group you prefer. I have

worked with anywhere from 20 to 150 people in various workshops. Each

session is designed to run from 45 to 90 minutes.

A primary goal is to have people get in touch with their own

personal values. ft-is,important to share the seven criteria for afull

value at the beginning of the first session (Ratha , Harmin and, Simon,

1966). A full value meets the following seven criteria:

(1) chosen freely

(2) chosen from among alternatives

(3) chosen after due reflection

(4) prized and cherished

(5) publicly affirmed

(6) acted upon

(7) part of a pattern that is a repeated action.

As you share the value eiziteria, choose a full value from your own'

life. Tell how you chose it, how you considered the alternatives, the time

you spent reflecting on it, and so on, down the criteria list.
11.

As facilitator,- it is also important that you model, what you ask

others to do, particularly in the initial exercise. I use an extra large piece
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of newsprint or overhead projector and do each step as a model for them

to see as they write on their own. This serves several purposes: it

answers many of the directional questions; it gives you a better sense of

timing-for each phase; and it shows the group that you are working on

your own values,,and are willing to affirm .them publicly.

The folloWing six sessions have been drawn from several sources

and together provide a total de4ign which I finctquite useful in assisting

people to-clarify their personal values.

SES410N--1,:.__Name tags (60-90 minutes)

This exercise is-an' easy way to help any new group relax and

get acquainted. It also starts individaals'on the road to identifying what
g

they value iii their own lives, and to affirming thse values in a group.

You'll need a sufficient number of 5x8 unlined file cards, pens, and

safety pins.

Hand out the cards and have participants write their names or ry

11, /
the name they would like to be called in the center of the-card. Ask them

to write the numbers 1 to '3 toward the upper right hand corner of the card,

and then proceed with the following instructions. Title this section

"Favorites." Next to number 1, list your favorite song; for number 2, list'

your favorite way to spend Saturday night; and for number 3, Itst yotir

favorite food.

Then, move to the bottom right hand corner and number 1 to 3 -

again. Title this section "Places." For number 1, name what you feel was kl
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the warmest, moss comforVble room in your house when you were age

. seven. Two, list what you feel is the warmest, most comfortable room

in your present living space. Finally, for number 3, note your favorite

vacation place.
c.

Now move to the bottom left hand corner and ntimber 1 to 3 again.

Thib corner will be your- "People" corner. For number 1, name the three

most nourishing people in your life. These would be three people you

like to be arouticrmost, and who really make youfeel good about yourself.

Number 2, indicate who is the most toxic person in your life. "Toxic"

used here means that the person you have identified is a drag to be around,

does not appreciate`you for whOyou are or what you do, and probably

1. ,
makes you feel not good about yourself. For nu ber 3, write the name of

the person in your life from whom youneed ore validation. This might

be a person you see everyday or someone who is far away --- but you need

to hear from this person that you are "0Ic, " and positive viewing of you

i-,by this person is important to you.

The last section in the upper left hand corner is the "Me" section,

the place for things about you. Again, write the number 1 to 3. Next to

number 1, list three qualities you like about yourself, By number 2, put ,

°down one 'thing new you have done, to make your life bettr-this past year.

It might be something you changed, lik weating seat belts or stopping

snicking, but it should hdve had an influence that to you has improved your

life. For number 3, write down one thing you could do to enrich your life

more in the next six months.
135
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After all participants have finished their cards, th pin them on

themselves. For a few minutes they walk around silently an°4 bead each'

others' name-tags. Then they form groups of three, sit down taLtake

,
turns sharing one item: on their card -- the item of their choice They

have two minutes each .to do so. Then they have three minutes e c\li to

share one of the areas in th...",People" section.-
.0.,

For the last part, participants have two minutes each to

the three qualities about themselves that they like best. Peoplecont"

to wear their name tags throughout the day since they serve as good c nver-`
II

sation starters and they enable everyone to relate to one another by na

SESSION II 20 Loves minutes)

This session is designed to put individuals in touch with the
?

a
activities that nourish; energiie" and relax them. It-requires that each /

participant have a piece of paper and pencil,or pen.

Instructions: Take a sheet of paper and number down the center

from 1 to 20. To the rid& of the numbers, draw vertical

lines that divide that half into seven columns. Now think

of the things in your life you like to do most and list

them on the left side of the numbers. These may be big

or small_ things:. The m'Ost important criterion is that.

you enjoy doing them.

Now in the first column put an "A" next to those things yOu

like to do alone. _Put an "0" next to those things you like to
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do with others. Put an "A-0" next 'to those things you
3

like to.do alone as well as with others.t

2. In the second column put a d6llar sign "$" for activities

that cost you '$5:00 or more every time you do them.

3. In column three draw a heart next to those-activities you

need or want to do with someone you love.

4. In column four put "52" next to those activities you would

like to do once each week for the rest of your life.

5. In column five put an "E" next to all the activities that

`involve exercise.

. In,colurith six put "80" next to the activities you still will be

'able to do if you live to be eighty and are in good health.

7. In column, sqyen jot down the approxithate date you last did

/
each of these activities.

It is helpful here to have prepared a large sample sheet to give the . parti-

cipants a visual picture of how their sheet should appear.

Now divide into groups of four and cpmplete the following

sentences about their findings fro
/

this exercise:

What I learned was /
What I relearned was /,.
What I was surprised to fee was.
What I need to do is. . .! ..... . !.. .

Give each group eight to telik minutes to do Atieir group sharing.

Then, ask if people. would share their findings with,the group as you call

on them.

This session is modified froth Si,thon (1974).

i 3'7
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SESSION III: Tbe Pie of Life (45-60 minutes)

All of us have at one time or another said, thought, or heard
o

froM.Others the phrase, "I don't know where my time goes!!' This
,

session helps. pedAe to 'Feafize where their time-is going and how they

-- are expending their. energies. Each person will need, a sheet of paper

and a pcncil or-pen.

The facilitator begins by drawinga large circle on the board or ,'

on newcprint. Th the group is told that this circle represents a typical

day in their life: Divide the circle into quarters with dotted lines. Each -
a

quarter represents six hours. Now participants estimate how many hours

or parts,of an hour theyIspend on each of the following areas in a typical

day:

1. Sleep
2. In clasSes (if group includes students)
3. At work fa job that earns money)
4. With friends, socializing, playing sports, etc.
5. On homework or preparations for classes (again, if students present)
fi. Alone, reading, listening to stereo, watching television
7. 'On chores, laundry, houSework, etc.

.8. With family; iriclucl's. meal times.
9. On miscella 011s other pastimes.

el

Participants draw th solid lines a slice within their ,circle for

each of the nine areas and label each slice. When everyone is finished,

each person finds a partner. ;,They ask themselves the following questions

and share with their partners the answers to them:

1. Are you-satisfied with the sizes of each area slice?
2.. Ideally, how big would you want each slice to be? Draw your ideal vie.i

3. Realistically, is there anything you can do to begin to Change the size
of some of your slices? I
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To start, have the whole grdup cluster at zero. Tell them you

will read a value statement twice and then they should move to the

specific location that best represents their feelings. Ask them to be aware

of how they move, and how others move in response to their value posture

on each statement. You may repeat the sentence if asked, but be sure

that you do not modify the wording of the statements." Here are some

sample value statements:

1. Children under 10 are responsible enough to make decisions.
2. Pre-marital'sex is okay.
3. People learn violence from spanking.
4. The father should have the final say-so in family decisions.
5. Women are more effective dealing with young children than men.
6. Children should be able to make up their own minds about attending

church.
7. Grades children earn in school are entirely their own bus!ness.
8. Alcohol is a More dangerous drug than ma-rijuaha.
9. Masturbation is healthy and natural. .

10. Pornographic materials should be kept out of the schools.
11. It is inappropriate for professional men to wear long hair.
12. A complete sex education'course, including sexual methods,

should be taught to teenagers in the schools.
13. Birth control pills and devices should be dispensed through

the schools.
14. Formal education is the key success in life.
15. People with strong, formal. religious beliefs are most effective

when dealing with young people. .

16. Men who cry are weaker than men who don't.
17. I support the principles of the Women's Liberation Movement.
18. Divorce laws should be stricter.
19. I support Capital Punishment for rapists.
20. Parents should be encouraged to stay together for the sake of

the children'Y
21. There should be stricter abortion laws.

Now ask the group to find-four or five individuals with whom they.

frequently shared similar positionsduring the exercise. After they have

formed their group, repeat five of your value statements again. Have



each group, choose one statement for themselves. Then have them respond

to the following questions surrounding that valugstatement:
1

1. How do you hold these values?
2. What is. the source or. origin of these values?
3. How do you act on these values?
4. What validating experiences have you had which affiz\in these values

. for you?
.,

This session has been adapted from a Parent Effectiveness

Training (P. E. T.) course (Gordon, 1974), as taught by Bert Cohen.

SESSION V: What WoUld You Like to Say to the World? (35-40 minutes)r

The purpose of this session is to focus on one important value

and determine how oneleels about it. Materials needed include a large

pad of paper (18 x, 24), crayons or 'colored markers; and tape.

Instructions: Each of you has been given a large piece of paper that

is to represent a free billboard your town council has just

given Co you. It is located on the main street orhighway of

your town or city. You are to use that billboard to display any

message you want to give to others. Compose that message in

any wayyou see fit, in response to the question, "What would

I like to say to th world?"

After all have finished their billboards, each member tapes his/

hers up around the room. Then, volunteers identify their billboards and

share their meanings and why they chose them. Not all billboards need

to-be described, but sufficient time' should be allowed to have several

different ones explained.
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SESSION VI: Personal Medallion (45-60 minutes)

The objective for this Session is to have individuals think about

the direction and quality of their own lives. For this exercise, each

person needs paper and a pen or marker of some type.

Begin by having participants draw a circle about nine inches in

diameter on their sheet of newskint. In the center of that circle they draw
'F

another circle about four 'inches in'diameter. Next, they draw a line from

the outer circle to the inner circle at approximately the 1:30, 4:30, 7:30

and 10:30 positions on the outer circle, as if it were the face of a clock

(see below).

In the first section at thelop of the "medallion" they symbolize

what they would do if given a whole year to do anything they wanted with

unlimited funds and guaranteed success. Going clockwise, in the next

section they - symbolize what in their lifetime they consider to have been

their greatest personal achievement.. In the bottom section, they

symbolize three things they do to re-energize and relax. In the last

section they symbolize one thing other people can do to Make them happy.

Fina ly, in.the center circle, they symbolize three qualities they would

like others to remember about them. All of these symbols preferably

sho ddibe graphic, although they may be verbal.if no visual symbol is
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feasible. When participants are finishedthey divide into groups of threes

In these groups individuals take turns explaining their medallions and

the meaning of each symbol. This is the final session of the workshop,

and it provides a personal summarizing activity which, draws together

i.
the elements addressed in the previous five meetings.

Some additional factors I find to be very, important for a success-

ful workshop. The facilitator should avoid killer, estatements such as,

"That is dumb, " or, "You what!" and should value or honor statements

made by participants. If people open themselves up to share their values

and then find that they are "put down, " it may be a long time before they

are willirig to share again:

The setting should be comfortable and roomy. For some

groups this may mean chairs -- for others, a floor with pillows. Parti-

cipants should have enough room so that when they break'sinto small

groups they are far enough apart nOrto be disturbed by others. Good
N

ventilation in the rqbm is also essential.

It is 'imp° tant, too, that the facilitator talk about full attention

early in the sessi ns. If a person is talking to the whole group or in a

small group, the group members should focus their full attention on that

person k.maintaining eye contact and allowing the person to speak

uninterruRtedly.1 Many times, sharing-- vb.14es- or experiences from one's

life triggers ideas, thoughts, and reactions within others that they Warir-

to-share immediately by saying things such as, "I know what you mean,"
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or, "Something like that happened to me," _However, interrupting cuts off

/the speaker, with the result that she/he feels that his/his particular

thought is not valued. By giving full attention to a person, we tell them,

"You are worth listening to, " and, "I want to hear you."

Formal evaluation for this type of group is difficult because

outcomes cannot be measured readily. Value clarification is a process --

hopefully, a life-long process. The style of evaluation I use is to ask each

participant to write his/her rescionses,to the following stimulus items.

This is done at the end of the last meeting; /1.
I learned.
I relearned
It surprised me to see that I

I see that I need. to
What was the highlight of the session or sessions for you? .
What was least useful to you?
What feedback do you have to give to the facilitator?

Human Sexuality

The importance of human sexuality in the scheme of develop-

mental needs requires no documentation. An exemplary structured group

aimed at assisting individuals to come to terms with the implications

and expression of sexuality in. their lives is the following program provided

by Bill Jones of the Office of Counseling Services at Gettysburg College.

,Group Format

While there are many ways of gathering and disseminating infor-,

matIon about sexuality,_ several factors argue fok the use of a small
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structured group approach. Of primary importance Is the belief that

sexual 'facts do not exist without accompanying attitudes or emotions

which may alter the ways those facts are perceived. In addition, slnce

human sexuality is such a highly emotional subject, any approach to"

examining it should deal with the realities of human relationships, life

style, self-image and value structure. A small group approach can Offer

experiences which foster insight into oneself and the effeck one has on

others, aid personal unfreezing, provide a more feeling-level orientation,

and thus increase the feeling of freec6m to share material of a sensitive

nature.

In approaching. the exercises that follow, the leader should

encourage and exelnplify critical self-examinatiomand an awareness of

fluctuating values. He/she should make it clear that responses from

individuals are expected to be varied and that all are acceptable, since

"what is" and "what ought to be" are debatable.

The exercises are designed for use in a group of 10 ,to 12 persons,

half males and half females. The group meets weekly for an hour and a

half for each of eight sessions. A room suitable for maximum interpersonal

interaction and large enough for breaking up into smaller sub-groups is

suggested.

The general objectives of this program are as follows:
.//

(1) to develop awareness of sexual attitudes and behavior in

ourselves and in our culture;

.(2) to foster freedom to confront honestly, to examine and discuss

14 `-±
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sexual issues;

(3) to provide understanding of factors that inhibit the healthy

experiencing of our sexuality;

(4) to increase factual information on normal sexual

functioning;

(5) to develop positive affirmation of one's sexuality.

SESSION I

1. Introduction and Community Building (30 minutes),

The objectives of this activity are to provide an introduction to

the topic and general clarification about expectations, and to provide

through use of the "log" an opportunity for the participant to interrelate

ideas and experiences which are significant and relevant to the group's

objectives. It also gives the leader an opportunity to note the partici-

pant's reactions and progress. For both the participant and the leader

it,can provide indications of growth and change..

A. Explain purposes and format for the sessions that will follow,

emphasizing that xuality encompasses the total personality and is not

limited to genitality. xplain the importance of group members' attendance

at all sessions, if possi e, because of the shared experiential concept of

group process.

B. Present background eading material (Katchadourian and Lunde,

1972).

C. Explain the use of the "1 " Note: The "log" should be a series
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of entries (to be turned in bi-weekly) describing the participant's

intellectual response to what he/she has seen, read and heard. Also

be included is'what he/she does and feels that is pertinent to the topic-

of Sexuality. There is no required writing style, and entries may vary

from one time to the next. They may be subjectiire, poetic, intellectually

critical or scientific.

D. Answer questions.

2. Getting Acquainted (Remainder of Session)

The purpose here is to establish group cohesiveness through the

sharing of personal data with others, to allow each person to exPerience

taking responsibility for sharin with the group, and to begin the practice

of self-disclosure at a relatively sa.fe level. Each participant will need

a pencil and paper.
C

A. Instruct the participants to write a very brief response to the

following questions: (1) Besides yourself, who is the most important,

person in your life right, now? (2) Where and from whom did You get-,

your first sex education? Describe a gift someone gave you. (4)

What do you hope to gairl from being in, this group?

B. Instruct the participants to break into sub-groups of four or

five (depending on numbers). Ask .each to share his/her name and responsep

to the four questions with the sub-group members, with each pergbn sharing

the response to question number one before moving on to question number

two and so on



C. Instruct the sub-groups to form one large dioupt. Each

individual is to select one other person from his/her sub-group arid--,

introduce that individual by idling his/her name and something learned

about the person while in the sub-group. Continue this process until

all have been introduced.

SESSION_ II

1. Sharing A F1Nst Sexual Experience (45 Minutes)
.7f

The intent of this session is to identify and share common personal

feelings and experiences in early childhood, to practice the skill of self -

disclosure in a group, and to identify present attitudes about sexual
;#

experiences.

Give each paitiefpant a straight pin, a pencil and a 3 x 5 index

card. Instruct the individuals to think about a first "wet dream" or

"playing doctor." Ask them to write briefly about the experience on the

card and then to pin the card on their chests. 'Participants should then

quietly mill around about the room and read what the others have written,

responding non-verbally.

Instruct the participants to gather into gicilips of five or six and

share verbally: (a) what I wrote on my card, (b) how I feel about it now,

4

(c) how I reacted to what other people wrote.

2. Boay \Image (45 minutes)

The aim of the following activity is to encourage the sharing of

personal feelings and concerns about the human body, to increase

1 4
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awareness of how society influences attitudes about our bodies and to
. .

encourage giving affirming responses to othei persops. l'
11

Each group member is giNiin an oppoftunity to share feelings
.

)
.

'about his/her b'ody. .

7 A. Going around the circle, one person at a time is asked to stand

and share: how I feel about various parts of my body -.hail', chest, face,

etc., both positive and negative feelings. An alternative would be to have

participants share a feeling about "the part of my body that I like the

least. " .

B.' If the feelings are negative, the leader asks where the negative
.

feelings ,come from ("Who says so ?-"-- "Where did you learn that small

breasts were bad?" etc:).

C. The group is instructed to give positive (truthful feedback to

each individual (i. e. "I never really noticed your hips, " "You have such

.a warm face, " etc.).

SESSION III.

The "Dirty Words" Game "(Full 90 minutes)

The idea behind this exercise is to lower group inhibitions and

heighten group openness in sharing words (to desensitize). Also, this

activity can serve to make it' easier to talk about sex in a mixed group

by legitmizing various language forms, and to build group spirit through

use of a team game. Finally, it can enable group members to talk about .

their feelings in explicit terms.
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Introduction: "Sexuality asLa subject has spaivned many language

forMS. Oft.pn in our culture we find it embarrassing or uncomfortable

to" use various kin rds to describe parts of the body or various

kinds of sexual activity. Fctr example, often describe our sexual

appendages ass'-or 'it.' As children we may have called our
..

'penis or vagina by a variety of 'family' terms. We. are not always familiar

or comfortable with scientifiC terms like 'coitus,' for eicample. Often
4

I

our language is vague with imprecise terms like 'doing it' or 'making out.'

In addition, our culture is filled with vernacular or se-called:dirt; words'

such as' fuck, cock, pussy, etc.; which are often (but not alwaYsy used

demeaningly. ",,

B. Form two gro).ips of five or six persons. You may,wish to given

them team names.
.46

1

, ,

C. Each group is told that the members are to respond to several

,sexual terms by coming up with as many synonyms for that word as

possible. One person in each group is.to be selecte as recorder to

write down'the words as they are spoken. Any term that is synonomous

with the key word is appropriate. The team with the most words when

t.time is called is the "winner." First word is "intercourse. "

(An altornative:"Viace a large piece of blank paper onethe wall

and A each individual comes up with a synonym, he/she stands up,

states the word loudly enough for everyone to hear, and.vrites it on the

paper with a magic. marker, The result is often a hilarious race to list

the most terms."
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D. After several minutes, the leader calls rime and asks each recorder
ti

to count the team's words: The team with the most words reads off its

list of synonyrias for "intercourse." The losing group is asked to share the

words on itslii not mentioned by the Winn0.14roup.

E. Give the next word) "penis," and repeat Step D. Other key words

may be"'vagina," "homosexual, " or "mastUrbation."

F. Ask the enti7 group to process the exercise by asking: (1) What

were your feelings during this exercise? (2) Was it difficult to say' certain

words? (3) How did yoLi feel about the presence of the opposite sex?

(4) Did you notice any particular' patterns in the way you felt about some words?

G. The leader may wish to point out s me factors that make a "dirty

word" dirty, building on the notion that they are limiting, often, self-,
deceiving forms of expression that reveal insecurity rather than mere

unconventionality. Reasons behind the employment of these co-c4Hed "dirty

words" include the attempt to gain a psychological advantage over another

by shocking, ,insulting, frightening; fascinating or in some way "overpower-

ing" the - listener emotionally. Also, conforthing to convention, seeking .

emotional release,and reasArance, and not knowing other, more prop

or anatomically descriptive terms motivate some people to use "dirty

words" extensively.

SESSION IV

Sharing of Childhood MemOries (Full 90 minutes)

The objectives of this session are to identify and express to others

15G
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some personal.ex eriences and feelings related to sexuality to increase

awareness ofhow,personal attitude about sexuality devel p, to discover

the universality of most sexual feel gs and experience-, to practice the

skill of self=disclosure within a sm group, and to i.ientify how one's

present'attitudes and feelings owar sex \are elate to prtorexperience.

This exercise is also described inIVI rriso,andi5 ice (1974).
r

A. Have available newspririrori which to write cue's f discussion.

-..

Instruct particip.ants to forrn mixed sex trios, add if possib e not to group

\with-close friends or payers from earlier discugsion groups. HaVe each
\

trio find a private space and give them the option of not sh ring, but

suggest that they may want to make mental note of the fe0ings that may

come to mindso that they.ca.n,,be 'dealt with later,. pri tely.

B. The following coniments will erii-eAo intr duce the exercise:

"In learning about human sexuality, th biological Ospects of sex and ,

reproduction are certainly imporiant

affective aspects -- the attiiudes, fe lings, taboos which we privately have
. ,

But equally significant are the

about sexuality. These are learned mostly ,from our families and also

from the street -- from our peers as we are growing up. Today we are

going to share some of these- experiences and memories. You, may have

difficUlty recalling experiences in a particular area; you may have blocked

out experiences and, feelings, perhaps because you learned they were bad

or dirty. Yotemay also find.that someone else's sharing triggers a flood

of memories you had forgotteii about,: You may also discover that there

ire some experiences-Which you prefer not to share with your group. Share
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only What you Wish to share. You may want to let your partners know

you are reticent about speaking, even though you have decided to share.

You may want,to note those actions or statements which make you feJ1

ill at ease in your oup."

I

C. Ili this section, it is wise to move quickly through the first three

topics and in rease the time allotment as the exercise develops. B fore

sharing, advise the participants first to take .a few minutes for refl'ction.

1.' at feelings do you recall about being a girl of being a y

/ .
,

and hOw di you feel toward children oftthe opposite sex envy, dis ain.)?

Did your rents expect different things of you thin they expected o your

/ . ,
sisters earothers) ? If so, how did you feel about that?' °(five minute pause)

1
.

2. 1 "What,were-your family patterns in regard to # talk about, sex,

nudily, physical expression of affection?" (seven minute pause)

3. "What memories do you have of sex play as a, child?..lf your

parents were aware of it, what did they say or do? What were your

flings aboitt, sex play ?" (Continue to increase time,.on these subjecis,

allowing a few minutes for reflection before each one. )

4. "When>did you first become aware of yOUr parents' sexuality?

W? What feelings did you have?"

"What memories do you have of approaching ado e cence,

uation, wet dreams, awareness of sexual feelings, body develop -

(or lack of it)? What were your feelings at the time ?"

"What are your memories of the first time you were kissed or

touched by a member of the opposite sex? What do you recall about your

fist love? Your first serious sexual involvement?"
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7. "What was your most pleasurable or memorable sexual experience?

This experience may be alone, relating to your sense of yourself as a man

or woman; or It may be-with another (not necessarily a genital experience)."

8. "In what ways is your 'personal history' related to your present

feelings about your own sexuality?"

SESSION V
f

True-False, Sexuality Quiz (Full 90 minutes)

The purpose here is to increase factual information about normal

sexual functioning and dispel many of the myths surrounding human

sexuality, to help group members be aware of their own level of sexual

knowledge, and to share more completely factual sexual information.

A. Hand out true-false sexuality quii. Ask students to form dyads,
-k.

and-decide, as teams, which answers arelrue or false.

\B. Ask the group to form a circle with "teams" sitting together.

Q. Go through the list of statements-by going around the circle

. ;:and having each teal-Y state their esponse. Ask for general group agree-

ment orldisagreement on response. If the response is incorrect, the

leader shares the correct response. any statements will initiate more

elaborate discussion,, and this should be en,ouraged. The following are

ten exemplars from a set of sixty true-false ite s constructed for this

exercise. A good source of material for such items a d answers to them

is McCary (1971).

iiil1.

Women ejac ate as men do.

2. Simultaneous orgasms are more satisfactory than those experienced
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separately and are moreover, necessary for sexual compatibility in
marriage.

3. Women are capable of multiple orgasms.

4.. It is dangerous to have sexual intercourse during menstruation.

5. Sexual dysfunction is much more frequently a matter of psychological
factors than of physiological disturbance.

6. Alcohol is a sexual stimulant. ,

7. Sex desire and ability decrease markedly after the age of 40 to 50.

8. There is no absolutely "safe" period for sexual-intercourse insofar-
as conception is concerned.

9. The birth-control pill will eventually cause a wide variety of ills in
any woman using it for any length'of time.

10. Masturbation is known to cause many physical and psychological
problems.

SESSION VI

Sex Roles: The Ideal Man -- The Ideal'Woman (Full 90 minutes)

This activity is designed to assist participants to learn what

roles members of the oppoiite sex ascribe to one another, to dispel some

of the culturally preconceived notions about how males and females feel

about one another, td assist participants to share personal feelings about

one's sex role in a mixed group, and to help them be more empathic and

make fewer generalizations about the opposite sex.

Divide participants into all male and all female groups and give

each group a meeting place, magic marker and poster paper.
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idea

1. Each group brainstorms and writes down the qualities of the n

man/ (for women) or the ideal woman (for men). (15 minutes)
(

2. Each group is asked to imagine what the group of the opposite

sex iiight list. Women are asked to list what men think is the ideal woman;
;

,

men are asked to list what women think is the ideal man. (15 minutes)

3. Each group is asked to list the desired attributes of their

owri sex: men, the ideal man; for women, the ideal female. (15 minutes)

B. Everyone reconvenes. Each group's lists are posted on the wall,

and a spokesprson explaix the terms. The groups begin with numb r 1

until all groups hare reported. Then they move to number 2, etc. ( 5 minutes),

C. Some variatiOn on the above may be desirable. In the first option

participants break up into two groups (mixed gender). One group sits n a

small circle and the other in a larger- circle around the smaller group. The

inside group eneral-reaction session sharing feelings, attitudes, beliefs,

etc., -for about 20 Minutes. The outside group observes and remains-silent._________

After time is up, the groups switch positions. After another 20 minutes,

both groups discuss the entire exercise.

Option 2. Women and men break into separate groups and role play a

dorm or floor meeting where they assume the roles of the opposite, sex. The

men (playing women) may wish to discuss the social situation (from-a

woman's point of view) and vice ve sa.
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SESSION WI

Reactions to Films : (Full 90 minutes)

This session's objectives are to increase individual awareness

of sexual attitudes, to share individual interpretations of abstract con-

-cepts and explore feeling content of these interpretations, to express

feelings about symbolic representations of sexual themes, and to

discover the varieties of attitudes toward sexual themes in a given group.

A. Divide the group into two sub-groups prior to viewing the

films. (Suggested films: "Orange, '1 "A Quickie\ " "Unfolding,' 7 all

available from Multi Media Resource Center, 540 tsoweli Street, San

"Francisco, California 94018.).

B. Immediately after viewing the hand each individual pper

.

and writing materials. Instruct the participants to complete the following

sentence for each:film: "This film made me feel that sex is like

Participants should use their imaginations freely as they conside the

feeling s`t efferatecl-b_y_the films. An example of such a response might be:

"This film made me feel that sex is like a re-Ter coaster_ride -- fast

and furious."

C. When all participants have completed their sentences for each

film, ask each one to fold his/her paper and,put it in the center of the

circle. Then each is asked to draw out as many pieces of paper as there

were films.

D. Each person reads the first sentence he or she has drawn from

the common pile, and attempts to share what he/she thinks the writer was
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trying to express. The writer then identifies her/himself and shares

what she/he was really trying to express and what aspects of the film

stimulated those comments.

E. Follow the same procedure for all of the sentence completions.

SESSION VIII

Sharing of Final Log Entry (Full 90 minutes)

The purposes of this session include giving the participants an

opportunity to, share their growth and learnings with other group members,

enabling each group member to give feedback to the leader about his or

her experience, enabling group members to express how in-group

learnings have affected their outside experierces, and discovering to what

extent the goals of the program have been met.

Participants are asked to bring their final "log" entry (see
....... ...... .

Session I) and share its contents,with the' entire group. This "log" entry

should provide an overview and final reaction to the series of group,

sessions.

Loneliness and Self-Betrayal

One typical intrapersonal theme which has become the focus of

stru developmental group efforts is loneliness. The next few pages

describe a workshop entitled ess and Self-Betrayal." This

program is the creation of Victor Atyas of the-Univeriity de Island

0

Counseling Center. Following are the elements of this program as

described by Atyas.
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Group Format

For most people, and often students at the college level, an issue

of great relevance is that of loneliness. \I am not talking of loneliness

caused by geographical isolation, but of lonelinees brought about by

self-abuse, a sexist orientation to life, social role playing, or other

abortive-ways of finding meaning for oneself. Because feeling lonely

is both painful and often humiliating, those eo afflicted are under great,

pressure to seek escape, an escape they usually find by becoming more

vigorously engaged in behavior which leads to\ self-fragmentation.

Loneliness leads to self-betrayal, and self -betrayal to great loneliness.

Indiscriminate relationships- can only increase \one's state of alienation

and feeling of ultimate futility.

Participation in a workshop on loneliness and self-betrayal
,..,

should give individUal an,cipportunity to becoine exposed to honest and ,

genuine interpersonal relating, to become aware of their tendency to

compromise their inte rity, and to discover more authentic ways of

being themselves.

The design proposed here is flexible. It can be applied to

groups consisting of as few as four participants, or up to ten times that

many. QE course, the larger the number, the larger \the physical

facilities that will be required. The time allocated fot the total workshop

can involve a half day, a full day, or two days, depend tag on the needs

of the participants. My own preference is for four hou s. There are no
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particular criteria for selecting potential mOit3rs. As this workshop is

typically, offered to a college popillation, the asAumption May be made that
\

intellectual levels and age will not vary widely. \t is preferable to have

approximately equal numbers of men, and women so that as eventual sub-
.

groups are formed there will be an opportunity to deal with self-betrayal

which results from the. consequences of narrowly conceptualized roles of

being a male or a female. The only individuals not suited to involvement

in zsuch an experience-are those who are clearly emotionally handicapped,

and who are in need of active psychological or-psychiatric care.

A good way to publicize the workshop is `by placing an ad in the

college newspaper, mailing a flyer to the various academic departments,

and hanging posters in the Student Union and in residence halls. Those

wishing to participate are asked to sign up, and a list of names and

telephone numbers is kept in the case of cancellation, where numbers

exceed available space.

The workshop should begin only when all participants have arrived

and the doors can be close . A most essential factor for the success of

the workshop' is the mod by the leader. She/he will want to convey

the seriousness of the enterprise, without being stuffy or overly intellectual

about it. Typically, I will ask for silence, and try to make eye contact with

most of the participants before addressing myself to the tasks ahead. I .

welcome them, introduce myself to them, and then ask them to look around

for a place to which they feel they can retreat that will give them the feeling

that they "belong" there. They then move to the chosen place. I invite
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them to make themselves comfortable, but not to engage anyone in conver-

sation. Such a procedure usually leads to a mood for introspection and

reflection.

When the pa s have found places in the room where they

are relatively undistracted and can become absorbed in themselves, the

leader should give four 5x7 index cards and a pencil to each person.

She/he then asks that the participants give their attention to their

immediate emotional state, refleCting'on how they feel about beihg in that

place, and on their expectations. They have five'minutes to get in touch

with thernselvest at the end of which they note their introspective feelings

on Card #1.

After two minutes or so, it is a good idea for the leader to stress

the fact that in a workshop like this one it is especially important to be

honest about oneself. Participants might be gently encouraged to self-

disclosure by being reminded that they will get as much out of the

experience as they put into it.

Following this, the leader invites them to go back into themselves,

and to reflect for another five minutes on what loneliness means to them.

She/he tells them not to intellectualize, but to seek "in their guts" for a

personally meaningful definition. Because most people are not accustomed

to such int ospection; it might be helpful 'to say (after a few minutes have

passed), f of what loneliness means to you is difficult,

concentr te on a specific time in your life whenLyou felt painfully

lonely find try to recall how your mind and body felt. ' If even this

approadh to getting in touch with their loneliness is not for participants,

the leader might suggest that they think of themselves as movie directors
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attempting to portray a scene depicting a lonely man or womanAt

the end of five minutes, the leader should ask them

to de on Card #2 whatever discovery they have made within them-

selves as to what lone9.ess is like for them, or to depict graphically

what a lonely state is like.

When they have finished this task the leader instructs them to.

go back into themselves still a third time, and to think for five minutes
r

or sc.) of an actual time when they felt oppressed by, loneliness, and this

time to focus on what they did to cope with thiS feeling. A few minutes

later, she/he may invite them to reflect on whether they have any typical,

consistent ways of acting to reduce loneliness. At the end of five minutes,

participants write on Card #3 what they usually tend to do when feeling

lonely.

When they have finished writing their thoughts, the leader,asks
\ -

them to go back into themselves a fourth trine, and think of an instance

when they felt veny.lonSly but were able to engage in a behavior which

eventually. resulted iry:a.feeling of some fullness and well -being for them-

selves, a strategy Which seemed to work to help abate the loneliness. Two

minutes later or so, the leader might want to emphasize the fact that this

time they are being asked to think of a way they coped with loneliness which

led to a feeling of pride or pobitive regard for themselves. When the

allotted time has passed, she/he asks them to describe on Card #4 the

.result of this introspection. This concludes the introductory phase of the

workshop.
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The next phase is. directed at proceSsing the material with other

people. The leader invites the participants to look around the room, and

to begin the process of getting acquaifited. .She/he encourages them to

walk around and make contact, but not to discusB what they have Written

on their cards. Naturally, the length of this exercise will depend on the

,total length of the ork8hop. Usually, 5 to 10 minutes are enough for the

participants to get a. feeling for the people with whom they would like to

interact. *hey should be encouraged to_move along and not to spend all

their time With any one person. When it seems that they have loosened

up, a sugg stion should be made that they now select oneparticular

person with whom they would like /to spend some, time. After pairs are

formed, thit leader asks that three couples merge with each other so that
Q:

there will be subgroups of six people each. There is room for some

flexibility h re. Some leaders may prefer to have smaller, more inti-

mate group consisting of as few as four members, and other leaders may

prefer groups of eight or even more. The less total time the participants

will have to spend together, the more beneficial the smaller groups will be.

When the subgroups are formed, the leader instructs the subgroups

to find relatively seclvded spots, or separate rooms if available, so that

they will not disturb each other.- After they :iavettled themselves, the

members of each subgroup are invited to take turns r ading Card #1, then,
. .

when finished, Card #2, then Card #3, and finally Card #4'. It is important

that the leader remind individuals to respond actively and openly to each

Other as they take turns sharing the material on the cards. She/he empha-

sizes that the more candid the feedback process is, the more meaningful
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i
their involvement wilt' e, and the greater the opportunities will be for

personal growth.
0

She /he will want to add that the leader's function, for the

remainder` of tlie workshop, will be to visit the indtvidual subgroups and

to become a resource person to them.

After`the subgroups have begun to interact, the leader dbes

just that -- goes from group to group and facilitates-the group process,-

She/he stays as long as her/his services =seam to be.needed, attempting
,

always to facilitate the interaction with her/his presence, and not to

hamper it. I have often observed thatsome groups very'quickly develop

a momentum of their own, and have had no contribution to Make to them.

On the other hand, there have beensinstances where I have had-*) parti-

cipate actively before gToup members could get on with their work.

Depending on the needs, the group leader may ask provocative questions,

share his/her own experiences, comment on the prevailing moods of the

. s ,0 '-
group, or empathically relate to individual members. \-

This phase of the workshop can last anyWhere from three hours

to a day-and-a-half, or even more. There is actually no limit to how

long the group imeraction\can proceed, for,- after all the cards have been
ii

read, the opportunity for a spontaneous interaction among Members 9f a-,

group is limitless. New issues may be raised and'discussed at will. It

is important, though; that in all groups time be allowed for the processing

of their experience. At the end of this phase of the workshop, the.leader

invites all the participants to join him/her in a total group discussion. In
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- \
the large group, it is desirable to continue the processing of interactions,

because (inevitably)`there will be individuals who will not have been able

to reach a sense of closure during their participation in the small groups.

.They should be encouraged to articulate their feelings and Feactions at,

this time so as to complete the integration of their experiepce. The large

groUp experierice will alSo help the leader"to gauge the success of the

workshop', and to r .ake possible plans fora follow-up.,
,

Loneliness is the fate of human beings who have lost their

autonomy, and who cannot differentiate between behavior which iscon-

ducive to personal growth and behavior which leads Icy self-degradation.

Escape is the dominant mode of adjustment. In the course of,the workshop, .

it is hdped'that the members will have taken advantage of the opportunity

to transcend their loneliness, at least, temporarily, through meaningful

involvement. They should have attained greater self-awareness as to

the causes and consequences Of loneliness, and have become more aware

of the vicious cycle between loneliness and self-betrayal. Finally, if

they have gone leeply enough into themselves, they should have experi-

enced the awakening of a new value system, one which places greater

worth on solitude with integrity than on avoidance Of loneliness through

self-betrayal.

The 'variable to the success of this kind of workshop seems

to be the type mood which' permeates it, and the leader has the most

responsibility for estab 'Ming this mood. It appears to be essential for

pogitive workshop o omes that the leader be able to create an atmosphere
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conducivelo introspection, personal honesty, and willingness to risk self -

exposure. She/he has to be involved in the interactions, and has to con-

vey an uncompromising,sense of integrity. Should s/he in any way convey an atti.
illy

of indifference, or a need for self-aggrandizement, of having to be in control, or of desiring t

e entertained; the experience wi 1 1 tnd fel luxe.. Benefits can be .derived both frbm a short-ter

workshop and from one of longer duratibn. The major value of alialf-day

workshop is the opportunity it provides for learning experientially that

loneliness is something shared by many, and that it can be transcended by

relating honest I y with people who are, themselves, wi'lli'ng to be -horest.

The full day.or longer Workshop, while making it posSible to have

fulfilling interpersonal encounter, also presents a unique opportunity

for a deeper ec_ ation of the vulnerability which often leads to self- betrayal,

and of ways ,of coping withvlonelinesS which assure one's S'eif-respect

and personal wholenes

. .

Raising the Male Consciousness

A theme group designed to assist men to explore themselves in

light of their "malenssu is the following program. The male CR

(Consciousness, Raiding) group is the work of Richard C. Nelson and Alien
r.

E. Segrist, both of the Counseling and Personnel Services Department at

Purdue University.

(3roup Format

This group program is intended for males who are interested in

gaining greater understanding of themselves,, the effects of being born
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male, and ways of relating comfortably and openly with ot rs in light of

their malenesS. Membership is re".icted to men only, with one facilitator

crht participants. An ideal setting for'The sessions is a

carpeted, inform! ea with flexible seating arrange ents, large enough

to accommodate the total number enrolled. The grot can be organized

for an extended session of twelve lours, for a kill eekend, orlin weekly

three-hour sessions spread over as lOng as three rionths.

The units for his structured group at are "swages" which

may be explored, as oted earlier, in o inter ive Workshop or in

several mee n. ed time period. We do not believe that a

series of miscellan ous Activities -will necessarily produce an effective

male consciousne 's.gro

utilize activities hich hen produce person. lly relevant dialog. The

group benefits fr m thd processing which f Ilows the active experiencing

p; on the other handl, an effective group can

of self and others. Tile stages which pro 'de for this active experiencing

comprise-a devel pm
Intal learning sequ nce which is geneially applicable

to all participants- s ecific-activities c be modified and applied to Meg

the needs of the particular group.

An overal goal statement is hared with group members at the

outset. encom sse the global objective of enabling participants to

develop their fee ings o comfort and theireffectiVeness in dealing with

heir own world and that f others. wareness and acceptance Ota-number

f components re needed by each ember for resolution of this theme.

hese includ
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(1) the Concept of humanness and of being a person in our society;

(2) the responsibilities, advantages, and difficulties of being

male in our society;

(3) sexuality trends and changes within society;

(4) implications and integration of these components for the

person.

The activities described below are to be used selectively and to

the exten needed to stimulate interaction and exploration of relevant

issues; in no way should they be viewed as substitutes for dialogue. We

encourage, tli! development of an active,. caring, and gentle atmospherC to

promote discu\ssion of the kinds of changes males need to implement in t eir

livcs today. Stith group experiences with other ma les are ke 1 y to

encourage a deeper understanding and a richer acceptance of self and

oti3prs.-

STAGE EXPLORATION OF GROWING UP MALE

Objective: To understand how we have learned about and accepted or

rejected masculine role expectations.

Possible Acetivities:

Brainstorming. Members brainstorm from a pre-adolescent iieispective:
* .

"Boys are ..." "Girls are ..." and from a present perspective: "Men

should (Women shouldn't)... " Men shouldn't (Women should)... "

Fantasy. Members fantasize five-year-olds playing at the beach, in sandbox,

etc., illustrating how male roles are learned.

1 6 "....
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Written Recall of Personal Experiences. Members write about sexual

information input as a child; learning aboutiphysical development;

learning about masculine behaviors.

Role Play. Members illustrate what males are supposed to do in specific

situations in their roles as son, father, husband, employer, etc.; in an

argument, at a funeral, at a ball game, etc.

Listening. Members write a list of 'topics which are OK and Not OK to

discuSs with others.

Innocuous Topics. To prove that it .iis possible, and to encourage males

to be verbally expressive, dyads di scuss'innocuous topics assigned at

random in two-minute dialogues. Sample topics: post, ear, lea,to,,etc.

Role Reversal. In a reversal of sex role, one member, of a dyad assumes

the place of a woman: dating, at homa, as a mother, etc.; then roles

are exchanged.

Materials: Paper, pencil

Assignments: Diary or journal involving observation, further recall,

personal feelings.

STAGE II: INTIMACY WITH SELF AND OTHERS

Objective:: To help us experience both the freedom and the reasonable

limits of intimacy.

Ppssible Activities:

Quaker Meeting. Eyes are closed. Each person is invited to answer these

questions: ,Whord0o you see as important in your past'? How do they want-
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you to be or think you should be? How do you feel? What do you.want

to do? How do you want to be? Answ thes questions for the present.

Circle of Awareness. Small groups press their. feelings non-verbally

through their hands. See Stevens 971, .p. 214 ff).

Dyadic Interview. Group me ers interview each other. See Pfeiffer

and Jones (1969, pp. 97-107). C
Triad. Groups of three discuss the following: five statements of

qualities I like about myself; three statements of ways I withhold from

others.

Materials: None

Assignments: Continue diary or journal emphasizing personal experiences

with intimacy, reflecting upon feelings within and outside

of the group.

STAGE III: CHOICE AWARENESS

Objective: To understand that our caring and ruling behaviors are

I choices we have made that we can change.

PosSible Activities:

Ruling Choi=ce Dyad. How you use rank, power, age, seniority; how you

t.spond to the ruling choices of others; how you own, control, or manage

lo

others.

Yes-NO Dyads: palms together, one says Yes, the other Not several times;
-10

Oen reverse statements.

1\1:irroring With Hands: one person ruling, the other ruled; reverse.

air Rolc Play: one stands over the other; reverse; then stand as equals.
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Caring Choice Dyad. Assign to the other person the role of someone

important to you. What caring do you want to give, receive, avoid,

withhold? Express verbally or non - verbally the caring you feel for

that person.

Pair Caring: one gives the othei\he caring he wants the other to have;.

reverse.

Materials: See Nelson & Bloom (197,5) for further activities.

Assignments: Observation of personal choices, implementation of different

choices, examining personal feelings, updating the diary

or journal.

STAGE IV. RELATIONSHIPS

Objective: To help us interact with others in caring ways and to speak

to the relationship.

Possible Activities:

Statements to Group Members. Relationship statements are shared by

each person within the group: "This group is ..." "My feeling right now

is ..." "My feel ings toward you now are ..."

Sociogram in a Fishbowl. In turn; each person stands in the center ofthe

group with eyes closed while others position themselves to express their

, relationship to him.

Reverse Sociogram. Focus person arranges others where and how he sees

them in relation to himself.

memberm. Each ember of the pair completes the statement: "What I want

161+
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from you right now is ..."

Materials: None

Assignments: Continue journal or diary by exploring and considering
O

personal relationships and feelings for others.

STAGE V:. TRAINING FOR. TOUCHING

Objective: To help us to express our difficulties with, and. experience

our need for, touching.

Possible Activities:-

Role Play. Recall where touching messaged camafrom, and role play

experiences with son and dad, son and mother, male/male friends, male/
/

female friends. Illustrate both OK and Not OK touching messagesi.

Blind Milling. Mill around blindly and non-verbally in darkened room.

Move first without, and then with, touching.

Active-Passive Lineup. Form facing lines and rotate after every 1-1/2

or 2 minutes. Persons in the active line act out touching contact, passive

persons receive, until all group members experience both active and

passive modes with all other members. Communicate feelings of the

relationship through touching.

= Materials: None

Aspignments: :Continue journal or diary by exploring "Touch" and "Don't

Touch" messages within and-beyond the group; consider, related feelings.

1 7 1
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STAGE VI: -FUNCTIONING IN THE HERE-AND-NOW

Objective: To help us give and receive direct, current messages and

to help with leave-taking.

Possible Activities:

Role Play and Reality. Members-act out negatives -- rejection, denial,,

ungaring, dominating, etc.; then switch to open and honest statements

that are person - relevant.

Group Impressions. With eyes closed, members sit in a circle and are

asked to point to another of whom I'm most afraid, to whom-I feel

most attracted as a human being, who seems strongest, who seems
4

softest, etc. On signal eyes are opened and discussion-follows.

Written Feedback. Each person writes a signed note to each Other person

in the group, striving for relevant positive and negative feedback.

Specifying a Contract. Each group member specifies a persdnal contract

he will accomplish: "I will, make more caring, fewer ruling choices."

"I will stop trying to prove\myself so much '! etc.
4fJ

Saying Goodbye. Each member says what is up-to-date for the relationships

involved, leaving nothini'important..unsaid. All affirm OKness of self

beyond the limits of the group. Each person takes his leave.

Materials: Paper, pencil.

Assignments: .Develop further awareness goals and acceptance of self in

everyday life.

At the end of the group's final session, we have shared personal

statements, journals, and written feedback comments to assess the
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significance and`success of the program, and to aid ia the planning of

future groups.

Self-Esteem Workshop

Another group in this category is designed for persons experiencing

difficulties because of an inadequate sense of self-esteem. The workshop

described here is used by Stanley Hunt and Stanley Pavey of the University
A

of Maryland Counseling Center, and the following is their elaboration of

the workshop desigii;

Group Format

The Self-Esteem Workshop is designed for clients who consciously

devalue themselves. Harsh self-criticism for failures to meet their own -

standards characterizes these persons. Feelings of inferiority y inadequacy,

and guilt or shame frequently accompany this self-criticism. The workshop

is not meant for clients experiencing chronic depression or severe

obsessional oroblems, nor for those who, suffer from psychotic or border-

line conditions. People who are engaged in ongoing individual counseling

are usually excellent candidates and will benefit from the efforts required

in the workshop. While mixed sex composition is desirable, it does not

seem to be essential.
I

The.workshop is planned for, six or eight clients who meet weekly

with two co-leaders. Each of the first seven sessions requires-one and "

one-half hours minimum, although a two hour meeting time is Preferable.

An eighth follow-up meeting occurs from four to six weeks after the
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seventh meeting for purposes of encouraging sustained self-enhancement

b aviors and for evaluation. Obtaining client commitment to attendance// at the seven working sessions is essential.

Aim and Methods

The workshop is primarily behavioral in conception and organi-

zation, although techniques are influenced by Gestalt and Ego Analytic

'thinking as well. The aim is to teach participants to use a variety of

techniques to disrupt habituated patterns of self-devaluation and to develop

self-enhancing alternatives. Even though referral criteria bring Members

to the group who are aware of their self-criticism, it is necessary to

sensitize them to the harshness and extent of their self-devaluing thoughts

and emotions. As clients increase their awareness of the habits of self-
.

criticism; they are better prepared to attempt to disrupt these habits.

Group discussion serves to broaden the individual's judgmental perspectives

and to encourage self-change efforts by offering peer and leader approval.

Through structured exercises in the group, clients learn techniques for

disruptionJA-Aelf-devaluing habits-. Homework betwegn sessions encourages .

practice of technique introd ced in the group. This practice is reviewed

at the beginning of each subsequent session in order to encourage evaluation

of effects and refinement of application. .No specific timetframes are

offered for each of the exercises described, but leaders can experiment with

roughly equal time allotments for each segment within the total time given.

SESSION I

1. Introduction and obtaining commitment.
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The leaders introduce-themselves, the goals for the workshop,

and the nature of the structured experience. `'They encourage each

member to introduce herself or himself and to assess the appropriate-
.

'ness of the workshop for her or his problems. Those who do notfind the

workshop appropriate or who cannot commit themselves to the seven

sessions may leave the group at this point:

j' 2. Pride-Shame lists and discussion of the basis for self-
,

judgment.

Each participant is asked to list on paper five things "which make

you Most prOud about yourself" and five things "which make you most

ashamed of yourself." It may be necessary for the leaders to encourage

completion of the "proud",list. The lists are collected by the leaders,

whO use the items, without identifying the authors of the lists, to stimulate

group discussion of what makes people worthwhile. The leaders attempt -

r

to obtain participation by all members in this discussion. t is typically.

necessar37 for the leaders to challenge the assumption that human worth

is determined solely by achievements.

3. Relaxation training.

Training in complete muscular relaxation is introduced by-the

leaders. We employ the cassette tape by Arnold Lazarus Basic

Relaxation Exercises) with the clients lying down. The leaders explain

that relaxation is a pleasurable eXperience within a client's control, and

suggest that individuals. may thus learn to feel better about themselves

without needing an .nstrumerital goal. Following training, 'members are
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encouraged to begin daily practice of their .relaxation exercises.

4. Homework: ) Keeping a record of "put-downs"

The leadersdi_4,tr_i_buteclaily record.forms to the clients and offer in-

struction in the recording of self-devaluing thoughts and statements

(pUt-downs) They define-and discuss methods of regular recording between

sessions. The leaders express the hope that clients will sensitize them-

.
\

selves, to their self-devaluation through self-observation and that they

attempt to discover events which stimulate undue self-criticism. It is

made clear that the homework will be collected and discussed at the next

session- (simple forms can be made up and copied).

SESSION II

1. Review of Homework

The leaders collect the daily, records of put-downs and quickly review

them. They encourage the group to discuss the difficulties and discoveries

of self-criticism. It is wise to try to elicit responses from all membeft,

to model approval of record-keeping and self awareness, and toeconiront

directly any resistance to the assigned task.

2. Alternatives to putt- downs: "I'm O.K.

`Because clients are mire apt to justify their self-criticism than to

imagine selfenhancing alternatives, it is appropriate to begin with. a

'simple technique which' permits a self - enhancing statement or thought to

replace a self-crttital thought. The leaders teach clients to add' the

1. \ i
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thought, " -but I' " to every4wadomni:LFor example, "I'm not 'as-_,_

smart as he is, but I' O.K...." or, "I didn't study as much as cduld hay

\

for the exam, but I'm Each member should,atteMpt.to practice

,

replacing a self-criticism with the ...but°I'm.O.ft-Avstatement in the

sessioni

3. kelxation a Tanta "I'm

lients are agaiin asked to relax physically while recumbent./ A brief

review of the muscle groups is helpful to clients at this stage and serves

to einfdrcetheir week's practice in relaxation.',After they r' relaxed;

clients are structedto imagine a situation ini.whtch they put themselves

down and to practice adding the self-enhancing thought, ".-;.but I'm O.K."

- 4

Repetftions of this task serve to associate the pleasdablefeelings of

rplaxation with an attitude of self-acceptance..

4. Homework: Paying self a compliment. .

The new homework assignment for this session requires that 'clients

pdy themselves a compliment at least once daily in tie course of normal,

conversation. Typically,-clients find this a frightening assignment and

need,practide in the session as well as ample encouragement from the leaders.

'Brief pairing of clients iq practicing compliments (is advisable in order to

avoid the anxiety of complimenting oneself in the otal'group.

Daily record sheets'are again distributed teasSist the clients in

recording their ,put-downs and self-accepting:replacement statements during
[ .

the week. A ection of the daily recordsshould be set aside for recording

17,r-
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their -daily seif=complimerfts..

SESSION III

nomeworKreview u . .

The leaders again coMect and review clients' daily record sheets.

Discussion of the homework may.best.the begutt by Avestioni rig_gro_uvinernbers.,_

about their. reactions to the assignment:, The leaders thus begin to re-
, ,.. .

cognize .individual success and to 5.onfront individual resistance to the tasks.

For some members, paying oneself a compliment is equi alent to boasting or

bragging. The leaders may be helpful by suggesting that there is nothing

wrong with self-compliments.

2. Correcting projections: "I see - I imagine" tecHnique.

Some Participants have developed the habit,of"projecting harsh self-

judgment onto others. The "I see - I imagine" technique, borrowed om

Gestalt therapy, is introduced to assist thesle client's in differentiating

sensory data from personal interpretation. The leaders model the technique

by one leader's paying her/himself a compliment and reportingi

on what is perceived and what is interpreteq from the other,

le-ader's response. The leader who iSieporting is also offering a model for

;comparing his/her personal interpretation with the actual thoughts and

feelings of the other person--"checking out" the other's reaction instead

of assuming that it is negative.
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Following instruction, group members pair up to practice the "I see -

.
imagine technique by having one'partner pay herself/himself a compliment,

then report both w t s/he observed and wNat s/he imagined; in partner's

response- Partner's are expected to .describe'their actual thoughts and

feelings to help ach other to checkout interpretations. ; Pairs should

------.

, 'reverse role after each turn, and each member should practice.at least

three compliMents and "I see - I imagine" analyses.

Group discussion of reactions to this technique should follow the

practice in pairs. This may be .a diqicult exercise for client who do

not project their self-criticism onto others.

3. libmework: Practice in 'checking out others' reactions.

The new assignment for the week requires clients to record their

a

perceptions and interpretations of their friends' reactions after/they have

paid themselves a compliment, following the "I see - I imagip4 " principles.

At least one complimentand-analysis a day is expected./ The leadert urge
° 4

clients to check out their Interpretations with -t friends.when -they

feel able, as they havd practiced in the'sess.

Daily record sheets ore distribute so that clients can continue to

, .

record -their put,-downs and self-enh, ncing ."I'm.0.K." statements or thoughts.
, -

The section of record where daily self-compliMents are'recorded Should

---.
rem4d clientstolierfbft the "I see - IAmagine" analysiS Of friends'

',reactions.



SfSSLON\I

// 1. kleview of Homework.

Alth ugh daily record sheets are collected, the leaders concentrate

more upon eliciting individual . -reports of rogress to the group. Group

members s4uld be becoming more pro icient praising each other for suc-

cess. Sind. the "Ilsee - I imagine' techniqu is difficult for some members,

the leaders should understand this ifficulty nd look for other aspects'of

the homework'to examine,andIpraise.

2. FurtIher practice of the " see - I imag e" technique.
O

Members pair up with differ t partners from last session to obtain

further practice in self-complime t and analysis o their partner's reactions.

Even-for c*ents'who dO not project self-criticism,

, to enhance attitude that self - compliments are'a propriate and acceptable
f

thiSipraCtice serves
1 ,

to others.

3. Relaxation associated with_pleasurable fantasy.

Most clients willinow.be reasonably adept at achieving muscular re-

.
laxation in the session. The leaders instruct the g p first to imagine

putting themselves eLwn, then t interrtgt the pdt-do n with a fantasy of

themselveslin a pleasurable situation of their own ch osing. At first, the

pleasurable iscene'may reflect instrumental achievement, so the leaders

may encourage attempts at imagining pleasurable scenes which do not involve

instrumental behaviort. This technique goes beyond th "... but I'm. O.K.

technique in helping. the client/to interrupt putaqlowns with a self-enhancing
A /
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response involving both aleasurable feelings and an attitude of self-approval.

4. Homework: Practice with pleasurable fantasy.

Daily record sheets distributed to clients are modified to encourage the

interruption of put-downs with a pleasurable fantasy rather than with the

"... but I'm O.K." thoughts of previous assignments. The leaders stress that,,

while both techniques for interrupting self-criticism are acceptable, this

\

week's practice should, emphasize the use of self-enhancing fantasy.. I

addition, recording,ofself-compliments is expected to increase, so more

[

Space is allowed. for recording of incidents involving self-complimentt

in communication with others.

,SESSION V

1. Review of Homework.,

It is important for ihe'leaders to continue to collect and review the

daily record sheets. Reststance to homework practice tends to become more

obvious by this the and-should be confronted directly. It is expected that.

'clients will have had differing success in interrupting put-downs with

pleasurable-fantasy. *Group members can be helpful in apProving of their

fellow members' attempts, regardless of successful accomplishment.

b

2. Defense against criticism by others.

- Although the e clients are typically their own worst critics, most have

been exposed to others who find fault with them. The leaders destribe the

use"' Of a selfenhancipg.statement as.a defense against criticism by others.

.

The leaders should model self-enhancing respOnses with each other. The.
0

°

group membersare then paired with iiew partners to praCtice mild criticism
.
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and self-enhancing responses. They then reconvene for general discussion of

the experience. There may be some hurt feelings to be,assuaged and understood

in the group.

3. Covert rehearsal of defense ;against criticism.

la °

Clients are requested to relax deeply while recumbent, and to imagine

a. situation in which they are criticized by another person. In fantasy, they

are to practice respading with a,self-Aancing statement, as they have
0

done in reality with their partners... The leaders thus introduce the
=.1.

technique of covert rehearsal to help clients anticipate situations in which

they expect to feel disapproval, Since.the clients may arrange their con-
-

temporary lives to avoid critical.friends, theleaders may have to suggetZ'

situations in which authorities 6uch'as parents or teachersrare apt to be

,t4

critical.

4. Homework: Practice in covert rehearsal.

The new element of the homework requires daily practice of relaxed

Jantasyrin'Which the client iMagines criticism from otherS'and-imagines a

self-enhancing response.' The daily 'record sheets also caT1 for continued

1.

practice in interruption of put - downs with pleasurable fantasy ors".t.but

I'm O.K." Practice in self- complimentsis also to be continued-and recorded.

SESSION' VI

1. Review of the homewbrk.

"Given the difficulties that some clients experienCe with covert,

'rehearsal practice, it is wise` to begin this session's review with reports

182
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of praCtice in compliments and interruptions of put-downs. It is then easier

for the-group to respond differentially to their experience with attempts

at cOvert rehearsal. Discussion of covert rehearsal may bring out some

cli6nts' habit of feeling disapproved of when they decline another's request

for new responsibilities. This discussion can pave the way for the next

activity in the workshop.

2. "I should - I want" exercise.

The leaders briefly:introduce distinCtions between obligations and

personal desires. Then clients are with different partners. The
; s

task is to list aloud to the partner those thiOs that one feels s/he should

do or like, then those that one wants to do or like. The partner then has

the task ofnoting similarities and differences among,items on:the two lists.

As the .group reconvenes for,discussion,' it usually becomes apparent

-ithan many clients find their lists. of obligations to' be extensive and 'their'

wants to haVa become confused with obligations. The leaders then try to

,help members begin. to make more clear distinctions between "shoulds" and ,

0 "wants."' They also are helping clients to observe and question their

o'

attitudes about responsibility and conscientiousness.

3. Homework:, Replacing "should" with "want.".

This sessiop's assignment requests clients tp make a daily record of

things they feel they ought to be doing and a list of things they feel they

woulddrealiy like to do. A separate list is made of thidgs clients are

doinglhat they don't want to do: At least once or twice a day, the client

tries to aubstiAute doing something s/he would like to do for something s/he
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feels obligated, to- do
A

The daily record sheets also encourage continued practice -in interruption

of put-downs and in application of self-enhancing behavior (self-compliments

and covert'or active self-enhancement in l'esponse to others' criticism).

SESSION VII

I

1.' Review of homework.

Since this is the final working session in the workshop, the leaders

are shifting responsibility for maintaining practice in self-enhancement from

themselves and the group to the individual member. The initial topic ;is the

"I should- I want" recording and substitution practiced during the week.

The leaders make use of members' experience to show how an individual can

take responsibility for distinguishing between obligations and desires as

an ongoing life task. In exploring their wants, some clients will hav

begun to examine-their emotional life more thoroughly and can be encouraged

to continue this effort.

2. Evaluation of the workshop.

The leaders stimulate group discussion Of the value of the techniques

introduced in the Workshop. , Members are encouraged to discuss frankly

;their reactions to all of the techniques offered. It is expected that

individuals will have had differing success with the variety of techniques

practiced during the workshop. The'group members are also encouraged to

discuss their reactions 6- the leaders' style and behavior:. One of the

benefits of this discussion appears to be 'a differentiation of attityde toward



the leaders and workshop, reducing the tendency toward idealization of,the

leaders with its attendant threat of collapse of new behavior upon termina-

,

_Individual members may also use this discussion to explore their

needs for additional assistance, an exploration often supported by other
1

members, especially those who are engaged\in counseling during the course

of the workshop.

4-"- 3. Written evaluation.

Following the groupdisctission of the work lop, \the'leaders request

'that each member complete a written'evaluation ins rument. Upon completion

(about 10 -15 minutes) arrangements are made to meet again has a group in

four to six weeks.

SESSION VIII

This follow-up meeting is not.structured as the seven working sess ons

have been. The leaders adopta less directive approach from the beginning.

Members take

the initiative-Tr re-acquaintance and for reporting on their progress

during the previous weeks. The leader's role is to facilitate discussion

ina to obtain' more refined judgments of the utility of, different techftiques

for the members. These judgments can be used in ftiffiirefinements of

future workshops. Discussion and acceptance of individuals' experiences

facilitates transition of responsibility to the individual and permits

more effective referral when appropriate. The written evaluation instrument

is administered a second time during this meeting-

1 8
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'Women Aware

Another theme group with a specific purpose and target population is

the "Women Aware" program designed by female faculty, staff and students

from several agencies at Northern Illinois University. This group aims

at assisting women to increase self-understanding and self-awareness, with

particular' focus on being feamle and the ways in which femaleness influences'

the quality of their lives. The ensuing pages describe the specific ob-
.

jectives and component activities of this structured theme group.

Group Format

The goal of this group-is to increase partiCipants "female 'awareness."

Program planners have defined female awareness to include the following:

,1) the awareness that our own perception of'the female role has an

impact on our behavior;,

2) the awareness that we CHOOSE how to define our femaleness whether

we know it or not;
/r

'3) the awareness that ouradefinition of,our female role has implications

for our vocational choices, self-image, self-concept, sand general

awareness of our personal potential;

4) the awareness that our culture stereotypes women, is prejudiced

against women, and is ignorant about women, all of which have an

effect on our self-image and our relationships with other women;

the awareness that our socialization as women and our historiet

have.to do with how we see ourselves now;

the awareness that our physical selves and our feelings about °our

phytical selves have an effect on our behatiior.

'Based on these observations, a set of five participant objectives was

identified, ann two-hour small group sessions were designed to facilitate

, accompli of each objective. A typical group has from-6-10 Members,.
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and, idedlly, has two co- facilitators. Session activities and objectives.
1k,

are summarized below.

SESSION I

The initial meeting's objective is to explore historical and cultural

perceptiont of femininity. The following are suggested activities for this

7 I

session.

1. Anfinished sentences 60 minutes)_:

These may he passed out on mimeq6raphed sheets or not as theeaders

decide. They may be written and then read or spoken aloud with only a short

time allowed for answering. The best procedure is-to gd around the circle

first without discussion since the participants may not be familiar with

each other or each other's viewpoints yet. Notice that these sentences

proceed from more general to more personY1 statements. Sometimes, discussion

and responding to some,of the sentences may be Saved for the end of the

session; perhaps a contrast will be observed after the intervening vities.

change views.

1. Today being a 'woman is

2. A girl becomes a woman when

3. Men expect women to be

4. The women I like most always

5. The women I like most never

6. My mother is a lot more than I am,

7. I never wished I was a man until

18%
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8. Unlike'the average woman, I choose to

9. As a woman, nt. potential may be

10. Because I'm a moman, I know I can

I

,

The following three exercises can be used as options or together

ds readers wish for the rest of the session.

2. Quotes (Time: 15-30 minutes)

Below is a sampling of quotes from which leaders may choose several to

read to the group and solicit brief reactions. Since the aim is to show

that discrimination is historical and exists at the present time, even in

statements from national leaders and persons thought to be quite radical,

a wide variety can be included most effectively.

Like most women (my wife) thinks with her glands instead of her

head... When I got married I won my next election by 67,000

votes.. So you can figure a good wife is worth at least 50,000

votes.

--Senator MarkvHatfield (Oregon), 1973.

We/fully envision, however, that in, the near, future we will fly

women into space and use them the same way.we use them 'on earth- -

for the same purpose.

- -Astronaut James Lovell.-

But,no one can evade the fact that.in taking up a masculine

calling, studying and working in a man's way, woman `is doing

something not wholly in agreement with, if not directly injurious

to; h'er feminine nature.

--Carl Jung, 20th Century Psychologist.

,Just get on with being 'woman, find the contentment and the

reflected happiness of being secondary to men.

- -Wallace Reyburn, THE INFERIOR SEX
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Baseball is a contact sport. We have a five-page medical report

which points out that girls are incapable of competing on the

same level with boys. Their bones are more vulnerable, their

reactions slower.

-- Robert Stirrat, Publicity Director of Little League:

Whenever a woman dies there is one quai+ 1 less on earth.

- -German proverb

There is a good principle which crated order, light, and man,

and an evil principle which created chaos, darkness, and woman.

--Pythagoras.
1

It would be preposterously naive to suggest that a B.Ajan be

Lade as attractive to girls as a marriage license.

- -Dr. Grayson Kirk (former President, Columbia University)._

The only alliance I WOulamake with the Women's Liberation

Movement is in,bed. -

--Abbie Hoffman

Women on the average have more passivity in the born core of

their personality....I believe women are designed in their deeper

instincts to-get more pleasure out of life when they are not

aggressive.

- -taken from a quote by Dr. Benjamin M. Spock, DECENT AND INDECENT

Some more coOthonly heard statements from numbers of not -so- notable

voices include these, to be 'road aloud in run-on sentence fashiOn.

A woman's place is in the home. If yOU're so smart, why

aren't you married? Can you type? A smart woman never

shows her brains. Women_are_always-playing hard to get.

Don't worry .your pretty little head about it. Dumb bilbad.

Women like to be raped. A woman's work is never done, All

you do is cook and clean and sit around all day. Women

hate to be with o/tber women. men are always off chat- A

tering with each other\ Some o my bpst friends.th women.:.

'A

3. "Click:" ,4time: 15-30 minutes)

The leaders present.the following stimulus materials to the group:

a-

"The "click" phenomenon vias first labeled by Ms. magazine in it first

issue. The "click" experience happens when you're. going along minding your

.
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n.

own business and suddenly.sometfting happens to;m0e you realize that wome

are .considered inferior by our 'cultureor that-40U, as a woman, are

considered inferiors in some ;ay. may have seen thed or heard the

phrase or experienced the' event vany times before -- but, - somehow, suddenly*

, ; i I

it hits'you in .a new Way --"click." Be careful pf expressing your new:

1
I /

awareness of this. You may be accused of beingioyersensitive, or paranoid,
1

, /

or a "woman's libber"--but you know; inside, tha you felt that CLICK and
1

that you won't let it go by again.

Here are\some examples:

You suddenly notice that all the,"remove hair permanently" ads are

directed toward women. Why. is it okay for men to be hairy on their

faces, arms, legs, and not women? Why don't men want to "remove/hair

permanently" inStead'of shaving every day? Next day it hits yoUthat .

,'almost all diet aid ads (Ayds, Kelp and B-6 diet) are directed toward

women. Click! Aren't pea ever overweight? Sure they are So why aren't

the ads clirected toward the paunchy executive? How cothr instead, a lot

I. .

of the exercise ads are for men? could it be--c1-1,910..:7that it's because in
, .

ki -8
7

- 1

our c.tlture youth and passive bea ty-are much more important for women-7

because men say so? Why?. What?1 How come?

/

A physician. Who is female is standing around at a cocktail party

I.

listening to ,people ask her husband,

.

Why doesn't, anyone ask htr? 'Could ft be that they-never considered. that

t do YOU do?" 'Click!.\

she might have an-exciting career?

41 Dc6
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Another woman whose day began at 6^a.m. is at the same party. That

day she got the kids up, fed them, dressed them, got them off to school,

cleaned the downstair3, went shopping', had lunch ready, took the baby for

a' checkup, cleaned the Opsiairs, carpooled the kidi home, settled an' III

argumebt, foundanother babysitter at the last minute, had her husband's
. 7

suit ready, and charmed his bos at a party. Someone says to her, "Let's

,see, Mrs..Smith, you're not working, are you ?" What do you call WORK. 1

*

anyway?

A boy who "acts like a girl" is a "sissy" while a girl,who"acts like

a boy" is a "tomboy." To be a tomboy is something adults indulge and find

cute.,Ito be a sigsy is something that alarms people. Click! Could it be

.

that ?it's understandable why anyone, would want An act like a boy, and not' .

1

understandable why anyone would' want to act lik a girl unless she happens
, .

b one? Could it be that acting like a girl\ just isn't very admirable?

Labor Statistics= -Their Implications (Time: 15-30 minutes)

A condensation of an article by Bem and-Bem

(1973)1 which, draws on some U.S. Dept. of

Labor statistical data to amplify further the

discriminatory treatment of women--this time
./

,in the
.1g4t

ld of, rk..

5. linfi ed, Sentences - -a Review (Time: 10-15 minutes)

, ,
,

At the close of. this first sesslion, the group can turn aga4n to the

inco plete sentences Oped at. the outset of t e meeting_and discuss' any
.0

.
.

woman

a ,

"Bern, S.L., and 0.'-tem, "Training the woman to

a

know Nir pl e: the

1 antecedefts of women in the worldilof
. .

mork,". Palo A to, CA: Stanford

rsitY, 19/3. I

J
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alterations in their'respOnses to them, or possibly. add new, mbre'personal

1

ones.

At the close of this first session, each meml?er is given a copy/of

the "Polly Williams" story (fictional biographical sketch) for disc ssion at

the beginning of the next meeting.

SESSION II

The aim of thip session's >activities is to explore our own
,..1

socialization as woien.

ti-- Willi'amsStorY (Time: 30-40 minutes)

The leaders begin SessfOn"II with ,a fUll grOup discussion of the

i (1, Polly Williams story assigned,as homework last time by asking some'of the

1

.following open-ended questions (or others of their own choice).

j
What was your reaction to readihg about Polly Williams?

What do you think about Polly Williams?

Was'Polly's life-"just,an ordinary lif ?"
1

How did you respond to Polly's "drifti g" nto womanhood?

How did you respond to 'her whole Nrifti " life before marriage?

What were your reactions when Polly's d ting life turned toward a

strict new orientation-rthe life of-her husband and family?

Who's Who For You? (fiaee: 45 minutes)

'The area-of role models is looked at VI Who's Who For You? For this

1activity, the leaders divide the members into two smaller groupt for dis-,

cession. The items to be answered by each participant are:

(I) Name three people you admire.or respect.

%
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(2) Name three people who have had the greatest impact on your life.

(3),. What one person would you, most like to be like?

Each member writes down on a sheet of paper his/her answers to the above

questions.. Then, in the two'sub-groups, each co-leader moderates a dis-

cussion using the following questions to frame the intenchange:

(1) Whom did, you list for each of the three questions? Why?

(2) What is your relationship with these persons?

(3) Are they male or female? Would your answers have been different

if this had not been a female group?

(4) What are the Common characteristics you see in these people

that you like?

(5) Do you sce .those characteristics in yourself? If not, how are

you planning to incorporate them?

(6) Did you consider putting yourself as the person you'd most like

to-be like?

3. Parents' Chat (Time: 30 minutes)

The.area of family influences and expectations can be explored through

this activity. For it, the following instructions are given.

( "Pair up with someone and sit together. I want you each to imagine

that-you are your mother."

'You and this other mother have just met and are each talk-MT-to-tier

other about your daughter--yourself. In other words, you are talking

about yourself as you imagine you mother might have talked about you at

various times in your fife." 193
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"First, take a few minutes to converse about:the birth of your

daughter, talking as your mother might have shoftly after yoUr own birth.

Discuss your hopes and dreams for this new baby daughter. Are you glad

she's a girl? What do you expect from her? Are these expectations

different than they might have been had she been a boy?

(Allow several minutes for each discussion; then go on tb the next

paragraph).

"Now, take another few minutes to converse with parent, this time

talking to each other about your daughter as she is now-- what she has done

with her life, how you feel about her, whether she has met your expectations,

how she compares with any other children you have, or whatever else occurs

to you."

(Allow another five minutes or so for such conversation. You may have

`the "mothers" mingle and chat with several other parents. When the con-

versation is stopped, have them break into,groups of about five and give '

them the directions in the next paragraph.)

Take several minutes to discuss what you what you have discovered

through,this experience. How did you feel about doing this? What did

you learn about your Mother?. About yourself? Are you like your mother?

If so,doesgthatbother you? Do you think your mother likes you? Did

she like_you when you were little? Have you checked this outwith-her

recently? What did you notice about thebothgrs" of Your partners?

Session III

The objective herein_is to determine how our socialization affects us.
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Saturday Night at the Dorm- -(Time: 45=60 minutes)

To examine the role of peers and peer influence, this session

begins with the following activity. Give each participant a list of the
41,

"dorm residents, " as follows.

Peggy - doesn't really have any plans, so will use the evening for
studying and watching TV by herself

%el

Susan -

Jane

gets together with other friends with no plans; they go out
for the evening together

doesn't date a lot, but has a first date tonight with a guy
in her math class

Karen plans to spend the evening with a girl friend in another dorm

Mary has few dates; tonight she's going out with a friend of her
roommate's boyfriend (whom she's never met)

Sally - has a steady boy friend and goes out almost every weekend --
seems always to have a good time

Ann has no plans here, so she went home for the 'weekend

Linda has plans to be with ,several women friends, but broke the
plans when she was Asked out by a guy

Carol - has been looking forward all week to this free time so she
could work on a project

The following questions for discussion are suggested, but others

may be added. The leaders break the group into two sub-groups to

discuss these questions: (1) Which of these persons have you been? How

did you feel in that situation? Why ? (2) Have you felt social pressure in

these situations? From men? Women? Yourself? (3) Which ones would

you like to be? Why?

tl
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Relation Ships with Men (Time: 45-60 minutes)

The previous dctivity leads readily into, discussion of the area of

heterosexual relationships. For this the participants move back into

the total group. The leaders ask some of the following open-ended

questions and/or add their own.

Do you see your relationship with men (friends, boyfriends,
father, relatives) as having influenced your ideas about your-
self (as a woman)?

Are you a different "self" (woman) in the company of men
than you are with women?

Do you act differently with men ti an with women? Do you
play a different role?

In what ways is the influence of men different from the
influence of women?

How have culture and society influenced your relationships
with men and your ideas about yourself as a woman ?"

Do you feel different about yourgelf after getting mpliments
from men on your attractiveness and/or appearan e?

0

How have you felt (about yourself) when you were not dating?

SESSION IV

1. Body Talk

In this meeting participants focus on dimensions of their physical

being such as attractiveness, health, and sexuality, with a view toward

understanding- cultural influences on their attitudes and behavior. For

these activities, the time frame can be altered, and some or all of the

activities used at the leaders' discretion.

A. Attractiveness and Beauty (Time: 15 minutes)



4

The group is divided into triads to complete the open-ended

sentences below, with five minutes allowed for each sentence.

"The three things I would most like to change about my body are ..."

think I am most attractive when ..."

"The thing I like most about my body is ..."

The leaders then ask participants if they found important simi-

larities among their responses. Important differences.

2. Memoirs of,an Ex-Prom Queen (Time 20 minutes)

The leaders hand out copies of excerpted pages from Kates-

Shulman's (1972) book (suggested pages include excerpts from pages

20-27). Reactions are dismissed in the total group. Bow important is

beauty to you ? For whom ao you wish to be beautiful? Do men worry

about their looks as much as women? Are they judged on their looks

as much as women? Who do you think is.beautiful?

B. Health (Time: 20 minutes)

The leaders begin by read'. pg this statement. The preface is

geared toward college students, but this information is useful to all.

"NOW THAT YOU ARE HERE AT NIU --ON YOUR OWN, AWAY
FROM HOME -- YOU HAVE BOTH THE FREDOM AND THE

. RESPONSIBILITY OF YOUR OWN BODIES, NO ONE WILL TELL.
YOU TO EAT MORE OR LESS, NO ONE WILL TELL YOU TO
GET MORE SLEEP, NO ONE WILL KNOW YOU HAVE A SORE
THROAT AND NEED TO SEE A DOCTOR -- UNLESS YOU TELL
THEM. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR PHYSICAL SELVES
IN A WAY YOU HAVE NOT BEEN BEFORE. EXERCISE,
NUTRITION, BIRTH CONTROL, YEARLY CHECKUPS -- ALL
ARE YOUR HEALTH IN THE FUTURE. HOW DOES THIS WAY OF,
LOOKING AT IT STRIKE YOU? HAVE YOU BEEN FEELINGOR

'ACTING RESPONSIBLE IN THIS WAY? ARE THERE' EXPERI-
ENCES ABOUT THIS YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE?



They then pass out the women's health fact sheet, with instructions

to read and discuss selected facts in the total: group. (The facts from

among a list of 20 items listed below are exemplary; others are easily

constructed.)

SOME HEALTH FACTS FOR FEMALES THAT
SHOULD BE COMMON KNOWLEDGE BUT AREN'T

The vaginal walls are self-cleansing tissue. Soap and water
bathing of the external genitals is all that is necessary for
cleanliness. Douching, unless for medical purposes and pre-
scribed by a physician, is not necessary.

2. Ditto for vaginal dpodorant sprays, which are not only
unnecessary but for many women are harmful.. Imagine spraying
those harsh chemicals on the tissue inside your mouth; the
tissues are much the same. Don't let Madison Avenue fool you
into thinking you need to buy this product.

3. Ordinarily, vaginal itching is NOT a sympton of V.D. Rather
fit is usually a symptdn of rather common vaginal infections
(trichomonas or monilia) which can be treated quite easily.
Don't suffer in silence!

4.. Any reducing diet which does not include foods from the "basic
four" groups of foods .dairy, vegetable, grain and high
protein products -- is lacking in essential nutrition. Donk let
weight loss become hbaIth'loss for you. Prolonged use of fad
diets can cause malnutrition, hormonal imbalance, and assorted
other unpleasant effects, including death.

o

There are birth control methods available at lowtost without
prescription which are almost as effective as the pill -- a
condom and contraceptive foam used together. (But use them
correctly!) Buy them at any drugstore. Remember, if you and
your, partner don't dommimicate well enough to talk about pre-
venting pregnancy, you don't really communicate well enough
to make love.

6. Every female over 17 needs a yearly Pap smear for cervical.
cancer. It is absolutely painless and should be part of a routine
pelvic examination.

1.96
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7. Many college students experience emotional difficulty during,
theix College years. 'For the only time in your life, free,
confidential help in counseling is available for you. Don't
minimize your distress and don't let false pride get in the way
of admitting to yourself that you could use an objective listener.

8. Both treatments for V.D. (penicillin) and trichomonas (Flagyl)
should never be mixed with alcohol. Alcohol reduces the
effectiveness of penicillin, and, with Flagyl, can make you
very sick.

9. If for any reason you are taking tranwilizers or barbiturates,
never consume alcohol with them. /These drugs can combine
with alcohol to produce an effect many times stronger than
either would produce separately -- an effect that can be lethal.

10. If you are .raped or assaulted, do not go home, do not go shower,
but go straight to a hospital or health service, Get treated, get
confirmation of your injuries, and then, please file a complaint
with the police so that this experience doesn't happen to some-
one else.

Hypertension hits people of all ages, and HAS NO SYMPTOMS.
(Having a hot temper,, being tense, or having a red face are
NOT symptoms of hypertension). It can be checked painlessly
with a blood pressure check. Make sure it's a part of your
yearly physical.

12. If you have been smoking for less than five years, and quit now,
your lungs will be almost back to normal in ten. years.

13. Yes, there are alcoholics your age. Plenty of them. Major
clues to a drinking problem are: drinking alone, drinking IN
ORDER TO have a good time or relax, not feeling free to turn
down a drink, and not being able to remember events that
happened while drinking. Realize, please, that alcohol abuse
hits all kinds of people and that it doesn't help to fool yourself
if you do suspect a problem. Get help!

14. Regular exercise should be a part of ,everyone's life, not just
for figure and weight control, but for heart-lung efficiency.
Developing a daily program of running, bicycling, swimming,
or even, walking fast can pay off in later years as well as now.

C. Sexuality (Time: ,Remainder of Session)

The leaders hand out the following excerpt from Sexualit by Peg
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Mayo, which is reprinted from the University of South Dakota Crisis

Intervention Resource Manual (19.73).

Crisis Intervention Resource Manual (1973).

"If I do nokknow.that you will love me tomorrow, dare I love yOu today,
uncertain as I am of my attractiveness and my courage? Dare I turn
you away? Wi 11 a chance ever come again? What choices do 1 make on

what-standards? Do I turn you away because I have vowed virginity to
my dreamed-of husband-to-be, or do I turn you away because I am
:afraid my vulva is deformed (I haven't found a good illustration in a
book yet), or do I turn you away because you are not handsome enough
for me to brag about, or do I turn you away because I am certain -I will
by physically hurt, or do I accept you because you are wanted by others,
-or do I accept you because my body responds_ to your body, or, finally,
do I accept you because I love you? Do I insist that I accept you spon-
taneously and thereby forget whatever I know of birth cOntrol? Do I
plan for you to come to<my house when my parents are away, knowing
there is danger they will return? Do I find your body miraculous or
hideous? Do I flaunt mine or hide it? How do YOU feel aboutall this....
do you even think to wonder? Am I ashamed or proud or pleased or
betrayed or satisfied or hurt or delighted or comforted on the winner?
Who am I? A young woman in this case."

Following their reading of this, the group can engage in open.discussion

of their reactions to it. If the discussion lags, these incomplete sentences

can be shared with the group, and their individual responses to them solicited

and discussed.

. 1. "To me, the sexual revolution means ..."

2. "The thing thg,t confuses me moskabout sex is' "

3. "I disapprove of ..."

4. "Love and sex

............

SESSION V

The overall objective for.this last meeting is to help group participants

to focus on future life style choices.
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Relaxation and Fantasy Exercise (;(Time; 10 minutes)

The leader may want to add to the,following introduction and tie

in persOnal insights gained over the previous sessions.

V "In this, our final session, we'll explore some of our fantasies,

needs, personal goals, and possible careers. Before we let our fantasies

loose, let's relax our bodies and Minds, and remove present distractions."

In a soothing- tone, the leader gives suggestions for physical relaxa-

tion, e.g., "Close your eyeK-get in a comfortable position, " etc'. (leader
z

adds her/his own relikation patter). Then, s/he should say, "Think back

about all the hope,you had for the future as a child, what career you once

thought of, what needsyou had in following up on those choices, how you've

pursued those goals to date, and what decisions you've made to arrive here."

... 2. Career Exploration (Time: 10-15 minutes)

The members are divided into two smaller groups, and each

woman describes what she' would like to do with her-life, and how that

would fulfill certain needs and interests. Each may. want to describe her

previous fantasy to accomplish this.
O

3. Personal Objectives and Strategies time: '20-30 minutes)

Each participant is given a sheet of paper on which she the is

instructed to write some personal objectives and specific strategies for

working toward each of them. The leader should encourage the group

members to describe at least one simple, short range objective and one

longs range one. After allowing abo ten minutes for filling out the individual

sheets, the members form two s all groups and share a discussion of their

personal objectives.



- 4. On Foette(Tinie: 30 minutes)

This exercise has proven to be the most useful. and appealing ofie in

this session. In it, each ember is given a turn to sit in the "focus" spot.

All Dther members then select for the focus person a top job they could

imagine that person achievingsothetine in the future, and one job they

believe would not meet tie personal needs of the focus person. Discussion

of those selected jobs is delayed until the round is completed for each

person. The purposes-of this activity are twofold: to expand one's

awareness of personal careers and activities which might satisfy needs, and 1'

to give and receive feedback:

Following completion of this exercise,, the leaders should summari*e

the learnings, and, after soliciting both brief verbal and written evaluation,.

of the individual sessions and the program as a whole, adjourn the group.
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Summary'

This chapter has foci4ed on another category of structured groups

called "life theme groups," whil deal with intrapersonal issues vital

to living a satisfying life and setting and achieving meaningful goals.

Six programs were described, chosen because of their completeness,

variety of fo6us, and developmental,aspect,

O
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The major, objective of life transition groups is to help
persons cope with significant and/or traumatic major changes
,in their lives that occur suddenly, without planning, or
that are undertaken consciously and planfully. The format
of these types of groups varies widely from a highly struc-
tured series :If exercises to practically open,ended discussion
sessions. This chapter describes three life transition groups
that help people through the upheaval of major life changes.
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Chapter V

Life Transition Groups

This third category of structured developmental groups.has as its

central objective the learning of behaviors that will be effective in coping

with major changes M life. These changes include those sudden, unanti-

cipated occurrences which seem "happen to us" as well as those changes

that are more self-intentioned and volltiona\l, More specifically, transition

groups are structured to help people cope with changes like the loss of a

mate or significant other through dealth, divorce or separation; or other

major transitions like relocation, physical impairment or loss of employ-

rnent.

Studies over the 'past ten years of stress- generating life events

(Holmes and Rahe, 1967; Masuda and Holmes, 1967; Rahe, et al, 1970;

Paykel, et al, 1969, 1971; Aakster, 1974) have chronicled the nature and

consequences of individuals' ill-preparedness to handle them.

studies point up 'the importance of providing resources to help people deal

with critical periods of change, particularly in light of the absence of any

rituals or systematic means for completing those transitions with a mini-
.

mum"of disability. The majority of major life changes -

'American society -- appear to be unanticipated, despite their predict-

ability. Too often, ,lack of preparation, or a,vordanceof telling signs of

impending change, rendsr people incapable of making the necessary

adaptations jA. coping successfully with the consequences of the upheaval..
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Focus of Life Transition Groups

The aforementioned studies detail a list of events that are most stress-

producing. As noted in the first chapter, these appear to be largely of

three types: change due to death , change in a significant personal/social

)1ationship, and changes-which have gravely unfavorable economic con-

sequences.

As noted earlier, the structure of transition groups varies widely,

and thus there are fewer core components or format similarities. Also,

fewer examples of this type of structured group have been developed to

date than of either,. life skills or 1 i fe theme groups . Li fe trent i t ion groups

offer vehicles for achieving personal adjustment that range from a some-

what regimented series of exercises to little more structure than one

typically finds in an open-ended personal growth group.. In the latter case,

the only structure may be possession of a common, identifiable, openly

shared transition-goal statement and adoption of some time-limiting

parameters for the duration of the group.

Life transition groups have been devised for a number of major

life changes. Representative titles among them include, "Resolving

'Personal Loss, " "Leaving the Nest, " "Transition Group for Separated

and Divoiced Persons," "Coping with Change, " "Women Alone," and

"Search for Fulfillment." Practically all 'share the emphasis in assisting

persons in interpersonal relationship transitions. As with all developmental -_

structured groups, The dual intent is to help individuals meet their imniediate

need for problem resolution and at the same tint:, learn a coping style that

will serve them in future similar situations.
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Description of Life Transition Groups

The next part of this chapter presents several representative

life transition groups chosen for their completeness and diversity of

focus. Life theme groups, too, are presented in narrative style rather

than in outline format, as their structure is less. formal than that of the

life skills groups described in Chapter III.

Transition Group for Separated and Djvorced Persons

The following program is designed to help individuals cope with

the adjustment demands of post-partnership following separatibn or divorce.

Its developers are James D. Morris of the University of Idaho Counseling

Center in Moscow, Idaho and Mary R. Prescott, currently of the Depart-

ment of Counseling and Educational Psychology at New Mexico State

University in Las Cruces. Their explanation of this life transition group

'follows.

This group experience was designed to deaf with the changes

involved in an individual's returning to single liie while still making ad-

justments to the dissolution of the former partnership. It provides a

supportive vehicle for sharing'strengths and eXPloring concerns by

separated and divorced persons.

Group Format

Experience with this program over the past three years has shown

it to be most desirable to have a male-female facilitator team; Such an

arrangement enables the often stereotyped tbinlag,which-some-ex-partners-

generalize to all members of the opposit6 sex to be confronted andwokked

through more satisfactorily. An approximately equal sex distribution
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among participants is also desirable, with a total membership of 7 to 12.

The current model involves nine weekly sessions of two hours each.

All would -be group members are screened in an interview with one

of the co-leaders. Exclusion from the group is usually based on gravity

of therapeutic need, with persons exhibiting extreme. neuroticism or

pathology being referred for individual assistance. During the screening

interview several ground rules are also discussed. These typically

include brief explanations of the group process and specific prohibitiona

against dating other members during the life of the group.

The program is advertised using the campus media and posters or

flyers. These notices focus on the concerns of separated or divorced

persons and the importance of supportive sharing and therapeutic problem-

solving.

Unlike many programs of a similar nature, this kind of transition

group uses no specific exercises or games, or a pre-planned format.

The sessions are unstructured, and, as most members come to the group .

eager to discuss their concerns, no contrivance is needed to initiate

discussion. The first session is used; for repeating ground rules, setting a

tone for participation,- and sharing expectations for outcomes.

While there is no organized sequence of learning experiences, the

authors have noted a pattern of three somewhat distinct states through

which the group moves. This flow is perhaps best characterized by a change

in the participants' time perspective. Initially, the focus is on the as

relationship, its attendant characteristics, and the resultant feelings of
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loneliness, guilt, anger, bitterness, resentment, or relief. The first

phase could be labeled the "mourning" period, and a thorough exploration

of such feelings by each individual consumes the largest portion of the

experience,. coming to closure usually in five or six sessions. Gains

from this phase include realization that others share similar experiences

and reactions,.andawareness of the various ways of coping used by _ _

different members. A major related outcome of this period is for people

to understand the ups and downs experienced in the relationship, and to

appreciate the demise of the relationship and their role in,it. Honest

feedback and group cohesion come to characterize these groups early

in their existence, and provide the climate for participants to examine

openly the components that led to the deterioration of the partnership.

A second stage seems to occur between sessions six and eight

wherein the concern shifts to the present and "here-and now" matters.

During this time, participants usually begin to understand more fully

their "unattached" roles and the needs they have as single persons. Part

of the group's function at this time is to support each individual's attempts

to restructure his/her life style and intrapersonal framework. A major

part of that function is accomplished through clarification of values and

goals.

A third and final phase occurs when participants begin to shift to
. .

a future perspective. In this period group, members -earnest ly -move: into

,personal goal-setting in light of their reassessed images of self. Greater

insight and self-confidence are notable in ithis latter stage ofvoup life,

as the group solidifies in its support of each member's - plans and life
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style preferences. At this point, participants are usually ready to move

ahead-on their own, and the group terminates. Sometimes persons sign

up for a second group, but not frequently.

The Personal Orientation Inventory, administered immediately

before and after the group experience, has been used as a measure of

change. Results have shown significant change in desirable directions.

The consumers of this particular program appear to be atypical of

the usual campus counseling agency clientele. The average age is around

thirty, and roughly equivalent numbers of males and females enroll. To

date, divorced individuals are in the majority, although a substantial

number of persons who have broken off a cohabitation relationship apply,

as do students who are separated from their marriage partners.

Resolving Personal Loss

Another life transition group has been designed to facilitate adjust-

ment to the loss of a significant relationship due to death. This particular

program was devised by Gene Knott of the Cotrmseling Center at the

University of Rhode Island.

Group Forma

The general objectives of this group are to assist bereaved indivi-

duals with recognition of their loss, to further necessary grief work in a

supportive climate, and to create a socially acceptable mourning rite by

helping individuals to discuss openly the death of a loved one. The

desired ultimate outcome is to aid bereaved persons to cathart emotionally

about their loss and its consequences, and to begin the process of resuming
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their normal lives with the mutual support of similarly fated "victims."

The group is usdally restricted.to 6-8 individuals, and a -

screening interview is held with each prospective member. Criteria for

inclusion_ in the group are a combination of recency of death-loss and

relationship of the decedent.' In most cases, family members of the

deceased and other close loved ones seem to be ready for such a group

expelience following the passage of three to four weeks after death.

Persons with less intimate ties are able to benefit from the group experi-

ence sooner afte4.the death. In any event, it is suggested that persons

of greatly varying intensity of loss not be placed in the same group. The

ability to acknowledge one's grief actively and publicly, called mourning,

is essential to the grief resolution process, and nay not be immediately

possible for persons suffering a deeply significant loss. The present 4

pattern calls for five weekly sessions of two hourp each,. with each

session devoted to a specific topic. Each of the topics is germane to the

needs commonly demonstrated by bereaved persons, including those

situations where a "retarded" grief ,reaction is involved. To date, a

majority of participants have come to the group after passage of a

substantial period of time since the death loss, usually six months or more.

SESSION I

Opening activities involve introducing members by name to each

other, and having them share, first in dyads, then with the total group,

their responses to "Why tm=here, " "What I hope to gain." and "Who

has died." This part of the session hits several related .purposes: to
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enable members to begin "accommodating" themselves to each other (a

sort of warmup);.to help members begin to see themselves as "acceptable"

persons and members of a group.consisting of fOlks with similar -needs

and similar experiences; and, to begin to establish an atmosphere that is

essentially nonthreatening.

Although the secdnd part of this first session can precede the

first, recent experience would indicatelhat it is more satisfying when

the leader's presentation is held till after the ice has been broken.

In the latter half of Session I, the group leader explains (from

his/her perspective) the goals of the group, and provides an overview of

the five sessions. S/he states the expectations s/he has for both leaders

and members, and offers some commentary covering the types of

changes members might expect for themselves. The members are

ouraged to share theirleeling as candidly as comfort allows and- to

discuss the impact of their death-loss. Unlike many -other group

experiences, they are, also encouraged to talk about their feelings between

sessions with non-members, particularly others who know the dead person.

Such objectives as "grief shared is grief diminished," and giving "per-

mission" to detach oneself from all but the memory of the dead are

facilitated in this manner. In the first meeting then, these issues are

openly discussed.

SESSION II-

The leader begins this session by speaking. of some of the
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most typical reactions of persons bereaved by the death of someone

cherished. ThiS can be effectively accomplished by asking each member

to react briefly to such experiences as feelings of loneliness, reactions

of anger and guilt, the conseq.7.ences of stigma (social treatment of

bereaved by uneasy sympathizers) and deprivation, and, finally, the

notion of transition itself, including the goals of detachment and reinte-

gration -- prime goals for each individual within the group. Other .

typical topics for discussion may include both somatic reactions and

economic situations consequent to the loss.

Through this activity group members are given the opportunity

to identify their primary grief reactions and to begin to "own" them.

Thus, the objectives are several: for members immediately to see

the "legitimacy" and commonality of having such emotional responses

to their death loss; to provide the leader (and group) with a picture of

the range and intensity of these issues for this particular group (they

usually vary somewhat; and to gain information so that this and the

next two sessions can be organized about the more,dernanding concerns

of the members.

This is a good point at which to give members some "bomework,"

beginning with an exchange of phone numbers among those who desire.

The purpose is to enable them to "check" with each other between sessions.

N All too often the recently bereaved undergo "leper-like" social treatment

ople normally close to them, and the concern demonatrated by one

erely attending to another with as little as a periodlo phone



call can be a powerful element in helping to resolve grief. This is

especially useful when death is relatively recent,. and even more so if

the death resulted is someone's being widowed.

SESSION III

This meeting is begun with a general inquiry about the "home-

work, " members" contacts since the last session, and any notable

occurrences a group member may wish to share. Following that, the

leader focuses attention on a topic uncovered in the previous session's

debriefing. It seems that "anger" and "guilt" feelings are most often

the dominant concerns at this juncture of the group's life. In talking

openly about such conflicting and (to them) supposedly inimical feelings,

members ventilate their feelings and hopefully gain some perspective

on understanding them.

The last portion of this third meeting its devoted to a lecturette -

by the leader on "normal grief reactions, " and on time as a key

variable in the mourning process. Material for this can be drawn

from the work of Lindemann (1944), Bowlby.(1961), and Parkes (1972).

Often, issues such as the quandary of keeping up with the daily demands

of living in the face of immobilizing depression, the ambiguity of the

future, and strained or absent social activity, are teased out and dis-
c!,

cussed at some length in this session. All of this discussion obviously

is intended to help bereaved members pursue their grief work.-
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SESSION IV

During this session, the focus is on "stigma" and the social distance

and relative isolation that the death of a person confers on anguished

survivors. Also, the effects of "depr i vat i on" -- both social and econ-

omic -- usually come to the fore. Personal fears of vulnerability and

mortality, especially such fears as "cancer contagion" or hereditary

defects, should also be dealt with openly in this meeting if they have

not surfaced before. These are common, yet will vary from group to

group.

In this session, and to a lesser extent in the previous one, the

leader may find it useful to employ some "rational contradiction."

Disputation of seemingly irrational fears, while not always consoling,

will usually make an impact on a bereaved person over time.

This is also the session in which the group begins to "bridge

the gap" from being centered on the past (ded.d)10 focusing on the

pieablititheliving-self-and_others), and u 1 t Nate'? to planning for the

future. One way to facilitate this transition is to use a device like the

Gestalt "empty chair" technique for "saying goodbye" to the dead

person(s). This has the purpose of helptag members to confirm (aloud)

the death/absence and thereby gain some semblance of psychological

"closure" on that episode.

A typical homework assignment for the final session requires
a

members to return the following Neel: with, :some well-considered

strategies for dealing with their day-to-day needs and wants in light of
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the major changes incurred by the death loss. It has proven helpful to

encourage members to write down these strategies and share their

notes at the next meeting

SESSION V

To begin this final meeting, members form themselves into groups

of two to, four persons each, the exact composition to be of their own
2

making. Within these small groups, each individual shares his/her

plans, with the other member(s) offering suppor4tiye critique, suggestions,

and encouragement. About two - thirds of the way through the session, the

leader reconvenes the total group and solicits voluntary reactions to the

discussions held in the subgroups. After briefly processing those, th

leader then recapitulates the progress .of the group, eliciting members'

comments along the way. S/he then urges individuals to recognize and

affirm their change/progress to date and their new ability to adjust to

life in the face of death, and to note other gains made in the course of the

five weeks, including new friends and resources.

Finally, the predictable matter of separation anxiety needs to be

dealt with. It has been found useful to respond to this need by asking

each member to speak briefly about what the group has meant to her/him,

citing specific personal highlights. This activity concludes the group

experience. The obiectives of this session are to make the transition

from group to self as "major resource" in the grieving process, and to

enable participants to affirm their directions and goals for 'satisfactory

giurvival." (216
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With a target behavior like the process of grieving, there are

several option/3'0f which the leader:should be sensitive throughout. The

five session; format just outlined, for example, is most useful with

persons who are dealing with the death of a family member. However,

the.general format and many of the specific activities can be used with

other types, of death-loss:. Wail such incident o as campus suicide or

homicide, for example, a modification of this format has been used

successfully: In such cases, the students living in close proximity to

the 'dead victim become,the target gronp. Adaptations suitable for their
4

needs include initiation of the group very soon after the incident, and

special emphasis on feelinks of i,ilt and personal vulnerability

typically of paramount concern t such situaticins. Feedback from

group members -- both during theifinal meeting and at* =solicited times

in later weeks and months indidates that this structured group

experience provides helpful. resolution of a number of feelings for the

bereaved.

Women Alone

Transition groups frequently focus on very speciftC,targetpopu-

lations with equally precise characteristics. Such a progra m. is the

structured group entitled "Women Aloii.e," which was devised by Susan

Hofniatm and Floyd C. Kennedy of the Counseling and Career Develop--

ment Center at Metropolitan State College in Denver; Colorado.

Participation in this group is limited to women who previously have
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shared life with a man (married or unmarried) but no 16-nger are in such

a relationship, and to single women who have children and may or may

, -

not have had such a sharing relationship. Their depiction of the

elements and flow of this program follows.

Group Format

The group is led by &male and female team of facilitators, and

group size numbers from eight to ten.

We meet for nine weekly "sessions of two hours each; and a

small, comfortable room provides an ideal setting. The following set

of objectives is shared individually with group members prior to the

initial meeting.

1. To provide an understanding and supportive group

climate within which each participant may reassess her

total life situation (i.e.,, present Circumstances, goals,

values, feelings about self, feelings about others, etc.).

2. To provide realistic consultation from both the Professional

and the lay point of view.

To share with others in like circumstances one's own

experience and to learn from the experience of others.

4. To provide emotional and intellectual support (i. e.

acceptance and reassurance) during this difficult period

of her life.

5. To assist mothers without mates to handle the difficult-

task of rearing children alone.
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4,6. To help the "woman alone" to come to grips with

the reality that she is alone and may be alone for

a significant period of her life.

Within this emotionally secure environment, to help

each pafdcipant to bring about changes in her life

style that potentially will lead to a more satisfying

life.

Also, prospective grouP members are told that we expect, o

aehieve.these objectives by: (1) intensive discussion at group meetings

of the topics given later (plus other topicis suggested by group mem-

bers), (2) role playing and group exercises, and (3) well thought out

changes that each participant will be expected to begin to make in her

real life situati

SESSION I

In the first meeting, we begin with an open-,ended 'discussion

,n which group =fibers (and leaders)"share Virhy h(y have sought-this
.

gr6up experience; and what they personally hope to accompli This

is followed by a discussion pratnme gefie;4al group guidelines,Ae leaders,

providing a :stimulus for this by bang out a brief, retie page statement

which outlines some common nouns for a counseling group.
t ,

Once these preliminaries are dealt with, the group starts the

first exercise. The objectives of this activity arzto enable Ai:ouk mem-

bers to get to know each othei, and t give them a chance to talk brry
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about themselves without interruption. The procedure involves three

steps:

(1) Each grot. member is asked to talk.about herself for

five minutes, with an emphasis on "Who I am" and "How

see myself now."

(2) After each group member speaks, other group members

are asked to react to what has been said.

( ) Discussion of similarities/differences in concerns is

encouraged among.the total group.

Finally, the leaders assign homework, asking each participant

to give some lengthy thought to how she wants to use the group

experience over the next eight weeks, and to report back on this.

Also, members are instructed to peruse the following list of possible

,discussion topics and to identify their concerns. of personal value and

priority from among them for sharing in the next meeting.

4.

DISCUSSION TOPICS

. Feelings about one's self. Self ;concept. Do you like you?
Do you dislike you? What is good, bad, right, wrong with you?
Are these your views? Or someone else's views? What
changes would you like to make?

So you are now alone -- with or without your children. What
does this mean to you? 'What are yoir feelings about being
alone? Are these feelings and thoughts helpful or hurtful?
Should they be changed? Is it acceptable to be selfish?

'What do you have going for you What abilities, talents, skills do
you have? What have been your achievements and successes?

In what roles do you see yourself?



4. Are you more dependent than independent? Are you in control
of your life? If not, what must you do to gain control.? Coping
(just making do) vs: self-determination and growth 7 Decision-
making ?

Do you work to help support yourself? If not, why not? Are these
reasons realistic? Or, are they a "cop-out?" Could you.get. a
job if you tried?

What short and long term goals do you have for yourself? If you
hava no well defined goals, why not? If you do have well defined
goals, what are you doing about them?

Making changes in one's life-style is risky, but change in your
life probably is mandatory. What changes must you make?
How much risk can you tolerate? Work, living arrangements, etc.

8. How do you deal with feelings of loneliness, depression, guilt,
rejection, anger, etc. ?

9. Friends, ex-friends, new friends. Love; sex, and the woman
alokte. Relations with the ex-. Loving and being lcived.

10. You-and your children -- expectations,. satisfactions, frustra-
tions, etc.

11. Marriage -- remarriage. "I.must have a' man": fact or fiction?

12. Dealing with the new you and your new.life.

SESSION II

This session begins with sharing of responses to the hoinework

assignMents. Based on these reported concerns, the leaders make a

list of tentative discussion topics for the next six meetings prior to the

third session.

The remainder of this meeting is devoted to having the group

members react to the following questions and discuss their responses.

The.particultii objective of each of these questions is listed Parentketically

after each one.
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(1) Do you like yourself? (Used to encourage exploration

of self-concept.)

(2) How do you see yourself? What words do you use to

describe yourself? (To enable members to recognize

how they get to feeling the way they do.)

(3) How do you think others see you? What differences do you

see between questions 2 and 3? Why? (To recognize the

differences between internaland external messages relating

to self.)

(4) How do you see other members of this group? (To prac-

tice giving and receivinifeedbaCk.)

SESSIONS in-VIII

For the bulk of the group's remaining meetings the following

format is employed. Each meeting begins first with a brief report by.
. . . .

.-es.01,1 group .member of hercUrrent feelings,. and the relevant-issues.,
tW,,t are most pressing for her, followed by group discussion of a new.

area of concern.

The set-of members' topical. concerns provides the focal point

for discussion in the next six meetings. Although these concerns will

obviously vary from obc4roup to another, thegeneral flow of topicsis_

\typically:. as follows.
_

(1) ldembers' self-image, its components and sources.

(2) Various aspects of living alone, use of time, relative'

dependence, loneliness -etc.
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(3) Dealing with "bad" feelings, such as depression, anxiety,

guilt, worthlessness, stressful, situations.

- (4) Relationships, dating, sex,' remarriage.

(5)

(6)

Child-rearing as a woman alone.

Change and decision-making in our. lives.

Throughout these sessions, the group monitors its own process

with guidance from the leaders. This guiddnce includes feedback about

individual members and their interactions, as well as an assessment of

how the program is proceeding. Also, a map* part of the group's

activities during these six sessions consists of assignment of several

appropriate behavioral tasks. Examples of these assignments include

ubehaviora rehearsal" tasks such as initiating conversations with new

and different people, inviting someone to dinner, practicing more satisfying

ways of relating to children -- particularly regarding dating and other

0

adult relationships -- and goal-setting with regard to, resolution of

practical economic matters like finances and time mar age

SESSION IX

In this final meeting, which serves as a wrap -up session, two

main topics are addressed. First, the group takes a look at what steps

each of the members can/should take from this point. Following that, a

brief period is given over to evaluating the program via group-discussion

and completion of a short Series of evaluatiOn quesfions. These

questions Involve subjective responses from the'members relative to the



group experience as a whole, to the leaders, and to suggested revision's

in format based on perceived gains for themselves.



Summary

Three life transition groups have been described in this chapter,

developed to help persons deal with the upheaval resulting from major

changes within their lives.



This chapter summarizes the material presented previously,
restates the goals and purposes of the three kinds of struc-
tured groups, and outlines the advantages of the structured
group approach. It concludes with a look to the future for
the structured group movement.



Summary and Future Directions

Summary

In this monograph, we have attempted to present an in-depth

look at what has come pp be a significant, widespread mental health

intervention -- structured groups for facilitating development. These

programs are essentially short-term, organized methods for aiding

development in two main ways: first, they provide a means for remedying

a particular skill deficiency or repairing a psychologically disabling

experience; second, they enable helping agents to intervene preventively.

in the latter case, the developmental needs that commonly emerge through-

out the life span can be anticipated and dealt with In other words, one

need not depend on the elaboration of symptoms to address a client's

needs. As Caplan and Grun.ebaum (1967) noted, this type of primary.

prevention has the potential for substantially counteracting the harmful

influences that, over the long haul, produce emotional dysfimetion in the

population-at-risk.

These group approaches have several additional advantages.

Primary among them Is the two-pronged nature of the help offered Whereby

an individual can find the solution to a particular problem and, simultan-

eously, develop the skill or ability to resolve similar future quandaries.
.

The general format of the groups optimizes time by limiting the number of

sessions and by providing a learning forum for several persons at the same

time. Structured groups employ a variety of methodologies and reflect well
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two currently valued dimensions of counseling services -- proactivity

and accountability. In many ways, the structured developmental group

movement incorporates several of the plus factors and few of the weak=

nesses of the various movements wh i ch forged its genesis.

A conceptual schema has been employed to categorize generally

the varying character of, the different groups. In this schema three main

categories of groups are differentiated: (1) life skills groups, which help

members to acquire the skills necessary to cope effectively with daily

interpersonal transactions; (2) life theme groups, which assist persons to

resolve critical intrapersonal issues; and (3). life transition groups, which
. _

help individuals to adjust to majok life.changes. Ideally, successful

learnings in both life skills and life theme areas equip individuals to

handle necessary life transitions successfully. All three types of groups

are goal-directed and time-limited. The establishment of specific goals

within a pre-determined t i me frame helps to make these types.of inter-

ventions highly accountable strategies which become a viable alternative

to so-called "talking" therapies.

The elements of structured developmental groups have been out-

lined, including consideration of pre-group variables, format, and

evaluation. Within each type of structured group, a range of approaches

has also been identified, with illustrations of Several exemplary programs

in each category. Within the life skills groups were included Anxiety

Management Training, Assertive Behavior Traihing, Communication Skills

Workshop, Couples Enrichment Group, Decision-Making Group, Life/Work



Planning, Interpersonal Skills, Parenting Skills Group, and Profile_Group

for Weight Control. Representative life theme groups included Clarifying

Personal Values, Human Sexuality, Loneliness and Self-Betrayal Workshop,

Raising Male Consciousness, Self-Esteem Workshop, and a program entitled

Woman Aware. Lastly, examples of life transition groups were the

TranVion Group for Separated/Divorced Persons, Resoliiing Personal

Loss Workshop, and the. Woman Alone Program., A variety of structured

developmental groups is continually under development, and the above can

thus be considered a representative rather than an exhaustiva list. It is

hoped, in addition, that from reading this monograph, practitioners will

be able to develop and expand from the descriptions presented and design

their own locally relevant structured groups.

Future Directions

Anticipating directions which the burgeoning structured group

movement will take in the future is perhaps best done by extrapolating

from the present. Many of these types of programs are already incor-

porated into the formal school curriculum at various levels. Some have

been expanded into full term courses and are being offered for credit in

colleges and universities. Still other examples can be found in middle

and secondary schools where they frequently appear as mini-courses.

Then, too, entire programs have evolved in recent years which integrate

deliberate psychological or affective education approaches throughout the

curriculum. In addition, groups of the type described herein are becoming



more common offerings in community agencies. A^ the value of this

alternate mode of helping is realized by more mental health personnel, it

seems reasonable to expeCt that structured developmental groups will

become a widely employed therapeutic strategy throughout the helping pro-

fessions. Current professional. involvement in this area reflects the high

level of consumer response to programs of this type,, and each has, in

its turn, become the impetus for expansion of the other.

However, as with many of the helping interventions, evaluation

and empirical research lag behind the practice. A notable exception

to thissituation is found with life skills groups, wherein a reasonable

amount of research data has been amassed In rent years. Needless to

say, evaluation of all of these programs needs more consistent and

sophisticated attention.

A survey of the entire movement at this time reveals a goal

emerging relative to future application of structured developmental groups.

We are already enmeshed in "playing catch-up." Because of heightening

client interest,, we can readily anticipate increased demand for programs
1

like these at'all levels of adolescent education, reaching over into

adulthood. Our objective then in to seek-implementation of these kinds

of groups at earlier points in human development than is pr,esently the

cap ti.

It has been stated that consumer response to these forms of inter-

vention has already begun to foster momentum for growth of this movement.

Although no Single intervention Mode will ever universally suffice, structured
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groups for facilitating development are increasingly becoming major

tools in the mental health professional's repertoirl of therapeutic and

educational approaches to deVelopmental change.

Summary

Structured groups for facilitating' development are only one,

means of dealing with common problems but they have developed over

the past years into a significant intervention technique. As more

professionals are made aware of the value of this method of helping,

it seems reasonable to expect that siructured developmental groUps

will become a widely employed therapeutic strategy throughout the

helping professions.



APPENDIX

The following is a list of program contributors-, and their complete mailing

addresses.

Life Skills

Anxiety Management Training

Barry McCarthy

Counseling and Testing Center

The American University

Massachusetts and Nebraska Avenues

Washington, D.C.

Assertion SHIM

Dolph Piintz

Counseling Center

University of Rhode Island

Kingston,. Rhode Island 02881

Communication Skills Workshop

University Counseling Center

Colorado State University

Fort Collins, Colorado

Couples Enrichment

Dick Blouch

Counseling Center

Millersville State College

-Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Decision-Making.Group

Si Clifton and Bob Nejedlo

Counseling Center

Northern Illinois University

DeKalb, Illinois 60M

PATH

Howard Figier

Counseling Center

Dickinson College

Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013'

0
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Friendship Initiating and Development Group

Michale C. Menefee

Counseling and Psychological Services

The University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas 78712

Parenting Skills Group

Lester Pearlstein
Counseling Center
Univeriity of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia

Profile Group for Wei'ht Control

Robert B. Mandell

Coordinator, of Health and Counseling

The University of Texas at Dallas

Dallas, Texas

Life Themes

Clarifying Personal Values_
,

Judy A. Marsh
zu Partridge St.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

Human Sexuality

William :H. Jones

-Office of Counseling Services

Gettsyburg College

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325

Loneliness and Self-Betrayal

'Victor Atyas

Counseling,Center

University of. Rhode _Wand

Kingston,Rhode Island 02881

Center
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Raising the Male Consciousness

Richard C. Nelson

Allen E. Segrist

Counseling and Personnel Services

Department of Education

Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Self-Esteem

Stanley Pavey
1551. North Murray Dr.
Los Angeles CA 90026

Women Aware

Lu Ann Keating

Counseling and Student Development Center

Northern Illinois University

DeKaib, Illinois 60115

Life Transitions

Transition Group for Separated/Divorced Persons

James D. Morris

Student Counseling Center

University ofqildaho

Moscow, Idaho 83843

Resolving Personal Loss

Mary R. Prescott

Department ofoCounseling and Educational

Psychology

New Mexico State University

Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

J. Eugene Knott

Counseling Center

University of Rhode Island

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

Women Alone.

Susan Hofmann,

Floyd C. Kennedy

Counseling and Career Development,Center-Box 5

Metropolitan State College

250 W. 14th Avenue

Denver, Colorado 80204 -234
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Chapter V

Life Transition Groups

This third category of structured developmental groups has as its

central objective the learning of behaviors that will be effective in coping

with major changes in life. These changes include those sudden, unanti-

)-cipated occurrences which seem /"Itappen to us" as well as those changes

that are more self-intentioned ancimore specifically, transition

groups are structured to help people cope with changes like the loss of a

mate or significant other through dealth, divorce or separation; or other

major transitions like relocation, physical impairment, or loss of employ-

inent.

Studies over the 'past ten years of stress-generating life events

(Holmes and Rahe, 1967; Masuda and Holmes, 1967; Rahe, et al, 1970;

Paykel, et al, 1969, 1971; Aakster, 1974) have chronicled the nature and

consequences of individuals' ill-preparedness to handle them. These

studies point up the importance of providing, resources to help people deal

with critical periods of change, particularly in light of the absence of any

rituals or systematic means for completing those transitions with a mini-

mum of disability. The majority of major life changes -- at least in

'American society -- appear to be unanticipated, despite their predict-

ability. Too often, lack of preparation, or avoi-danceof telling signs of

impending dange, render people incapable of making the necessary

.adaptations or coping successfully with the consequences of the upheaval.
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Focus of Life Transition Groups

The aforementioned studies detail a list of events that are most stress-

producing. As noted in the first chapter, these appear to be largely of

three types: change due to death , change in a significant personal/social

r Aationship, and changes which have gravely unfavorable economic con-

sequences.

As noted earlier, the structure of transition groups varies widely,

and thus there are fewer core components or format similarities. Also,

fewer examples of this type of structured group have been developed to

date than of either life skills or 1 i fe theme Groups . Life t relit i t i on groups

offer vehicles for achieving personal adjustment that range from a some-

what regimented series of exercises to little more structure than one

typically finds in an open-ended personal growth group. In the latter case,

the only structure may be possession of a common, identifiable, openly

shared transition-goal statement and adoption of some time-limiting

parameters for the duration of the group.

Life transition groups have been devised for a number of major'

life changes. Representative titles among them include, "Resolving

'Personal Loss, " "Leaving the Nest, " "Transition Group for Separated

U

and Divoiced Persons," "Coping with Change, " "Women Alone," and

"Search for Fulfillment." Practically all 'share the emphasis sm assisting

persons in interpersonal relationship transitions. As with all developmental

structured groups, the dual intent is to help individuals meet their imniediate

need for problem resolution and at the same time learn a coping style that

will serve them in future similar situations.
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Description of Life Transition Groups

The next part of this chapter presents several representative

life transition groups chosen for their completeness and diversity of

focus. Life theme groups, too, are presented in narrative style rather

than in outline format, as their structure is less formal than that of the

life skills groups described in Chapter III.

Transition Group for Separated and Divorced Persons

The following program is designed to help individuals cope with

the adjustment demands of post-partnership following separation or divorce.

Its developers are James D. Morris of the University of Idaho Counseling

Center in Moscow, Idaho, and Mary R. Prescott, currently of the Depart-

ment of Counseling and Educational Psychology at New Mexico State

University in Las Cruces. Their explanation of this life transition group

follows.

This group experience was designed to deal with the changes

involved in an individual's returning to single liie while still making ad-

justments to the dissolution of the former partnership. It provides a

supportive vehicle for sharing. strengths and exploring concerns by

separated and divorced persons.

Group Format

Experience with this program over the past three years has shown

it to be most desirable to have a male-female facilitator team. Such an

arrangement enables the often stereotyiddd thinking, which some ex-partners

generalize to all members of the opposith sex to be confronted and: worked

through more sa.tisfactori,ly. An approximately equal sex disiribution
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among participants is also desirable, with a total membership of 7 to 12.

The current model involves nine weekly sessions of two hours each.

All would-be group members are screened in an interview with one

of the co-leaders. Exclusion from the group is usually based on gravity

of therapeutic need, with persons exhibiting extreme neuroticism or

pathology being referred for individual assistance. During the screening

interview several ground rules are also discussed. These typically

include brief explanations of the group process and specific prohibitions

against dating other members during the life of the group.

The program is advertised using the campus media and posters or

flyers. These notices focus on the concerns of separated or divorced

persons and the importance of supportive sharing and therapeutic problem-

solving.

Unlike many programs of a similar nature, this kind of transition

group uses no specific exercises or games, or a pre--planned format.

The sessions are unstructured, and, as most members come to the group

eager to discuss their concerns, no contrivance is needed to initiate

discussion. The first session is used, for repeating ground rules, setting a

tone for participation," and sharing expectations for outcomes.

While there is no organized sequence of learning experiences, the

authors have noted a pattern of three somewhat distinct states through

which the group moves. This flow is perhaps best characterized by a change

in the participants' time perspective. Initially, the focus is on the past

relationship, its attendant characteristics and the resultant feelings of
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loneliness, guilt, anger, bitterness, resentment, or relief. The first

phase could be labeled the "mourning" period, and a thorough exploration

of such feelings by each individual consumes the largest portion of the

experience,. coming to closure usually in five or sex sessions. Gains

from this phase include realization that others share similar experiences

and reactions, and awareness of the various ways of coping used by

different members. A major related outcome of this period is for people

to understand the ups and downs experienced in the relationship, and to

appreciate the demise of the relationship and their role in it. Honest

feedback and group cohesion come to characterize these groups early

in their existence, and provide the climate for participants to examine

openly the components that led to the deterioration of the partnership.

A second stage seems to occur between sessions six and eight

wherein the concern shifts to the present and "here and now" matters.

During this time, participants usually begin to understand more fully

their "unattached" roles and the needs they have as single persons. Part

of the group's function at this time is to support each individual's attempts

to restructure his/her life style and intrapersonal framework. A major

part of that function is accomplished through clarification of values and

goals.

A third and final phase occurs when participants begin to shift to

a future perspective. In this period group members ea rnes t 1 y -move: into

.personal goal-setting in light of their reassessed images of self. Greater

insight and self-confidence are notable in this latter stage of_group life,

as the group solidifies in its support of each member's-plans and life
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style preferences. At this point, participants are usually ready to move

ahead on their own, and the group terminates. Sometimes persons sign

up for a second group, but not frequently.

The Personal Orientation Inventory, administered immediately

before and after the group experience, has been used as a measure of

change. Results have shown significa t change in desirable directio31; S.

The consumers of this particular program appear to be atypical of

the usual campus counseling agency clientele. The average age is around

thirty, and roughly equivalent numbers of males and females enroll. To

date, divorced individuals are in the majority, although a substantial

number of persons who have broken off a cohabitation relationship apply,

as do students who are separated from their marriage pa t ars.

Resolving Personal Loss

Another life transition group has been designed to facilitate adjust-

ment to the loss of a significant relationship due to death. This particular

program was devised by Gene Knott of the Counseling Center at the

University of Rhode Island.

grotakloxitut

The general objectives of this group are to assist bereaved inclivi-

duals with recognition of their loss, to further necessary grief work in a

supportive climate, and to create a socially acceptable mourning rite by

helping individuals to discuss openly the death of a loved one. The

desired ultimate outcome is to aid bereaved persons to cathart emotionally

about their loss and its consequences, and to begin the process of resuming
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their normal lives with the mutual support of similarly fated ',victims."

The group is usually restricted to 6-8 individuals, and a

screening interview is held with each prospective member. Criteria for

inclusion in the group are a combination of recency of death-loss and

relationship of the decedent.' In most cases, family members of the

deceased and other close loved ones seem to be ready for such a group

experience following the passage of three to four weeks after death.

Persons with less intimate ties are able to benefit from the group experi-

ence sooner after,, the death. In any event, it is suggested that persons

of greatly varying intensity of loss not be placed in the same group. The

ability to acknowledge one's grief actively and publicly, called mourning,

is essential to the grief resolution process, and nay not be immediately

possible for persons suffering a deeply significant loss. The present

pattern calls for five weekly sessions of two hours each, with each

session devoted to a specific topic. Each of the topics is germane to the

needs commonly demonstrated by bereaved persons, including those

situations where a "retarded" grief ,reaction is involved. To date, a

majority of participants have come to the group after passage of a

substantial period of time since the death loss, usually six months or more.

SESSION I

Opening activities involve introducing members by name to each
I -

other, and having them share, first in dyads, then with the total group,

their responses to "Why rut here, " "What i hope to gain." and "Who

has died." This part of the,session has several related purposes: to
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enable members to begin "accommodating" themselves to each other (a

sort of warmup); to help members begin to see themselves as "acceptable"

persons and members of a group consisting of folks with similar needs

and similar experiences; and, to begin to establish an atmosphere that is

essentially nonthreatening.

Although the secdnd part of this first session can precede the

first, recent experience would indicate that it is more satisfying when

the leader's presentation is held till after the ice has been broken.

In the latter half of Session I, the group leader explains (from

his/her perspective) the goals of the group, and provides an overview of

the five sessions. S/he states the expectations s/he has for both leaders

and members, and offers some commentary covering the types of

changes members might expect for themselves. The members are

en4ouraged to share their-feelings as candidly as comfort allows and to

discuss the impact of their death-loss. Unlike many other group

experiences, they are also encouraged to talk about their feelings between

sessions with non-members, particularly others who know the dead person.

Such objectives as "grief shared is grief diminished," and giving "per-

mission" to detach oneself from all but the memory of the dead are

facilitated in this manner. In the first meeting then, these issues are

openly discussed.

SESSION II

The leader begins this session by. speaking briefly of some of the
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most typical reactions of persons bereaved by the death of someone

cherished. This can be effectively accomplished by asking each member

to react briefly to such experiences as feelings of loneliness, reactions

of anger and guilt, the conseqz.-.ences of stigma (social treatment of

bereaved by uneasy sympathizers) and deprivation, and, finally, the

notion of transition itself, including the goals of detachment and reinte-

gration -- prime goals for each individual within the group. Other .

typical topics for discussion may include both somatic reactions and

economic situations consequent to the loss.

Through this activity group members are given the opportunity

to identify their primary grief reactions and to begin to "own" them.

Thus, the objectives are several: for members immediately to see

the "legitimacy" and commonality of having such emotional responses

to their death loss; to provide the leader (and group) with a picture of

the range and intensity of these issues for this particular group (they

usually vary somewhat; and to gain information so that this and the

next two sessions can be organized about the more demanding concerns

of the members.

This is a good point at which to give members some "homework, "

beginning with an exchange of phone numbers among those who desire.

The purpose is to enable them to "check" with each other between sessions.

All too often the recently bereaved undergo "leper-like" social treatment

peeople normally close to them, and the concern demonstrated by one

person's merely attending to another with as little as a periodic phone
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call can be a powerful element in helping to resolve grief. This is

especially useful when death is relatively recent, and even more so if

the death resulted is someone's being widowed.

SESSION HI

This meeting is begun with a general inquiry about the "home-

work, " members" contacts since the last session, and any notable

occurrences a group member may wish to share. Following that, the

leader focuses attention on a topic uncovered in the previous session's

debriefing. It seems that "anger" and "guilt" feelings are most often

the dominant concerns at this juncture of the group's life. In talking

openly about such conflicting and (to them) supposedly inimical feelings,

members ventilate their feelings and hopefully gain some perspective

on understanding them.

The last portion of this third meeting is devoted to a lecturette

by the leader on "normal grief reactions," and on time as a key

variable in the mourning process. Material for this can be drawn

from the work of Lindemann (1944), flowlby. (1961), and Parkes (1972).

Often, issues such as the quandary of keeping up with the daily demands

of living in the face of immobilizing depression, the ambiguity of the

futures, and strained or absent social activity, are teased out and dis-

cussed at some length in this session. All of this discussion obviously

is intended to help bereaved members pursue their grief work.
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SESSION IV

During this session, the focus is on "stigma" and the social distance

and relative isolation that the death of a person confers on anguished

survivors. Also, the effects of "depr i ,,at ion" -- both social and econ-

omic -- usually come to the fore. Personal fears of vulnerability and

mortality, especially such fears 'as "cancer contagion" or hereditary

defects, should also be dealt with openly in this meeting if they have

not surfaced before. These are common, yet will vary from group to

group.

In this session, and to a lesser extent in the previous one, the

leader may find it useful to employ some "rational contradiCtion."

Disputation of seemingly irrational fears, while not always consoling,

will usually make an impact on a bereaved person over time.

This is also the session in which the group begins to "bridge

the gap" from being centered on the past (dead)lo focusing on the

present the living self and. others), and ul t ismate ly to planning for the

future. One way to facilitate this transition is to use a device like the

Gestalt "empty chair" technique for "saying goodbye" to the dead

person(s). This has the purpose of helping members to confirm (aloud)

tine death/absence and thereby gain some semblance of psychological

"closure" on that episode.

A typical homework assignment for the final session requires

membere to return the following week with some well-considered

strategies for dealing with their day-to-day needs and wants in light of
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the major changes incurred by the death loss. It has proven helpful to

encourage members to write down these strategies and share their

notes at the next meeting

SESSION V

To begin this final meeting, members form themselves into groups

of two to four persons each, the exact composition to be of their own

making. Within these small groups, each individual shares his/her

plans, with the other member(s) offering suppoitive critique, suggestions,

and encouragement. About two-thirds of the way thrOugh the session, the

leader reconvenes the total group and solicits voluntary reactions to the

discussions held in the subgroups. After briefly processing those, the

leader then recapitulates the progress of the group, eliciting members'

comments along the way. S/he then urges individuals to recognize and

affirm their change/progress to date and their new ability to adjust to

life in the face of death, and to note other gains made in the course of the

five weeks, including new friends and resources.

Finally, the predictable matter of separation anxiety needs to be

dealt with. It has been found useful to respond to this need by asking

each member to speak briefly about what the group has meant to her/him,

citing specific personal highlights. This activity concludes the group

experience. The objectives of this session are to make the transition

from group to self as "major resource" in the grieving process, and to

enable participants to affirm their directions and goals for "satisfactory

survival." .216
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With a target behavior like the process of grieving, there are

several options of which the leader should be sensitive throughout. The

five session/ format just outlined, for example, is most useful with

persons who are dealing with the death of a family member. However,

the general format and many of the specific activities can be used with

other types, of death-loss:' With such incidentp as campus suicide or

homicide, for example, a modificatton of this format has been used

successfully: In such cases, the students living in close proximity to

the dead victim becomethe target groUp. Adaptations suitable for their

needs include initiation of the group very soon after the incident, and

special emphasis on feelinks of guilt and personal vulnerability --

typically of paramount concern, .1. such situations. Feedback from

group members -- both during the'final meeting and afunsolicited times

in later weeks and monthi indicates that this structured group

experience provides helpful resolution of a number of feelings for the

bereaved.

Women Alone

Transition groups frequently focus on very specific,target popu-

lations with equally precise characteristics. Such a program is the

structured group entitled "Women Aloile," which was devised by Susan

Hofmann and Floyd C. Kennedy of the Counseling and Career Develop-

ment Center at Metropolitan State College in Denver, Colorado.

Participation in this group is limited to women who previously have
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shared life with a man (married or unmarried) but no longer are in such

a relationship, and to single women who have children and may or may

not have had such a sharing relationship. Their depiction of the

elements and flow of this program follows.

Group Format

The group is led by a male and female team of facilitators, and

group size numbers from eight to ten.

We meet for nine weekly sessions of two hours each; and a

small, comfortable room provides an ideal setting. The following set

of objectives is shared individually with group members prior to the

initial meeting.

1. To provide an understanding and supportive group

climate within which each participant may reassess her

total life situation (i.e.,. present circumstances, goals,

values, feelings about self, feelings about others, etc.).

2. To provide realistic consultation from both the professional

and the lay point of view.

3. To share with others in like circumstances one's own

experience and to learr, from the experience of others.

4. To provide emotional and intellectual support (i.e.,

acceptance and reassurance) during this difficult period

of her life.

5. To assist mothers without mates to handle the difficult.

task of rearing children alone.
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6. To help the "woman alone to come to grips with

the reality that she is alone and may be alone for

a significant period of her life.

Within this emotionally secure environment, to help

each paiAcipant to bring about changes in her life

style that potentially will lead to a more satisfying

life.

Also, prospective group members are told that we expect to

achieve these objectives by: (1) intensive discussion at group meetings

of the topics given later (plus other topic-6 suggested by group mem-

bers), (2) role playing and group exercises, and (3) well thought out

changes that each participant will be expected to begin to make in her
cr,

real life situati

SESSION I `0

In the first meeting, we begin with an open -ended discussion

'in which group members (and leaders)'share why Ody ha,ve sought this

grbup experience; and what they personally hope to accOrnpliqh. This*

is followed by a discussion orsOme general group guidetines,Ae leaders

providing a stimulus for this by out a brief, -ehe page statement
3 0 .

which outlines some common norms for a Counseling group.
:ra

Once these preliminaries are dealt wiib, the group starts the

first exercise. The objectives of this activity arg,to enable.group mem-

.bers to get to know each other, and give them a chance to talk brie
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about themselves without interruption. The procedure involves three

steps:

(1) Each grm member is asked to talk.about herself for

five minutes, with an emphasis on "Who I am" and "How 1

see myself now."

(2) After each group member speaks, other group members

are asked to react to what has been slid.

(3) Discussion of similarities/differences in concerns is

encouraged among.the total group.

Finally, the leaders assign homework, asking each participant

to give some lengthy thought to how she wants to use the group

experience over the next eight weeks, and to report back on this.

Also, members are instructed to peruse the following list of possible

.discussion topics and to identify thei l. concerns, of personal value and

priority from among them for sharing in the next meeting.

DISCUSSION TOPICS

1. Feelings about one's self. Self-:concept. Do you like you?
Do you dislike you? What is good, bad, right, wrong with you?
Are these your views? Or someone else's views? What
changes would you like to make?

. 2. So you are now alone -- with or without your children. What
does this mean to you? 'What are your feelings about being
alone? Are these feelings and thoughts helpful or hurtful?
Should they be changed? Is it acceptable to be selfish?

What do you have going for you? What abilities, talents, skills do
you have? What have been your achievements and successes?

In what roles do you see yourself?
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4. Are you more dependent than independent? Are you in control
of your life? If not, what must you do to gain control.? Coping
(just making do) vs: self-determination and growth ? Decision-
making ?

5. Do you work to help support yourself? If not, why not? Are these
reasons realistic? Or, are they a "cop-out?" Could you g& a
job if you tried?

6. What short and long term goals do you have for yourself? If you
hava no well defined goals, why not? If you do have well defined
goals, what are you doing about them?

7. Making changes in one's life-style is risky, but change in your
life probably is mandatory. What changes must you make?
How much risk can you tolerate? Work, living arrangements, etc.

8. How do you deal With feelings of loneliness, dePiession guilt,
rejection, anger, etc. ?

Friends, ex-friends, new friends. Love, sex, and the woman
aloyte. Relations with the ex-. Loving and being loved.

10. You and your children -- expectations, satisfactions, frustra-
tions, etc.

11. Marriage -- remarriage. "I'must have a man": fact or fiction?

12. Dealing with the new you and your new.life.

SESSION II

This session begins with sharing of responses to the homework

assignments. Based on these reported concerns, the leaders make a

list of tentative discussion topics for the next six meetings prior to. the -

third session.

The remainder of this meeting is devoted to having the group

members react to the following questions and discuss their responses.

The.particular objective of each of these questions is listed parenthetically

after each one.
221
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(1) Do you like yourself? (Used to encourage exploration

of self-concept.)

(2) How do you see yourself? What words do you use to

describe yourself? (To enable members to recognize

how they get to feeling the way they do.)

(3) How do you think others see you? What differences do you

see between questions 2 and 3? Why? (To recognize the

differences between internal and external messages relating

to self.)

(4) How do you see other members of this group? (To prac-

tice giving and receiving`feedback.)

. .
SESSIONS IX -ym

For the bulk of the group's remaining meetings the following

format is employed. Each meeting begins first .with a brief report by.

-each grouR member of her current feelings, and the relevant issues

thbt are most pressing for her, followed by group discussion of a new

area of concern.

The set of members' topical concerns provides the focal point

for discussion in the next six meetings. Although these concerns Will.

obviously vary from oneT 'group to another, the general flow of topics is

typically; as 'follows.

(1) Members' self-image, its components and sources.

(2) Various aspects of living alone, use of time, relative

dependence, loneliness, 'etc.



(3) Dealing with "bad" feelings, such as depression, anxiety,

guilt, worthlessness, stressful situations.

(4) Relationships, dating, sex,. remarriage.

(5) Child-rearing as a woman alone.

(6) Change and decision-making in our lives.

Throughout these sessions, the group monitors its own process

with guidance from the leaders. This guidance includes feedback about

individual members and their interactions, as well as an assessment of

how the program is proceeding. Also, a majeir part of the group's

activities during these six sessions consists of assignment of several

appropriate behavioral tasks. Examples of these assignments include

"behavioral rehearsal" tasks such as initiating conversations with new

and different people, inviting someone to dinner, practicing more satisfying

ways of relating to children -- particularly regarding dating and other

adult relationships -- and goal-setting with regard to resolution of

practical economic matters like finances and time management.

SESSION IX

In this final meeting, which serves as a wrap-up session, two

main topics are addressed. First, the group takes a look at what steps

each of the members can/should take from this point. Following that, a

brief period is given over to evaluating the program via group discussion

and completion of a short series of evaluation questions. These

questions involve subjective responses from the members relative to the
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group experience as a whole, to the leaders, and to suggested revisions

in format based on perceived gains for themselves.
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Summary

Three life transition groups have been described in this chapter,

developed to help persons deal with the upheaval resulting from major

changes within their lives.
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This chapter summarizes the material presented previously,
restates the goals and purposes of the three kinds of struc-
tured groups, and outlines the advantages of the, structured
group approach. It concludes with a look to the future for
the Structuredgroup movement.
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Chapter VI.

Summary and Future Directions

Summary

In this monograph, we have attempted to present an in-depth

look at what has come ,to be a significant, widespread mental health

intervention -- structured groups for facilitating development. These

programs are essentially short-term, organized methods for aiding

development in two main ways: first, they provide a means for remedying

a particular skill deficiency or repairing a psychologically disabling

experience; second, they enable helping agents to intervene preventively.

In the latter case, the developmental needs that commonly emerge through-

out the life spati can be anticipated and dealt with. In other words, one

need not depend on the elaboration of symptoms to address a client's

needs. As Caplan and Grunebaum (1967) noted, this type of primary

prevention has the potential for substantially counteracting the harmful

influences that, over the long haul, produce emotional dysfunction in the

population-at-risk.

These group approaches have several additional advantages.

Primary among them is the two-pronged nature of the help offered whereby

an individnafean find the solution to a particular problem and, simultan-

eously, develop the skill or ability to resolve similar future quandaries.

The general format of the groups optimizes time by limiting the number of

sessions and by providing a learning forum for several persons at the same

time. StructUred groups employ a variety of methodologies and reflect well
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two currently valued dimensions of counseling services -- proactivity

and accountability. In many ways, the structured developmental group

movement incorporates several of the plus factors and few of the weak-

nesses of the various movements wh i ch forged its genesis.

A conceptual schema has been employed to categorize generally

the varying character of, the different groups. In this schema three main

categories of groups are differentiated: (1) life skills groups, which help

members to acquire the skills necessary to cope effectively with daily

interpersonal transactions; (2) life theme groups, which assist persons to

resolve critical intrapersonal issues; and (3) life tranthtion groups, which

help individuals to adjust to major life-changes. Ideally, successful

learnings in both life skills and life theme areas equip individuals to

handle necessary life transitions successfully. All three types of groups

are goal-directed and time-limited. The establishment of specific goals

within a pre-determined t i me frame helps to make these types,of inter-

ventions highly accountable strategies which become a viable alternative

to so-called "talking" therapies.

The elements of structured developmental groups have been out-

lined, including consideration of pre-group variables, format, and

evaluation. Within each type of structured group, a range of approaches

has also been identified, with illustrations of several exemplary programs

in each category. Within the life skills groups were included Anxiety

Management Training, Assertive Behavior Training, Communication Skills

Workshop, Couples Enrichment Group, Decision-Making Group, Life/Work
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Planning, Interpersonal Skills, Parenting Skills Group, and Profile .Group

for Weight Control. Representative life theme groups included Clarifying

Personal Values, Human Sexuality, Loneliness and Self-Betrayal Workshop,

Raising Male Consciousness, Self-Esteem Workshop, and a program entitled

Woman Aware. Lastly, examples of life transition groups were the

TranVion Group for Separated/Divorced Persons, Resolving Personal

Loss Workshop, and the. Woman Alone Program. A variety of structured

developmental groups is continually under development, and the above can

thus be considered a representative rather than an exhaustive list. It is

hoped, in addition, that from reading this monograph, practitioners will

be able to develop and expand from the descriptions presented and design

their own locally relevant structured groups.

Future Directions

Anticipating directions which the burgeoning structured group

movement will take in the future is perhaps best done by extrapolating

from the present. Many of these types of programs are already incor-

porated into the formal school curriculum at various levels. Some, have

been expanded into full term courses and are being offered for credit in

colleges and universities. Still other examples can be found in middle

and secondary schools where they frequently appear as mini-courses.

Then, too, entire programs have evolved in recent years which integrate

deliberate psychological or affective education approaches throughout the

curriculum. In addition, groups of the type described herein are becoming
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more common offerings in community agencies. As the value of this

alternate mode of helping is realized by more mental health personnel, it

seems reasonable to expect that structured developmental groups will

become a widely employed therapeutic strategy throughout the helping pro-

fessions. Current professional involvement in this area reflects the high

level of consumer response to programs of this type, and each has, in

its turn, become the impetus for expansion of the other.

However, as with many of the helping interventions, evaluation

and empirical research lag behind the practice. A notable exception

to this situation is found with life skills groups, wherein a reasonable

amount of research data has been amassed in resent years. Needless to

say, evaluation of all of these programs needs more consistent and

sophisticated attention.

A survey of the entire movement at this time reveals a goal

emerging relative to future application of structured developmental groups.

We are already enmeshed in "playing catch-up." Because of heightening

client interest,, we can readily anticipate increased demand for programs

like these at all levels of adolescent education, reaching over into

adulthood. Our objective then is to seek implementation of these kinds

of groups at earlier points in human development than is presently the

car .

fJ

It has been stated that consumer response to these forms of inter-

vention has already begun to foster momentum for growth of this movement.

Although no single intervention Mode will ever universally suffice, structured
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groups for facilitating development are increasingly becoming major

tools in the mental health professional's repertoirl of therapeutic and

educational approaches to developmental change.

Summary

Structured groups for facilitating development are only one

means of dealing with common problems, but they have developed over

the past years into a significant, intervention technique. As more

professionals are made aware of the value of this method of helping,

it seems reasonable to expect that structured developmental groiips

will become a widely employed therapeutic strategy thrOughout'the

helping professions.



APPENDIX

The following is a list of program contributors and their complete mailing

addresses.

Life Skills

Anxiety Management Training

Barry McCarthy

Counseling and Testing Center

The American. University

Massachusetts and Nebraska Avenues

Washington, D.C.

Assertion Skills

Dolph Printz

Counseling Center

University of Rhode Island

Kingston,' Rhode Island 02881

Communication Skills Workshop

University Counseling Center

Colorado State University

Fort Collins, Colorado

Couples Enrichment

Dick Blouch

Counseling Center

Millersville State College

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Decision-Makin9,Group

Si Clifton and Bob Nejedlo

Counseling Center

Northern Illinois University

DeKalb, Illinois 60114

PATH

Howard Figler

Counseling Center

Dickinson College

Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013
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Friendship Initiating and Development Group

Michale C. Menefee

Counseling and Psychological Services Center

The University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas 78712

Parenting Skills Group

Lester Pearlstein
Counseling Center
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia

Profile Group for Weight Control

Robert B. Mandell

Coordinator of Health and Counseling

The University of Texas at Dallas

Dallas, Texas

Life Themes

Clarifying Personal Values

Judy A. Marsh
ZU Partridge St.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire

Human Sexuality

William H. Jones'

Gffice of Counseling Services

Gettsyburg College

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325

Loneliness and Self-Betrayal

Victor Atyas

Counseling,Center

University of. Rhode _Island

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
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Raising the Male Consciousness

Richard C. Nelson

Allen E. Segrist

Counseling and Personnel Services

Department of Education

Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Self-Esteem

Stanley Pavey
1551 North Murray Dr.
Los Angeles CA 90026

Women Aware

Lu Ann Keating

Counseling and Student Development Center

Northern Illinois University

DeKalb, Illinois 60115

Life Transitions

Transition Group for Separated/Divorced Persons

James D. Morris Mary R. Prescott

Student Counseling Center Department ofCounseling and Educational

University of4daho Psychology

Moscow, Idaho 83843 New Mexico State University

Las Cruces New Mexico 88003

Resolving Personal Loss

J. Eugene Knott

Counseling Center

University of Rhode Island.

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

Women Alone.

Susan Hofmann,

Floyd C. Kennedy

Counseling and Career Development. CenterBox 5

Metropolitan State College

250 W. 14th Avenue

Denver, ColOrado 80204 234
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